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ABSTRACT

In this thesis a system oflexical aspects. or Aktionsarten, is considered from the point

ofview ofGuillaumian Psychomechanics. which is a form ofcognitive linguistics. Guillaume

proposes that verbal systems have developmental stages, the total system of stages being

called the chronogenesis., that is the development of the time image. We have proposed the

existence ofpre.chronogenetic levels, which concern the development oflhe event image of

the lexerne, which in Guillaumian terms concerns the ideogenesis (choice and development

oflexical notion) rather than the morphogenesis (development oflhe grammatical notion).

The development of the event image is viewed as comprising five successive stages at the

pre-chronogenetic level, each of them rooted in pen:eption.

At the first stage the perceiving subject and the perceived event are separated in

consciousness which results in the realisation oflhe cognitive feature ·Occurrence'. This

featll£c is pusumed to have a linguistic representation ofttle Inherent lexical aspect, i.e. the

basic meaning which unites words ofdifferent parts of speech (e.g. shoot. shot) and serves to

lexically identify the same kind ofevent.

The second stage comprises the realisation of staticity and movement. or change. The

cognitive features Stasis and Kinesis of the event correspond to the linguistic categories of

Stative and Non-Stative lexical aspects.

The third stage is based on the preceding notion of movement. developing the

realisation oftwo kinds of movement - detenninate, proceeding in a definite direction and thus



bound to reach its end-point, and indeterminate., unorderty movement. The linguistic

exponents ofthese cognitive notions are the determinate and Indeterminate lexical aspects.

The fourth stage is based on the notion oforderly movement which is goal oriented

and proceeds from a beginning lhrough a unidirectional process to an end. The binary tensor

provides the remaining two features ofthis levd - punctual and repetitive occurrence. These

cognitive realizations of the manner ofoccurrence correspond to the Punctual and Iterative

lexical aspects.

The final stage involves the separation of the event and its subject, or pivot, which

allows for the subject to be viewed either externally, corresponding to the perfective lexical

aspect, or intemally, corresponding to the Imperfective lexical aspect. The hierarchical system

of lexical aspects is subsequently provided.

The second part of the thesis is an application of the proposed theoretical constructs

for the analysis of the aspectual subsystems of Russian.
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Introduction.

The main objective of this thesis is to take a new look at lexical aspects, or

Aktionsarten, and to provide a systematic analysis in accordance with the theory ofaspect

which is based on the teaching ofGustave GuiUaume (1965; 1984) and his followers (Valin

1965, 1975; Hirtle 1967, 1975; Hewson 1997; Hewson & Bubenik 1997). The principlcsof

Guillaumean linguistics are applied to the analysis of Aktionsarten in order to reveal

underlying oognitive categories and their systenUc relations to different kinds oflexicaJ aspect.

A theoretically constructed system ofhierarchicaJly organized and structured lexical aspects

is then applied to the analysis ofRussian verbs which are shown to comprise several distinct

semantic and morphological classes corresponding to different cognitive stages of the

development of the event-image.

The main reasons that stood behind the writing of this thesis are the following. The

category of aspect remains among the most controversial in linguistics. Comrie (1976)

provides a comprehensive cross linguistic description ofvarious aspectual distinctions which

may be rnorphologized in a regular verbal paradigm representing the category of aspect

proper, or may constitute a separate class ofaspectual distinctions manifest in derivational

morphology or semantics of individual verbs. What is a regular morphological aspect in one

language, e.g. imperfective in Russian, may be an aspectual distinction in another, e.g. in

English, and be absent altogether in yet another. e.g. Chuvash. The aspectual systems of

Slavic languages are among the most extensively described and are almost universally

believed to oomprise the opposition of perfective versus imperfective aspect. There exist a

number of phenomena in Slavic verbal systems, though, which can not be explained in tenns



ofthe pcrfectivel imperfective opposition. Among those phenomena are unpaired perfectives

and imperfectives. multiple relationships and aspectua.I trios (Forsyth 1970:43-48), the

sernelfilctive and iterative suffixes, and inconsistencies in the semantic patterns of presumably

perfectivising preverbs, semantic: differences between a.spectua.1 pairs and neutralisation ofttle

aspeclual contrast in certain cases. Forsyth (1970:29-30) remarks that the existence of

perfectives with a varietyofnuances. along with imperfectives expressing habitual repetition,

at one time led linguists to conclude that Russian had morc than two aspects, e.g. the verb

shollt has the following fonns:

(I) a. KpR"Ian. I\cricat'/ (imperfective) 'shout'

b. ICpKKH)'Th Ikriknut'/ (semeJfactive) 'shout, give a cry'

c. KpKJOtBaTb Ikrikivat'/ (iterative) 'shout habitually or intennittentiy'

d. nOKpK"laTb /pokricAt'/ (perfective) 'shout for a while'

e. nOKpHKHaan. /pokrikivat'/ (secondary imperfectiveJiterative) 'keep on shouting

now and again'

Numerous irregularities and a lexica-derivational rather than inflexional way of

creating aspectual pain made some scholars conclude that Slavic aspects are somewhat

idiosyncratic (Dahl 1985:27). For that reason it is not surprising that aspectual systems

similar to Slavic can hardly be found in any other Indo-European language nor, for that

matter, in any other typologically different language except for geographically neighbouring



Georgian and Hungarian (Dahl 1985:86-87). But even within the Slavic family verbal

representations are far from being identical. Though in some major points the Russian verbal

system is similar to the systems ofother Slavic languages. there are numerous differences both

in the meaning and usage of individual verbs and the two grammatical aspects which are by

no means a matter of detail (Maslov 1985:3 I) as they show a systematic character and a

considerably high frequency ofoccurrence (Stunova 1993: I).

The verbal systems oftypologicaUy different languages show a remarkable variety of

other categories which may be expressed by finite fOnn$. These are often described, without

strict methodological foundation, as tenses. For example, Zakiev (1966: 146-148) proposes

the system of indicative tense fonns in his native Tatar language, as foUows:

(2) a. P>esent 6apaM Jbaraml 'I go/am going'

b. Past Categorical 6apAWM Ibardym/ 'I wentlhave gone'

c. Past Incomplete 6apa lfJl.eM Ibara idem/ 'I wentII was going'

d. Remote Past 6apraH lfJl.eM Ibargan idem! 'I went (long ago)'

e. Remote Past Iterative 6apa TOpraH K,ll,eM Ibara torgan idem/'I used to go (long

ago)'

f. Future in the Past 6apaUK HAeM Ibaracak idem/'I was (about) to go'

g. Future Categorical 6ap&'laKMWH lbaraCalcmynl'l shall go'

h. Future Indefinite 6apwpMWH lbarynnynl'I will (probably) go'

This makes up a system ofone present (2a), four past (2b·e) and three future tenses

(2f-h), ofwhich four tenses are analytical, with the personal inflexion carried by the defective



auxiliary verb i- 'be'. In contrast, Poppe suggests a system of three simple (Past, conditional

and imperative) (poppe 1968:59-64), and a number ofcompound tenses consisting ofa fonn

of an auxiliary preceded by the main verb in either its finite fonn or in the fonn ofa verbal

noun, a participle or a gerund (poppe 1968:102-103).

Just as the case wjth Slavic languages, other Turkic languages related to Tatar to the

point of mutual intelligibility, have a significant non-overlapping of the categories of the verbal

finite forms. cf. Uzbek indicative foons from Reshetov (1966:349-351) below.

Present-Future tense:

(3) KeJlaMalllkelamani 'I (will) come)'

Progressive tense., which has five separate fonns not identical semantically:

(4) a. HIDJUlJmMaH /iJiayapmanl'l am working (at this particular moment)'

b. J;eJIaenrpMaa Ikelayotinnan/'I am coming (at this partiaJlar moment)'

c. lYPH6MaU lturibman/'I am standing' (for four verbs of state lYpMoK!tunnoql

'stand', YrHPMoK;/otinnoq/'sit', IOpMOR; lyunnoql'walk', CTMotC/yotmoq/'lie')

d. KIUJ'(a6 :Ynt"PH6Maa /iflab otiribmanl'l am working' (lit. 'working sitting')

e. Kena e:m6M.aH Ikela yotibmanl'[ am coming (at this partiaJlar moment)'

Past Definite tense with two fonns:

(5) a. HUUI&JUIM IiSladiml 'I worked'

b. KUlJIaraHMaH rlSlagan man! 'I (had) worked'

Past Narrative with four different forms:

(6) a. HII1J18CaH 3,!f,KM /illagan ediml 'I worked, used to work'

b. HWJJa6Maa lillabmanl '[ worked'

c. HU1JIa6 3AHM /illab ediml 'I worked (past indefinite)'

d. HlIIJ(ap 3AHM liflar edimf'l worked/was working'



Future suppositive (7a) and Future definite (7b), a rarely used fonn:

(7) a. llIIIJIapMa..H lillarmanl 'I will (probably, evidently) work'

b. KeJluc:aDlaH J1c:elai.alcmanl'l shall come'

Descriptions like the one above are very characteristic ofmanuals and academic works

devoted to Turkic languages (Re:z:iukov 1959; Krueger 196L; Andreev 1966). Besides a

somewhat random listing ofdifferent verbal forms, presumably tenses, there is considerable

controversy about their number. There is also a lack of uniform terminology for them, even

in the case ofTelatively well desaibed languages, such as Turkish and Tatar, compare. for

example, ZaJcijev's terms in (2) to those used by Poppe (1968). The verbal morphology of

Tuooc languages is often presented as an unordered and unstructured set ofdifferent tenses

which do not seem to be intendued or to make up a coherent system or systems with certain

subsystems; d, for example, the number of tense forms and the terminology used by

Reshetov (3-7) and by Kononov (1960) for Uzbek., or the description otTurkish indicative

torms in Lewis 1967 and Underhill 1976.

10e divemty ofvefbal represemations in different languages does not prevent people

from learning and understanding other languages, of which massively bilingual areas such as

New Brunswick and Quebec in Canada or Tatarstan and Chuvashia in Russia are among

notably salient examples. The very ability of people to learn typologically different languages

proves that human consciousness operates in a considerably uniform way, and that the mental

foundations of language structures must be similar though they may have different surface



representations. This is the first fundamental theoretical principle which is accepted in this

thesis.

The realisation ofthis principle sterns from the teaching ofMeshchaninov (1945) who

suggested the existence of the S<H:a1led notional, or conceptual categories (noWl"l'lfliBwe

KaTerOpuu) which may be expressed by a number ofdifferent language means at different

levels. This idea can be illustrated by the foUowing example. English may be said to have a

conceptu.aJ, or cognitive category ofthe modality ofsupposition. This category does not have

a unifonn means ofexpression, such as suppositional mood, for example. However, it may

be represented by purely phonetic means (rising intonation) alone or in combination with an

intcjection (8a); by a lexeme with a basically suppositional meaning, such as maybe, probably

etc. (8b); by modal verbs (8c); by a syntactic structure with the verb expressing supposition

in the main clause (8d), and. possibly, some other ways.

(8) a. Pat did it, eh?

b. Perhaps Pat did it.

c. Pat could have done it.

d. I guess Pat did it.

The category of supposition also seems to be gradual, as it is possible to express

various degrees of it, as in (9). The latter example was a response of a native speaker of

English to my question Can ·Searlen' be afamilyname. As it turned out to be, the speaker

had never heard such a family name before, and tJUs made her express her supposition using



nearly all the possible means:

(9) Well., ... I suppose, ... probably, it could.

Modality ofsupposition, consequently, does not have a unifonn morphological means

ofexpression in English but it does exist in the minds ofspeakers ofEnglish and will allow

them to easily grasp and use morphological means of representing supposition. such as the

verbal category of the potential mood.

Conceptual, or cognitive categories are studied by functional grammar and are

described as fonning functional-semantic fields (Admoni 1949; Bondarko 1983), or as

categories ofotherv.ise structured systems (Vet 1986; Siewierska 1991) with different levels

and strict hierarchy. The idea of functional grammar that language categories represent

strictly organized structUred systems with inner hierarchy is another theoretical principle

accepted in this thesis.

A third principle underlying this research is Hewson's (1997) idea that human

cognition and language activity involve three basic processes (memory, perception and

imagination) which mold the categories manifest in language.

A fourth principle is that ofbinary contrast expressed in Guillaume's (1984: 118-119)

radical binary tensor, a basic mechanism for linguistic operations. In the thesis this mechanism

is presumed to be the major mechanism underlying the system of cognitive categories that

determine both lexical and granunatical aspeaual distinctions ofverbs.



The choice of lexical aspects, or AJctionsanen, for investigation in this thesis is

determined by several factors. Guillaumean linguistics has made major advances in coMecting

some aspectual phenomena to certain cognitive images and in providing a unifonn and

comprehensive way of describing systems ofaspect and tense in different languages (Hirtle

1961; Hewson & Bubenik: 1997). Nevertheless, there remain a considerable number of

phenomena generally listed under the heading of Aktionsarten which seem to be properties

ofverbs as lexical units, and are conscqucntJy often treated as unpredictable and arbitrary. The

existence of verbal subclasses., for example, Russian iterative, semelfaetive verbs or

determinate and indeterminate verbs of mation, however, suggests that lexical aspects are also

stratified in a strict way and could have similar categories and subcategories as the regular

morphological aspects. The problem then arises as to what cognitive categories underlie

lexical aspectual distinctions. and whether it is possible to provide a finite inventory of

theoretically possible Aktionsarten in any language as reflexes of these universal cognitive

categories. A search for solutions to these problems constitutes one ofthe main thrusts of the

present study.

The thesis is organized in the following way. Chapter One introduces the basic notions

and principles in the Guillaumean approach to the problems of tense and aspect. This

approach is the theoretical basis and methodological mainframe or this work.

Chapter Two deals with some problematic topics in the (still developing) Guillaumean

theory ofaspect. particularly pertaining to those stages ofcognitive activity which have not

yet been sufficiently covered by the authors working within that paradigm. Chapter Two also



outlines the main problems concerning specifically the notion ofAJctionsarten.

Chapter Three attempts to expand Guillaumean theory of aspect into the realm of

lexicon and to determine cognitive images which give rise to a.speauaI distinctions on the

lexical level., and to correlate them with certain linguistic means of representation. It also

describes a possible unifonn inventory and structure of aspectuaI subsystems which

presumably exist in most languages and have a linguistic representation. This description

begins with the lowest level ofcognitive development ofa cognitive image of the event and

progresses to further. or higher stages. Lexical aspects are correlated with the cognitive

stages ofevent-image development so that a hierarchically organized system oflexica1 aspects

can be proposed. In Guillaumean tenns this may be described as a chronogenesis (a staged

development) of the act of representation, or ideogenesis. which establishes a verballexeme

appropriate to the speaker's expressive need (visie de discourse or expressive goal).

The remaining chapters represent a sample application ofw theoretical constructs

advanced in Chapter Three in the analysis of the lexical aspects of Russian. The analysis

begins with a briefhistorical overview ofthe aspectual system ofOld Church Slavic (Chapter

Four), and an investigation of the meanings and functions of prefixes in modem Russian

(Chapter Five). In the final chapter, Chapter Six, the systems ofRussian Aktionsarten are

presented. The description reviews the theoretical description of Chapter Three. i.e. it

begins with the larger and more universal categories ortlle perfective and imperfective which

represent the highest cognitive stage in the event-image development prior to chronogenesis,

and traces the theoretical levels of lexical aspects down to the first level which corresponds



to the first stage ofevent·image developmenL

The last Chapter contains the Conclusions drawn from the research.

A few notes on notations. Examples from different languages except Old Church

Slavic are given in the original orthography and are supplied with English glosses and

transliterations. In the transliterations the foUowing conventions were accepted. The letter

j is used to denote the palatal glide except in Russian examples after a consonant before a

back vowel. In the latter case the letter} denotes the phonemic palatalization ofthe preceding

consonants. The letter y in tnlnsliterations corresponds to the Russian letter M and in the

examples from Turkic languages it denotes the back counterpart of the high front sound fl!.

In transliterating Chuvash examples three original letters (f for the paJatal sibilant, 8 and e

for the back and front reduced vowels) are preserved following an established tradition in

transliterating Chuvash words (see, e.g., Dobrovolsky 1992). Old Church Slavic examples

are all given in transliteration except for the two reduced sounds which are rendered by the

Cyrillic letters II and ~ foUowing the example ofSchuyt (1990).
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Chapter One.

The GuiUaumean Approach to Tense and Aspect (GTA).

1.1. Underlying Principles.

Befocegiving an outline of how aspect: is treated by Guillawneans, it is necessary to

provide a few introductory notes on the basic notions ofGuillaumean theory. It follows Saussure's

~distinction_mg..e(tongue)and"""""(disalune)(Saussu<e1989[1916):52)

though the relationship between the two notions is viewed differently (Guillaume 1984:35-37).

Tongue is a system ofinteg:rated systems (e.g., the system ofnoun and the system ofverb)

each ofwhich has its own unity (Guillaume 1984:51). Tongue can only be observed in discourse

which tOOs serves as the only obsc:rvable part oflanguage. The principle idea. ofGuiUaume can

be summarised in the following statement: "everything in language is a process or a possibility

thereof' (WICkens 1992:8). Each act oflanguage involves severa1 mental operations, or processc:s,

which necessarily takes time, however short it may be. These operations, or movements of

thought. can be represented by an arrow that .epresents a vector. "As movement develops,

the mind can intercept it at some appropriate point, whose position will necessarily depend

on the amount of time allowed to elapse from the outset of the movement. Similarly, the result

obtained depends on the point at which the interception occurs" (GuiUaume 1984: 163). The

majoc mechanism that gives the mind its power is the radical binary tensor shown in Diagram

I ofGuillaume 1984: 118. It reflects two basic operations which involve the double movement

of thought, fiTSt a narrowing movement (particularisation), then widening (generalisation)

(Guillaume 1984:53). Guillaume first applied the mechanism in order to account for the system



oCthe article in French. Later he realised that the mechanism had a considerable explanatory

potential which can be applied to other theoretical notions. According to rome (1984:XVI),

"Guillaume postulated that this aU-embracing mechanism reflects one of the basic capacities

ofhuman thought: the ability to gen~raliseand to particularise".

particularisation generalisation

Diagram I.

Theexplanatory power ofthis mechanism was subsequently employed for the description

of the systems ofarticle (Hewson 1972) and number (Hirtle 1992; Wickens 1992).

The present thesis is an attempt to apply the notions ofparticularisation and generalisation

to explain some aspectuaI properties.

Alongside the above ideas, the GuiUaumean theory of tense and aspect, which will be

referred to as GTA, rests on several fundamental principles: (I) the idea ofstratified organization

oflanguage systems and subsystems; (2) the three-fold character ofhuman consciousness and

cognition; (3) the double nature oftime perception and representation; and (4) Guillaume's

notion ofchronogenesis. In order to understand the terms and concepts of GTA and the way

they are applied in this research, it is necessary to provide at least a briefoverview of these

principles.
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1.1.1 Stratified structures.

Hewson (1997:2) argues that both tense and aspect are complex mental constructions,

..stratified structures in the sense ofJakobson who recognized that in certain linguistic systems

some elementswereacquiredonlyafterothc:rs have beenacquired. and that these later acquisitions

were the first to disappear in aphasia" (Hewson 1997:2). Jakobsen's (1990:299) view is that

every phor1o&ogical system is a strarifitd structure. The same conetusion holds true for syntactic

and morphological structures, as was demonstraloo in an experimental project ofSpivak (l989).

Earlier this century Gustave Guillaume (I96S(I929D applied a simi.Iar approach in representing

the moods ofthe French verbal system as a stratified system of three opentional and sequential

stages. the indicative mood being the last level of representation that could only be achieved

after the representations ofthe two previousstages., namdy, the infinitive and subjunctive moods,

wen: achieved (Hewson 1997:2). Guillaume called this staged development ofa complex time

image "chronogenesis", which is a key concept ofGfAand is discussed in section 1.1.4 below.

1.1.2 Threc~foldcharacter of consciousness and cognition.

Our representation oftile world by means onanguage is not a mirror image but is mediated

and transformed by our perception: "we do not represent the world as it is, we represent the

world the way we perceive it" (Hewson 1997:2). Perception, or immediate seI1SOfy experience,

is not an independent process which falls into oblivion and disappears without a trace upon

its completion. Perceptive images are subconsciously recorded bymemory, where they are stored

more or less permanently in an intrica1e1yorganized way which also allows us to project them
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into non-existing anticipatory perceptions, or imag;nation. These three faculties - memory,

sensory experience (perception) and imagination - are the major constituents ofconsciousness

(Hewson 1991:3) and they enable us to behave in an orderly and goal-oriented way.

Our very existence and mental activity, consequently, are related to three important

moments:

i. the immediate past (the omega field) recorded in the memory;

ii. the moment of immediate experience being recorded by the senses (a.JWrJ;

iii. the immediate future(the alpha field) visualised in the imagination (Hewson 1991:3).

Hewson uses the analogy ofthe 6lm moving through a cine camera and compares the

memory to those frames that have been exposed, and imagination to those frames which are

still unexposed. "The moment ofimrnediate experience may be compared to the frame in the

processofbeing exposed to light in thechamberofthe camera(Hewson 1991:3). This comparison

serves to illustrate one of the most momentous concepts ofGTA - that of relativity of time

perception and representation.

1.1.3 Relativity of time perception and representation.

The flow of time can be perceived and represented in two ways. Using an analogy of

a flowing river, in one case the observer (recipient) is on the bank standing stiU while the rivet"

is seen to be in movement. In the second case the observer, floating downstream on the sulface

ofthe river, perceives the banIc: as in movement. This analogy illustrates Guillaume's cognitive

contrast of "Ie temps qui marchedans {'esprit'· versus "{'esprit qui marche dans Ie temps",
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or, in Hirtle's (t975: 16) and Hewson's (1997:4) tenns. Ascending versus Descending time.

Descending Time records our sensory experience regardless ofour will whereas Ascending

Time is required for conative or imaginative mental activity (Guillaume 1964: 195, Hewson

1997:4). In other words, Descending Time puts the observer with his face looking to the past,

i.e. Descending Ttme evokes me impression of"&lling away into the past", "moving back into

(he past" (Hirtle 1975: 16).

In the case ofAscending Time the observer is looking into the future so that the most

recent experience is "'front o[an event or experience which will follow, i.e. Ascending Time

implies the opposite movement toward time which is not yet actualised (Hirtle 1975: 16).

Inthedownward flowofperceivedtime(DescendingTime)"themomentofconsciousness,

when recorded in the memory, becomes moment WI' then~ then~ and so on as the memory

of the experience fades into the past" (Hewson 1997:6) which may be graphically represented

with a retrospective arrow:

W] W:2 WI

Figure I. Descending Time

"In the progression ofthe event represented in ascending time the initial moment a l is foUowed

by~ then~ as the projected event proceeds towards its conclusion" (Hewson 1997:6) which

may be represented by a prospective arrow (Figure 2):

x--->
a\ Clz a]

Figure 2. Ascending Time.
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where X represents the point oforientation. i.e. the consciousness afme individual (Hewson

1997:6).

1.1.4 Chronogenesis.

Thethrcecognitive mechanisms (memory, perception and imagination) may be illustrated

by linguistic categories. The three forms which correspond most closely to our cognitive

experience, are

i. the lnfinitive (to) sing in which the event is represented as a complete whole conceived

by imagination;

ii. the present participle singing in which the event is represented as the kind ofactivity

that takes place in immediate sensory experience;

iii. the past participle sung which represents the event as just completed, recorded in

the immediate memory (Hirtle 1975:20; Hewson 1997:5).

1.1.4.1 The first stage ofchronogenesis.

Hewson points out that the three representations oulined in 1.1.4 "are the fundamental,

or primitive delineations of verbal activity in English on which the rest of the verb system is

built" (Hewson 1997:5) and are the tim. elements learnt by the English-speaking child. These

three different contrastive elements form the verbal subsystem at the first stage ofchronogenesis

in English, the stage which Guillaume called nominal, or quasi-nominal mood (Guillaume

1964:186; Hinle 1975: 16; Hewson 1997:6). Incorporating the retrospective and prospective
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arrows into one picture can give us a graphic representation of the first chronogenetic stage

(Figure 3) where the past participlesungis a representation ofa memorial event. the infinitive

(10) sing is a representation ofan event in imagination, and the present participle singing is

a representation of the mge ofsensory experience (Hewson 1997:6).

<---x<--x----->x->
sunK singing (10) sing

Figure 3. The first chronogenetic stage.

According to Hewson, "these three fundamental representations are the basis for the

development ofthe system oftense, aspect.. mood and voice in the verbal system ofEnglish"

{Hewson 1997:6}.

1.1.4.2 The second stage ofchronogenesis: Universe Time.

The ve:tbal representations at the first level ofchronogenesis are omy relevant to the

internal time, to the time ofmental functioning. according to Hewson who underscores this

point. Very soon a child learns "'that there is necessarily time outside the mind. just as there

is space outside the body" (Hewson 1997:7). It becomes possible to make an extrapolation

from mental time and to represent the whole of universe time called by Guillaume Ie temps

explique, the time that contains the event as opposed to Ie lemps impUl[Ile, the time contained

by the event (Hewson 1997:7). Hewson replaces these French terms by the more simple and

convenient terms Universe Time and Evenl Time originally proposed by Valin (1975) (Hewson

199707).

Universe Tune may be represented as a vast present nanning from an infinity in the past
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to an infinity in the future. 11Us representation creates L"le second level in the development of

the verbal time-image, or the second stage of chronogenesis which is typically used for the

representation of the subjunctive (Hewson 1997:7).

According to Hewson. some languages choose the representation of Universe Time

as descending, as in Greek or Slavic languages as iUustrated by Figure 4.

Event Time

1'---1

Universe Tune

Figure 4. Descending Universe Time.

Other languages represent Universe Tune as ascending : "'this is the situation in English

where the subjunctive forms resemble those oftke infinitive, and the normal past tense of the

indicative is apreterit. not an imperfect., and the non-past tense also represents events as oomplete,

50 that the simple non-past he walks through the door contrasts with the progressive form of

the same verb he is wal/dng through the doof" (Hewson 1997:7-8). This case can be illustrated

by Figure 5 which shows two mental realisations of the physical notion oftime. One of them

is Event Time and the other is Universe Time.

Event Time
1--·1

Universe Time

Figure 5. Ascending Universe Time.

Most Indo-European languages, according to Hewson (1997:8), have a binary

system of tense in the indicative, past versus non-past. in either Descending Time (e.g.
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Greek, Slav;c) or Ascending TlmC (e.g. Hittite., Germanic). In such binary systems a future

representation is constructed by means oCthe aspect system.

Some languages. however, such as Latin and most of the Romance languages.. have

representations in both Ascending and DescendingTune. In the indicative the Romance languages

have two past tenses • preterit (m Ascending Tune) and imperfect (m Descending Tune) as

represented by Guillaume (1964: 195). and in the subjunctive two contrastive forms, a so-called

"present" in Ascending Time and a so-caIled "past" in Descending Time.

Verbal forms produced at the second level ofchronogenesis rqnsent. events in Universe

Time without any precise localisation. This enables the usage of the subjunctive fonns in

subordinateclauses, or in represenwions ofa possible event that couldoccuranywhere in Universe

Time (Hewson 1997:8).

It should be noted at this point that Guillaumean linguistics does not have a canonical

set ofdogmaticiz:ed ideas. Rather, Gui11awne'spioneeringdiscoveriesofpsychological mechanisms

underlying linguistic representations and his methodology have been open to criticism, further

elaboration and re-interpretation. Not surprisingly, in the past haifa century scholars working

within this paradigmcameup with numerous ideasspecifYing,extendingordeveloping Guillaume's

basic notions.. These ideas, ofcourse. are not always identical. For example., Hirtle (1975:15ff)

collapses Event Tune and Universe Tune and holds the view that in English "the infinitive., the

present participle and the past participle... evoke no image of universe time divided into time

spheres" (Hirtle 1975: 16) and that the quasi nomi.nal mood has representations only in Descending

Tune (Hirtle 1975:18). Hirtle also (i9i5:18) extends the term. "tense" to the forms contained
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in aU three moods and calls the infinitive and the participles "tenses". Hewson (1997) reserves

"tense" for the foons ofme subjunctive and indicative mood and refers to the infinitive and

participles at the nominallevd as "quasi-nominals", In tbecases ofthese and sim.ilar discrepancies

and differences in matter ofdetail this thesis foUows the theoretical concepts adopted in Hewson

1997.

1,1.4,3 The third stage ofchronogenesis: the Indicative.

At the finallevd in the development of the time-image the so-called indicative fonns

are createdwhichensure a precise localisation ofthe event in time. This is done bya representation

ofconsciousness which aeates a division line, a watershed within Universe Time between two

distinctive time spheres. separating past time (memorial time) from non·past (non·memorial

time). This is illustnted by Figure 6:

talked
1-·1

talk(s)
1-·[----.---

Figure 6. Time spheres in English,

Potentially, languages can make further divisions of Universe Time locating an event

relative to the perceptivestage. Hewson gives the example ofLarin (Figure 7) where "the present

is a platfonn from which both past and future may be surveyed" (Hewson 1997:9).

amabam amabo
1.---1 amo 1-·.[

- .----[.·-X··· .•J--. -

Figute 7. Time spheres in Latin.
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It is, ofcourse. possible to have many more morphological tenses than just past and

non-past (d: the notion remoteness and systems with at least seven past tenses in Dahl 1985:12~

123). For example Hay.. a Bantu language, has a distinct set of morphological verbal fonns

which locate different tense and a:spc:ctual fonns in the foUowing six segments ofUniverse TlITIe

(Hewson, Nurse. Muzale - personal communication) (Figure 8). The verbal forms in Figure

8 are the unmarked aspect of the verb ku-gur-.a 'to buy' in the first person plural. The tense

marlcing morphemes which are italicized mark the same tenses in all the aspeclS throughout

the indicative paradigm in that languagel
.

EVENT TIME:

tu-ka-gura tu-guz-ire tu-a-gura tu-0-gura w-raa-gura tu-li-gura

1·-----1 1·--1 1'---1 1---'1 1---'1 1---'1

UNIVERSE TlME:
··--1---1--1---1---1----

far past mid past memorial experiential near future far future
present present

Figure 8. Time spheres in Haya.

1.1.4.4 Summary ofchronogenesis.

It is imponam to emphasize that lell.2 is a category which locates the event within Universe

Time., and can only be described in tenns ofa single tense representing the vast present (as

in the English subjunctive he go), or in terms ofpastlnon-past with additional fields, or segments.

The non-past can be subdivided into present and future while the past can be subdivided into

ITbc tense mncrs immediately (ollow the subjecl marU:r (111-) excepl: for-the mid pasllense where the marker
.in is idcnticallo the mmcr ofthe perfect aspect and follows the verb root.
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near past, mid past, far (remote) past etc. The present can be further subdivided into memorial

present and experiential (perceived) present, while the future can undergo a subdivision into

near future, mid future and far (remote) future.

It is evident that such notions as progressive, perfecl, perfective, categorical. definite.

suppositive. narrative, etc. are not applicable to the notion tense. All these terms belong to

the domain of modality or aspect.. Aspect, as we shall see. deals with Event Time and the

localisation of the subject at various positions within the event, or before or after the event.

The stages subsumed under the term Chronogenesis are supposedly universal. However,

individual languages may go through certain changes which may lead to the elimination of the

indicative tenses ofStage Three (Hewson 1997: 10) resulting in the wider exploitation ofaspectual

forms., as in North Slavic languages. While Guillaume's original idea ofchronogenesis is based

on three stages. Hewson (1997: 11) argues that there may be more complex systems with four

slages. or less complex wilh two stages.

A generalised graphic representation ofa typical three-stage chronogenesis at its final

stage is shown in Diagram 2. reproduced from Hirtle 1975:14-15.

,. CHRON01'HESlS - C QUASI-NOMINAL. MOOD
H
R
o
N
o

2" CHRONOTHESIS G SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD
E
N
E
S
I

3- CHRONOTHESIS - S INDICATIVE MOOD

Diagram 2.
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Guillaume'soriginal term c1ronolhuisrefen to the image resulting from the interceptions

at the ditl'erent points of the mental operation producing a tiJne,..imagc, i.e. the operation of

chronogenesis. These chronothescs correspond to the chronogenetic levels described above.

1.2 Aspect. Event Time.

The study ofaspect has produced an abundance of literature in which aspect is treated in

a number of ways. Some scholars analyse both synthetic and analytic fonns ofaspect while

others limit aspect to synthetic fonns or to the description of Aktionsan in Slavic (Hewson

1997: II). GTA basica.lly follows Guillaumean guidelines in attributing aspect to Event Time

as can be seen in the following remarks by Guillame's disciple Valin (1975: 133) reproduced

in Hewson (1997:11-12):

This common feature by which one can always, despite different st"tes of
definition, recognise grammatical aspect, is, here as elsewhere, the setting up
ofa distinction involving, not /he time that conlains /he evenl, but the time lhal
iscvnfainedin /he evenl. This oppositionbetween a universe time which conltlins
and an event time which is conlained ~ an opposition which corresponds to
a difference not of nature (time is always time). but of position (time in the
position of container and time in the positions ofcontent) - is the key to all
problems concerning grammatical aspect [translated by John Hewson}.

Iftcnse is in essence the process of locating the event relative to Universe Tune, then

the essence ofaspcct is IocaI.ising the subject of the event relative to Event Tune. lfwe indicate

Event Time by a dotted line similar to prospective and retrospective arrows (Fig. I and 2). then

the subject of the event (i.e., the grammatical subject of the verb) can occupy one of the five

positions marked by capital letters (Hewson 1997: 13) in Figure 9, namely the three internal
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positions and the two extema.l positions.

AIB-C--D!E
Figure 9. Positions ofthe subject of the event.

1.2.1 Prospective Aspect.

Point A in Figure 9 represents the subject in the position before the event. It corresponds

to what Hewson (1997:12) caDs Prospective Aspect as in English will speak:

wi/lspeaJc

AI---·I

Figure 10. Prospective Aspect.

Thediagram inFigure 10showsaneventas a whole., with its beginningand end represented

by vertical bars while the subject is placed outside the event prior to its beginning (for more

information on Prospective Aspect see a sample GTA analysis of English in section 1.3). In

the example above., will is a non-past tense nwkel" and the infinitive advances the action expressed

by the verb to a latel" time., namely the future. Paradigmatically. the non-past tense marker will

is opposed to the past tense marker would in the same aspect Thus it appears that the auxiliary

of these verbal constructions carries the function ofdenoting tense with aspectual meaning

rendered by the main verb.

1.2.2 Inceptive Aspect.

The position ofme subject at point B in Figure 9 ilJustrates Inceptive Aspect when the

subject is located inside the~t at its very beginning. Morphological Inceptive Aspect is
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not very common in Indo-European languages. However, it is clearly manifest in some verbs

with perfectivising preverbs in Slavic languages. For example, the preverb za- turns imperfective

verbs into perfective and also adds the shade ofmeaning 'to start, to set out', as in Russian

examples 10 (b and d) :

(10) a. 6eran. !begat'/'to run, to be running around'- Imperfective

b. 3.6eran. 1zabegaJ.'/'to start running (around)'- Perfective

c. Den/pet'l 'to sing' - Imperfective

d. ')aoen/zapet'/'to start (burst out) singing' - Perfective

What is traditionally called Aktionsart (lexical aspect) in the above examples clearly

represents the subject at the: very beginning of the event. In the absence ofsystemic lnceptive

aspects marked by suffixation, I shall use the Russian derived verb (1Od) with the lexical Inceptive

Aktionsart as an example of the subject in the position at the very beginning of the event in

Figure 11:

wp<1'

18--1
Figure 11. Inceptive Aspect.

1.2.3 Progressive Aspect.

Point C in Figure 9 represents Progressive Aspect. In this case, the subject is located

between the beginning and the end ofthe event with some part of it normally accomplished

and the rest to be completed, as in Figure 12:
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is singing
I·-C------·I

figure 12. Progressive Aspect.

As might be expe;:ted. the main verb in ttis aspect in English takes the form ofthe present

panicipte (recall from 1.1.4.1 that the present participle corresponds to the stage of sensory

experience, at the tint chronogenetic level, as located on the threshold between memory and

imagination, and apparently this primary Gestall participates in aU subsequent developments

which involve present particip1cs). In the English Progressive the tense is indicated by the auxiliary,

while the aspectuaI meaning, as in the case of Prospective Aspect, is indicated by the ronn or

the main verb.

Some languages may lack a syntaetico-morphological Progressive Aspect. The idea

of the subject inside the event, nevertheless, can be expressed either by a different aspect (e.g.,

Imperfective) or by various periphrastic (Iexico-syntacticaJ) means, as in the German example

below:

(II) Siewarbeim Essen 'She was eating'
She was at-OAT. w-INF.

Periphrastic expression ofthe Progressive, according to Dahl (1985:93), seems to be

predominant cross-linguistically.

1.2.4 Perfective Aspect.

Point 0 in Figure 9 represents the !lJbject in the position at the end ofthe event (Figure

13).
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popit' - '10 have a drinlc'
1--01

Figure 13. Perfective Aspect..

perfective Aspect is absent in English but it is believed to be a regular morphological

aspect in Slavic languages, and is found also in other languages (cf. the Greek aorist). Slavic

verbs have a lexical·morphological perfective aspect, i.e. the aspeetual meaning is part of the

general. senwltics ofthe verb, such as the Russianpopit , '10 drink up, to have a drink '. In Ancient

Greek, however, the aorist isa reguJar morpholog;caI (paradigmatic) category conunonly marked

by means ofsuffixation. In English the Aktionsan meanings ofthe perfective aspect are expressed

by such phrases and verb coUocations as lodrinlc up,lorun inlo, 10 tum up (Hewson 1997: 14- t5)

which also have a lexical meaning representing the complete evenL In Russian. this aspect is

used to denote a completed event in the past tense fonn, and to denote the future in the non-past

tense whereas a reference to the present moment is impoSSlble with such fonns. English. verbs

with perfective meaning also seem to have this property: their usage in the past tense seems

natural (12 a and b) while in the present. their usage is not quite felicitous as in (12c) and (12d)

unless the latter examples are used in stage directions, or as the so-called "historic present"

(12) a. Pat drank up the medicine

b. Chris finally sat down.

c. '1 Pat drinks up the medicine

d. ? Chris finally sits down.

The absence or presence ofsome aspects seems to vary significantly in even related
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languages. This variety, nevertheless., is accounted for by thedifferent representations ofUniver.;e

Tune accepted in different languages. For now it would be enough to say that perfective and

imperfective aspects are attributes ofdescending Universe Ttrne. i.e are a property oflanguages

which have a representation of Universe Time as Descending Time. English having the

representation ofUniverse TlItIe as ascending, consequently lacks syntactic or morphological

Perfective Aspect. The representation and the interpretation of the Perfective which is accepted

in this dissertation differs from the above description in several respects (see 3.2.5 and 5.2.1).

1.2.5 Retrospective Aspect.

Point E in Figure 9 places the subject in the position after the event. Reproduced in

Figure 14, this situation characterises the Retrospective (traditionally called perfect, or

transcendent) (Hewson 1997: 13):
have spoken

I-------IE

Figure 14. Retrospective Aspect.

The difference between the Perfective and the Retrospective is not great, but as Hewson

(1997: 13) points out it is vital for understanding the contrasts found in different languages.

He insists that the Perfect (henceforth referred to only as Retrospective) and the Perfective

are quite different elements (Hewson 1997: 16), an idea that often astonishes even well-oriented

linguists (Dahl 1985: 138). The Perfective necessarily represents the event as complete whereas

the Retrospective does not do so necessarily. A phrase with the verb in the Retrospective does

not necessarily imply that the event is complete and that the subject of (13) is no longer here:
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(13) 1 have been here for two hours.

The same context inRussian, for example. would require the use ofnon-past Imperfective

because the Perfective (14a) in this context would mean 'I will belstay here for two hours'

The past Perfective (14b) would not correspond to the English phrase in (13) either because

it would mean the event was completed, and the appropriate usage of the past Perfective would

require a different context (lam - 'there') as in (14c):

(14) a. H npo6yJU'pr( 3JJ,eCb,ll.Ba 'faca

I belstay·NON·PAST here two hoW"S

'I'll stay here for two hours'

b. ?* H npo6blnprf 3,l1;eCb ABa Ifaca

I belstay-PAST here two hOW'S

c. .R npo6bIJI TaM.lUIa

[bclstay.PAST lherc two hotll"S

'I was!stayed there for two hours'

1.2.6 Immanent Aspect.

According to Hewson, simple tense fonns at the third level ofchronogenesis such as

Greek eluon 'I undid' and English I walk are unmarked for aspect. That does not mean that

they do not have any aspect. Such forms "present a fundamental representation: Performative

ifthey were constructed in Ascending Time. and Imperfective ifthey are constructed in Descending

Tune" (Hewson 1997: 10). Hewson calls this urunarked inherent aspect Immanent Aspect since

it stems from the linguistic representation of time (ascending or descending) that is internal
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to the representation because it is pan of the orientation of the system (Hewson 1997:10).

lmmanent Aspect is therefore inherent in the system and for that reason it is unmarked. Its nature

and peculiarities stem from the way Universe Time is represented in a particular language as

either Descending or Ascending Time.

In this thesis, the Immanent is treated differently as a manifestation of the first stage

ofthe event image development and as a representation of the lnherent lexical aspect distinctly

different from the morphological Imperfective aspect (see 3.2.1 and 6.3.1).

1.3 An example ofGTA analysis: tense and aspect system ofEnglish.

As has been mentioned before. English has a binary representation oftense, past versus

non-past, as a property of Universe TlIllC in the indicative (Ascending in the case ofEnglish).

Except for [mmanent aspect, the tense is marked on the auxiliary. The following table from

Hewson (1997: 12) illustrates the English system of tenses and aspects:

Aspect Non-Past Tense Past Tense

Performative I speak I spoke

Prospective I will speak I would speak

Progressive I am speaking I was speaking

Retrospective I have spoken I had spoken

Table 1.1. The system of tense and aspect in English.

The Peri'ormative Aspo;:t of the forms that are unmarked for aspect stems entirely from

the fact that the two tenses of English are representations in Ascending Time: their Immanent
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(unmarked) aspect is consequently Perfonnative.

Using the graphic representation of Event Time the three synthetic aspects can be

juxtaposed and represented in the following way (Figure 15 from Hewson 1997:13):

PROSPECTIVE x 1--·1 will speak

PROGRESSIVE [o----x---·1 am speaking

RETROSPECTIVE 10__1 x have spoken

Figure 15. English Aspects.

It is important to stress that representations ofEvent Time in Figure 15 do not have

anything in common with the notions of'past', 'present' and 'future' which are attributes of

Universe Time. It is possible, however, to incorporate Event Time representations into a

comprehensive picture with Universe Tune (Figure 16) where the past and non-past segments

of the latter, represented by the tense of the auxiliaries. are marked on a dotted line.

PROSPECTIVE x 1-------.....1 1 x I--~I

PROGRESSIVE i~-X'-"'i

RETROSPECTIVE 1"--1 x

i~--X--... j

I~---I X

....................................................................• [ ............................................................•~

PAST NON-PAST

Figure 16. English aspects and tenses.
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Figures 15 and 16 allow us to show how aspectual distinctions can represent past and

future from the vantage point of the present: "in the present perfect, for example, the event

represented by the past participle oilly indicates a past event because the event is represented

retrospectively from the present: any event seen retrospectively from the present must necessarily

be in the past" (Hewson I997: 13). Inother words, the past reference ofthe non-past Retrospective

have spoken is created entirely by the tact that the subject X is represented as outside the event

qfter it. Similarly, the future reference ofme non-past Prospective will speak is created entirely

by the fact that the subject X is represented as milside the event in a position before it.

1.3. I Combinations ofaspects.

One can not fail to notice that some frequently used English verb fonns are missing

from the GTA analysis. The tact is that such fonns as I have been speaking, I will have been

speaking etc. do not constitute separate aspects. They represent combinations of the three

aspects depicted in Figures 15 and 16. This combinability reveals strict hierarchical constraints:

in the sequence (15)

(15) PROSPECTIVE> RETROSPECTIVE> PROGRESSIVE

every preceding aspect can combine with any ofthe following as in (16a-d) but not the other

way round (16 e-i):
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(16) a. Prospective + Progressive

b. Prospective + Retrospective

c. Retrospective + Progressive

d. Prospective + Retrospective + Progressive

c. - Progressive + Prospective

f. - Retrospective + Prospective

g. - Progressive + Retrospective

h. - Retrospective + Prospective + Progressive

i. - Prospective + Progressive + Retrospective

wUl be speaking

wUl have spoken

have been speaking

wUl have been speaking

-be will speak

-have wi// speak

-he having spoken

-have will he speaking

-Will be having spoken

The full significance ofthis hierarchy is yet to be thoroughly investigated and understood,

yet even now it clearly showsthe systemiccharacterofaspecttJal meaningsand underlying cognitive

and psychological realities.

1.4. Different kinds ofaspects.

Hewson (1991: 13) points out that there are at least three distinct morpho-syntactic

forms ofaspect. namely: immanent (unmarked) aspect, analytic aspect, and synthetic aspect.

There is also a founh type, namely Aktionsart, which is distinctly lexical, not morpho-syntactic.

1.4.1 Analytic aspect.

Analytic aspect is expressed by an auxiliary, marked for tense, on which the lexical verb

in an appropriate aspeetual ronn is dependent, e.g. I was speaking.
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1.4.2 Synthetic aspect.

synthc:ric aspc:ct is expressed by a single word which indicates both tense and aspect.

the latter usually marked by affixation. Ctassal Latin llInlZI4, amaveram, amavero, for example,

...theperfcet(Rctrospective) fom»(wrth -~marl<ingtheaspect)ofthe~lmmanent

forms amo, amabam, amabo. The difference between analytic and synthetic aspects also appears

elsewhere: analytic aspects easiJy combine to convey a variety ofaspectual meanings whereas

synthetic aspects do not so easily combine.

1.4.3 AJctionsart.

Aktionsart is best known and described in Slavic languages where it is both part of the

verb semantics and can be regularly created by special morphological means (suffixes and

preverbs). Though these morphemes usually change the default lexica] aspect (perfective or

imperfective), they also, in most cases, add an extra meaning referred to as 'the way ofperfomUng

an action' (sposobydeistvia in Russian linguistics).

However, Aktionsart is an inherent semantic feature of most, if not all, verbs in any

language. As Hewson (1997: (5) points out,

It follows that every verb has a eenain aspect connected to its lexical
representation of the event. For that reason, to break in its intransitive usage
(the rrJfM broke) has a perfective Aktionsart while 10 liW! has an imperfective
Aktionsart. The verb 10 hammer, apparently, has an iterative AJctionsan and
the verbs topossess. 10 waIJc, to lie, 10 have also have an irnpert'octive Aktionsart.

It is evident from the above that Hewson treats Aktionsart as an inherent lexical property

ofthe verbs semantically equivalent to the notions of perfectivity and imperfectivity. [n the
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present thesis a somewhat different approach is adopted in which Aktionsarten are treated

as separate aspectual subsystems reflecting a certain pre-chronogenetic stage of perception

and cognition (see Chapter Three).

1.4.4 lmmanent Aspect.

The fourth kind ofaspect, always unmariced. is Immanent Aspect. This is a representation

created by the tense fonn:

Just as the lexical item brings its idiosyncratic rqRSCntation (Aktionsart) to
the verbal representation, the tense representations in Ascending and Descending
time bring two different aspectuaI images to the verbal representation. The tenses
that are formed in Descending Tune are naturaJ imperfectives. as in Greek and
Slavic, so that the simple past and non-past tenses in these languages are
Imperfectives, and these languages fonn contrasting Perfectives in the aspect.
system. In English, where the tense system is based on Ascending Time., the
simple tenses represent complete events, and English has created a Progressive
Aspect to form a contrasting Imperfective (Hewson 1997:16).

As stated above, the approach to Immanent Aspect accepted in this paper is somewhat

different from Hewson's treatment and is discussed in Chapter Three.

1.4.5 Interaction ofdifferent kinds ofaspects.

Thekindsofaspectdesaibedabovenatural.lyoccuratdifferert.stagesofspeech. Aktionsart

is an inalienable part oCthe lexical semantics ofthe verb and constitutes its property in the lexicon.

Synthetic aspects emerge in derivation when a regular morpheme is added to the verb root,

and may be systemic, IS in latin and Greek. Analytical aspects are further developments and

occur at the syntactical level. When viewed from the chronogenetic perspective, these kinds
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ofaspect also seem to enter the formation ofverbal form through particular stages at which

all ofthese aspects and tenses interrelate and form a unique combination. Hewson (1997: 16)

stipulates the following succession ofthe formative stages:

l. The lexical element that is to be shaped as a vert brings its own idiosyncratic
Aktionsart to the verbal representation.
2. This lexical element may then be processed to produce a quasi-nominal,
subjunctive, or indicative fonn, according to the developmental stages of the
chronogenesis.
3. If the form so produced is a quasi-nominal, it will have the natural aspect
that is produced at this level (e.g. perfect, progressive, prospective) and may
undergo further synthetic (Latin amare -> amavisse) or analytic aspect
distinctions (speaking -> having spolcen).
4. Ifthe fonn so produced is a subjunctive or indicative, it will have the natural
aspect of the tense forms at these levels, either Imperfective (in Descending
Time) or Performative (in Ascending Time). This form may then be subjected
to further synthetic (latin amo -> amavt) or analytic aspect distinctions (spoke
-> had spoken -> had been speaking).

As a particular verb may have a combination ofdifferent types and kinds ofaspect in

different tenses, this naturally results in a sometimes complex semantics which presents

considerable difficulties for a linguistic analysis. It has been noted (1.2. I) that Prospective Aspect

(will speak) can create a future reference which has frequently been presumed to be a tense

form in English. Some specific interactions of Aktionsart and analytic aspects may lead to

establishing additional meaning for certain aspects whereas they are, in fact, just a chance side

effect of aspect interplay. Thus, in (17) the iterative meaning of the verb 10 break is a direct

result ofthe combination ofa perfective Aktionsart and the Progressive: once the verb initially,

in the lexicon, denotes a completed action, the Progressive usage would naturally mean an

open sequence ofcompleted actions:
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(17) Huge seas wen breaJdng over the rocks

It seems, however. that we should DO( attribute the iterative meaning to the progressive

aspectuaI formsjlJS[ becausesomeverbsmayhave this meaning. It isaby-productoftheinteraaion

ofdifferent kinds and types ofaspect.

1.5 Problematic (discussion) topics ofGTA

As was shown in the previous section, GfA presents a reasonable, comprehensive and

logical description ofaspects and tenses as the process ofdevdopment ofcomplex time-imagcs.

with each stage of this cognitive developmeru having a COlTespondeoce in language (a lir.guistic

representation). Nevertheless. there remain several issues which are not clearly explained in

GTA in its present form.. They include the nature of the cognitive image that serves as the base

for chronogenesis. i.e. what is it that undergoes development in the first stage ofchronogenesis;

the problem ofhierarchicaI organization ofdifferent lcindsofaspect, especially the interreJations

between the Immanenl: and the Perfective and Imperfective; the question of universality of the

linguistic representation of the first chronogenetic stage. These problematic issues are briefly

outlined in the the roDowing sections (1.5.1 - 1.5.3) while problems pertaining to Aktionsarten

are discussed in Chaptet Two.

1.5. I The base image ofchronogenesis.

The first problem concerns the essence of the entity which undergoes development at
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the lint.rag_ ofchronogenesis and .. 1ingWstic rqxesattalion. crTA does not specilY this entity.

However, it can be inferred from the theory that since chronogenesis is the development of

the time-image aCthe event. it must be the image aCthe event without any temporal features

that enters chronogenesis. This means that chronogenesis. though being the process oftime-image

development, is not the first stage ofoverall image development. It must be preceded by some

Icind ofa process wftich resuJted in the formation oran event image which has no time features.

It might be potentially important to find out what cognitive dw'acr.cristics this time-less image

of the event must have and to try to detennine a linguistic correspondence. or representation

orlhat cognitive category.

1.5.2 Stratification ofaspeclS.

We have so far spoken ofdifferent types (Prospective, Progressive and Retrospective)

and dilferent kinds (Aktionsut, onalytic, 'l"'lhetic and Unmanent aspect). Besides these 8SpCCU.

the performative and Imperfective have been mentioned as manifestations of immanent aspect

in either descending or ascending Universe Time. It has been established that the three types

ofanalytic aspect found in English have a strict hierarchical organization. alleast analytic varieties

ofthem which can be seen in the restrictions on their combinability. Alctionsart is said to be

a property of the verb as a lexical unit, i.e. it is inherently part of the lexeme and is believed

to interact with the other kinds ofaspect and tense semantics to create a unique meaning of

a particular finite verb ronn.

This analysis leaves some questions urwlSWerCd especially in the ease ofSlavic languages
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where the Imperfective is viewed as immanent aspect created in descending Universe Tune

whereas the perfective finds its position at point D ofFigure 9 (page 24), i.e. on par with the

English aspects. That would mean that imperfectivity arises at the level of the indicative mood.

In this case it is unclear why Slavic quasi-nominals, e.g., infinitives, have the same aspectual

propertiesas the indicative formsfrom Aktionsan, which is confirmed or countered at the indicative

level.

1.5.3 Universality of linguistic representation ofchronogenesis.

This is a problem ofcrucial theoretical significance. Let us review the first stage of

chronogenesis. Hewson has provided English fonns for what was originally devised by Guillaume

fu<F=ch. Thequasi-nominoIfonnsmbolhlan_s=n..,;)y~by.J'&'lpart;ciple,

a present participle and an infinitive. The question that must be answered is whether these

morphological fonns necessarily represent the three quasi·nominal forms, or whether it can

be presumed that the past and the present participles and the infinitive are just one of the many

possible linguistic representations. The answer could be found within GTA itself

Since the fonnation ofa time-image is a cognitive, psychological process, it should

have a universal value and significance for any language and any human being. That means

that regardless ofthe1inguistic envirorunent every child passes through similar stagesofdeveloping

a mental image ofan event and projecting memories in hiYher imagination to create prospective

vision. Yet these are cqpJilive processes and psychological images. Obviously, there are several

WlIysofrepresenting the samecognitive content by linguistic means andconsequently, the infirUtive
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and the participles may be substituted by other linguistic forms on the first stage ofchronogenesis.

Some other problems which are not sufficiently dealt with in Guillaumean linguistics

ace discussed in the following chapter.
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Chapter Two.

Systemic grammatical and lexical aspects.

In this Chapter the implications and problematic issues of the Guillawnean approach

will be considered and compared to some ofthe existing points ofview on aspectual semantics

(2.1) followed by the treatment of the category of Aktionsarten (2.2) and some considerations

conc:emng thedistinc:tions between lexical. and gnunmatical aspec:u and theirinterTaction (2.3).

2.1 Types ofaspects in chronogenesis.

"The essence ofaspect was descnbed in the previous chapter as the orienwion of the

subject ofthe event relative to the event with five possible positions. These., however, are not

the only aspects that a language system might have. Hewson (1997) speaks offour different

types ofaspect: synthetic, analytic, immanent and lexical (Aktionsarten).

TIle first ofthese. synthetic aspect. appears at the level of the quasi-nominal mood in

English and comprises the contrast between the infinitive (10 spealc) representing an imaginary

event., the present particiJ* (spea/dng), representing an event in progress, and the past participle

(spoIcen), representing an event that is over, that has been completed.

This type ofaspectual distinction is the basis ofthe system ofEnglish analytic aspects

(progressive, Retrospective and Prospective) when the event time of the quasi-nominals is

transposed onto Ascending Universe rune and new compound forms are created by means

ofan auxiliary. In this case quasi-nominals combine with auxiliaries whose major function is

toreptesent thetime-sphere, i.e. the past or the noo-past segment ofUniverse Tune. "The analytic

aspects can combine with each other in a structured way to form combinations ofaspeas (will



have be~n speaking).

The third type ofaspect. namely the Immanent, is the urunarked aspect inherent to a

tense form. It is expr'eSSed by the simple verb form and is said to be perjormative in those tenses

that are representations of Ascending Tune., and imperf~ctWe in those tenses that are

representations ofDescending Tune. The lmmanent, consequently, is entirely dependent on

the representation ofUniverse Tune.

The fourth type ofaspect, Ahiomart, is said to be a property of the verb in the lexicon;

it is the inherent aspect associaled with a certain verb in any of its fonns. Thus verbs such as

hit. cough are considered to be inher"ertIy or lexicafly perfective or semelfactive, whereas such

verbs as sleep, love are imperfective, or durative.

The above description treats aspects as a structured and stratified system, as follows.

The lexical aspect (Aktionsan) must belong to the level ofideogenesis at which a choice of

a lexeme is made in order to satisfy the communicative goal (vise~ de discours) (Guillaume

1987:105; 1989:80). This lexeme with an inherenllexical aspect then enters morphogenesis

in which it is shaped according to one of the three quasi·nominal patterns., i.e. goes through

the first stage ofthe chronogenesis. Further in the morphogenesis the verb form acquires the

other features which make it a finite form agreeing with the other elements of the phrase in

order to satisfy the strategic goal (visie phraslique).

This description ofthegrammatical aspects providesa comprehensive and logical systemic

view of the English verbal forms. However, there are some problems which are not explicitly

addressed by the GuiUaumean approach.
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2.1.1 Problematic issues of the GuiUaumean approach to aspect.

The lint problem concerns the existence ofthe combinations ofquasi-nominal semantics

in such English participles and infinitives as having spoken, being gone, 10 be going, to have

been speaking. These forms suggest that the quasi·nominal mood allows for the combinations

ofaspectu.al forms. Then the contrast between the three quasi-nominals is not as strict as it

appears, since having spoken represents a continuing OCOJpation of the retrospective position

vis-a.-vis the event. One can also debate whether the participles and infinitives are universal

representations ofquasi·nominals and whether they have the same reference to Event Time

as in English or French, cf. the Tatar future participle which is more representative of the idea

ofthe Prospective aspect than the Tatar infinitive:

(18) a.6ap-blp Ibar-yrl
go-SUFFIX

'going. to be going'

b. 6ap-wp IOn Ibar-yr yu1l
go-SUFF. roC
'a road to follow, to walk'

c. yn 6ap-wp lui bar-yrl
He go.SUFF.

'he will (probably) go' (Zakiev 1966: 146).

A second problem involves the representation of the Immanent. The English simple

fonns are said to be performative as they are created with the representation ofAscending Time.

In this respect they differ from Slavic immanent forms which are created in Descending Time

and thus are imperfective. The second existing aspect in Slavic languages, the Perfective. finds
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its place on par with English analytic a.specu at point 0 (i.e. the subject ofthe event being at

the very end of the event). This makes the Slavic verbaJ system fairly asymmetrical since there

is no real systemic contrast to the chronogenetic Perfective in chronogenesis. In other words,

the English simple finite verb furm is contrasted to three chronogenetic aspects (which are also

contrasted to each other) whereas the Slavic imperfective verbs are contrasted to one aspect

which is on a totally different level. The situation with the lmmanent is equally complicated

in Turkic languages. For example, Chuvash has only one present tense fonn marked with the

suffix -1- (19a) which is opposed to the morphologicaUy unmarked (except for number and

person) future tense (19b) and to tllree (Andreev 1966:153) or six past tenses (Reziukov

1959: 146), one ofwhich (19c) has the same suffix in the stem as the present yet does not coincide

with it in its aspectual meaning:

(19) a. KJUle-T..en l1ciletepl
comc·SUFF.-ISG
'I come/will come'

b. KHJt..en lkilepl
come-ISO
'I will come'

c. KKJIe-TI-eM llcilettem!
camc:..-SUFF.-ISG
'I was comingfused to come'

A third problem concerns the criteria which should be used to identitY lexical and

grammatical aspects. Aspects may be presumed to be grammatical when they are manifest

(potentially) in every verb ofthe language, te. when they are paradigmatic. In English, however,
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one can not easily derive progressive forms from such verbs as /orow, possess, want, etc. On

the other hand, Slavic aspects are generally presumed to be grammatical even though most

verbs have an inherent (i.e. lexical) aspect and are marked for perfectivity or imperfectivity

by derivational suffixes and prefixes in the lexicon. There is no formal contrast for marking

aspect in the past and non-past forms ofme Slavic verbs (except in Southern Slavic and literary

Upper Sorbian - Shoyt 1990:36, 153.154) which could be observed in the inflexions. Besides.,

the existence ofbi-aspectual verbs in all Slavic languages (which are not lexically maric:ed for

aspect) violates the universality of the perfective vs. imperfective contrast and resembles the

situation with a limited number ofEnglish verbs which can rarely be used with certain aspects"

such as know with the Progressive.

Yet another problem is connected with the 'iconicity' ofaspectual representations. In

other words, should we presume the English aspectuaI system as a paragon, an ultimate stage

in the evolution of aspects, or is it just one of the variants in which aspeaual distinctions can

be represented throughout languages? It is obvious that Old English had chronogenetic quasi

nomina1s. i.e. participles., the gerund and the infinitive but they did not panicipate in creating

paradigmatic aspectuaI distinctions the way they do now, and some of the developments, e.g.,

the emergence of the Progressive in the 17th century, are relatively recent.

The next problem is COMected to the idea of me lexical aspects. or Aktionsarten. Et

is important to investigate the exact number and inventory ofthe lexical aspects and to find

out ifthey correspond to what can be expressed by grammatical aspects throughout the pam:ligm,

or ifthey include a number of related but different meanings. It is also important to establish
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iflexical aspects are involved in systemic: relationships and ifthey make up stratified structures

as well.

This thesis attempts to address some ofthese problems and to provide solutions which

would not violate the integrity of the Guillaumean description.

2.1.2 Aspect in linguistics studies.

Despite the claims "that there isno real agreement as to what aspect isanyway"(fownsend

1985:294) and "it is no wonder that the studyofaspect has proven to be such a 'dark wood'"

(Binnick 1991 :138), one can see several distinctly different approaches to the category ofaspect

in modem linguistics.

One of the most popular concept ofverbal aspect stems from Reichenbach's (1947)

ideas ofa time fr3me which comprises three basic points: the point ofspeech, the point ofevent

and the point of reference. The relative location of the three points on the line oftime may

presumably account for the difference in aspectuaJ forms (Dahl 1985 :30). Reichenbach's ideas,

occasionally modified, are continued in a number ofrecent works devoted to aspect (Dahl 1985;

Kipka 1990; Smith 1991).

A considenbly different and equally wide-spread approach to aspect can be exemplified

by Comrie's definition: 'aspects are different ways ofviewing the internal temporal constituency

ofa situation' (Comrie 1976:3) which is, in fact, very close to Guillaume's ideas ofEvent Time

and Universe Time, especially in Comrie's further explanations:

Although both aspect and tense are concerned with time., they are concerned
with time in very different ways. [...J, one can Slate the difference as one between
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situation-internal time(aspecl}and situation-extcmal time(tense}(Conuie 1976:5}

Unlike Reichenbach-based theories which present aspect and tense within the same

dimension. Comrie's approach echoes Gui1laumc's notions ofdifferent dimensions. His definition

is basedon semanticgroundsand presupposesacertainstratified structure in that the time rendered

by aspects is oot the same time which is pointed at by tenses. Taking into account the influence

ofConuie's 1976 book. this understanding ofaspect may be considered to be prevailing in

modem linguistics even though it may be criticized for some minor points (e.g. in Dahl 1985:23

25).

Theabove defiRtionsare based on semantic properties., and Corrvie prefers to discriminate

between 'aspectual distinctions' such as perfective and imperfective meanings., and 'aspects'

which refer "to particular grammatical categories in individual languages that correspond in

content to the semantic aspeaual distinctions drawn" (Comrie I976:7). Even though Comrie

provides a comprehensive review of poSSIble aspectual distinctions, there seems to be no way

to decide wha1 kindsofgmnmatical aspect can be predicted and may exist in Languages. Individual

languages seem to be absolutdy free in grammaticalising whatever aspectual distinctions may

arise. It is unclear what happens to the other aspectual distinctions., e.g. perfect and progressive

in Slavic languages or perfective and imperfective in English. Le. whether they are still to be

present in the respective languages in the forms of lexical semantics, or whether they are

incorporated into the grammatical aspectual contrasts.

In order to answer this question we must address the issue ofAlctionsartell which are

viewed as semantic aspcctuaI categories r-epresented not paradigmatically, but lexically.
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2.2 Aspects and Aktionsatten.

It should be noted at the very beginningofourdiscussionofAktionsarten tfw thiseategocy

is presently used as dumpster- for" any derivational. lexical or any other non-paradigmatic type

ofaspectuaI distinctions. Thus whatever is not too regular in the grammar ofa definite language

is considered to be an Aktionsan.

The notion ofAktionsart was introduced by Streitberg (1891) as a technical term for

'aspect' (Binnick 1991: 144). Theterm, however,latcracquiredditrerentmeanings. and nowadays.

according to Comrie (1976:6) has at least two distinct interpretations. According to one of

them. aspect is viewed asgrammaticalisatonofthc relevant semanticdistinctions.. while Aktionsart

represents Ic:xicalisation of those distinctions irrespective of the way they are lexicali.sed.. and

is consequently used as a synonym ofinherent, lexica! meaning. The second interpretation treats

Aktionsart as lexicalisationofaspectual distinctions by meansofderivational morphology (Comrie

1976:7, fit.4). Besides these interpretations, Aktionsanen were also explained in tenns of logical

temporal stl\letures(WoisetschIaeger 1976:2Q-25),lexico--semanticcodingsofthespaciaVtemponl!

contours ofevents (Holden 1990: 13 I). resultativity (Tommola 1990:350). types ofsituations

(Thelin 1990:5--6) and some others. The ruWer ofAktionsarten varies from the three originally

proposed by Streitberg (peffective-imperfective-iterative) (Binnick 1991: 144) to eight (UlCeptIve.

absoll>1ive. anenuative. terminative, tolAlising. resultative, durative, comitative) proposed by

lsacenko (1962:385-418).

The controversy and confusion surrounding Aktionsarten made Comrie give up the

term altogether (Comrie 1976:7). Although the analysis of the prescnt usage of the term in
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modem linguistics is worth a separate monograph. the aitical survey ofall existing points of

view on AJctionsarten lies outside the scope ofthe present thesis. For that reason we will limit

oundves to examining the poSSloole hierarchy of Aktionsarten in different languages in order

to find some common semantic fealures which may assist us in the subsequent sample analysis

of Russian aspectual subsystems.

2.2.1 Types ofAktionsarten.

A primary, rather crude classification of AJctionsarten may be composed on the basis

ofwhether a certain A1ctionsart may be granunaticalised in some languages. The perfective

and imperfective aspects are grammaticalised in Slavic languages, so we may conclude that

languages without this grmvnaticaI opposition may have (vn)peffedivity implied by the semantic

suucture ofa verb as a unit of the lexicon. Thus the English verbs die. cough. leave might be

considered to have an inherent (lexical) perfective Aktionsart whereas live, read. walk might

be presumed to have an imperfective Aktionsart. Corresponding Slavic verbs allow for all these

verbs to be either perfective or imperfective, cf. the Russian verb pairs:

(20) a. YMepenpr! /umeret' /

b. nOKaIllJIJn1opr!lpoka!ljat'/

c. nolOllfYlloprf /polcinut'/

d. no)l(H1"hprf /poiit'/

e. nO'lHTaTbpof /politat'/

f. noryJlJl'l"bI'd /poguljat'/

YMHPlTb"'/umirat'/'die'

KallIUTI>'" !kdIjat'/- 'cough'

nODlJllTb"'/pokidlt·/'leave. abandon'

lKHTh"'/iit'/'live'

'1H'I'lTb.... /citat·/·read·
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The second groupofAktionsanen may involve theternporal relations which are connected

to different 'phases' of the event's occurrence, the way the event proceeds (hence the name

'procedural' c:mpIoyed by Forsyth 1970). Thc:sc semantic distinctions may refer to the beginning.

the middle oc the end ofme event. This group ofAktionsarten will then unite such notions as

inchoative (becoming) as in blush. grow up;~ (beginning) as in rise. stand up; durative

(middle) as insil. enjoy; egressive. octerminarive (end) as in achieve, retum. drinkdown. These

senwrtic features do not combine with each othef- though they can easily combine with the ideas

of perfectivity or imperfectivity, as in the foUowing Rwsian examples:

(21) a. cen.""'!pet'!'sing' - :Jllcen.,.t"!Upet'!-3.ceUTh""'!zapevat'!'stan singing'

b. Den."'" !pet'! 'sing' • Aone",'" Idopet'!- AOncBa",.... !dopevat'!·finish singing'

c. BJl~ 'go' - DOftnl:,.t" lpojtil 'sct out', 'start going' -AO~ !dojtil'reach

destination', 'arrive'

Yet another group of Aktionsarten can be united by the common feature of referring

to the way an event can be perceived in tcnns ofits sudden, single or momentaIy appearance,

its continuation without any changes in the materiality ofthe event, or in a repetitive, alternating

maMer. Many English verbs ending with -er or -Ie appear to denote the latter: giggle, chuckle.

paddle, rattle, sprinJcle. tickle, shuffle. whistle. chatter, glimmer, SCQtter, simmer. shimmer,

dC. It might be presumed that the remaining verbs (ie. not marked with -er or -Ie) are very

likely to denote one of the other Aktionsarten, namely, continuous, homogenous occurrence

(shine. smile. smmd) or its sudden and momentary occurrence (hit, slam, winJe. blink, bong,
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black). We might also admit a possibility for a number ofEnglish verbs to have no clear-cut

Aktionsart in reference to the OCOJrTenCe oftile event, in which case it is the context ofa concrete

utterance that wouJd add one of tile three meanings to the verb. As much as was the case with

the previous group ofAktionsarten. only one of these procedurals maybe present in the lexical

meaning of the same verb, all three of them can also combine v.ith the ideas of perfectivity and

imperfectivity as weU as with the 'phasal' Aktionsanen denoting the inner structure of the event,

cf the following Russian examples:

(22) a.. 3aKaIII.IIJITIIC. fit! IzakUljat'sjal'to start coughing (repeatedly);

b. noopLlrKBaTh-' lpoprygivat'/'to keep on jumping up and down (repeatedly)

c. AO'lJfTl>lBaTb-'/doCityvat'/'to finish up reading' (COntinuously)'

The next group of Aktionsarten which is often described in trons of telidatelic or

termina.tivefnon-terminarive verbs unites the verbs that may have an inherent idea ofsomething

leading towards a certain limit, or end-point after which the event can not go on any longer.

In this respect the English do is atelic, i.e. it does not imply any inner limit, or saturation of

the event whereas mala! implies that the action must necessarily lead to a certain result which

would constitute the inner limit of the event. The same contrast may be observed in the case

oftalk and speak (see Tobin 1993 for these and other pairs ofEnglish verbs semantically marked

for result). It might be suggested that English verbs for the most part are not inherently marked

for tdicness (tenninativity), so that a verb becomes teUc when a ccnain quantity of the event

is specified in the utterance. It means that the verb sing is atelic with indefinite objects (when
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either used intransitively or with such arguments as,mngs) and is telic when used with a defined

quantity of the object (a song,Jivt songs.for two hours). As in the previous cases, these kinds

ofAktionsarten easily combine with the Aktionsarten mentioned above.

As to the notions ofabsofptive, totaIising. comitative, attenuative and resultative. they

can beexplained in terms ofme contnnation ofthe Aktionsarten desaibed above. oras a reflection

ofsuch aspectual distinctions as Perfect (for resultative) and perfective (for totalising).

We thus can propose a limited list of possible Aktionsarten, which may constitute the

semantics ofa separate verb as a unit of lexicon. Further on an attempt will be made to explain

the emergence ofthese semantic features and to arrange them in a hierarchically organized system

(see Chapter Three).

2.2.2 Aktionsarten and individuallexemes in individual languages.

It might appear that events as we observe them and as they are named by verbs must

have a generally unifonn quality. In other" words, some events are necessarily punctual. others

are obligatorily indiscriminare and yet others mJSt be mandatorily iterative or tenninative. This

view led to the development ofthe inherent semantic notions ofstaJes, activities, achievements

and acwmplishments (Vendler- 1967:10l.103)which is, according to DiMick (1991:172), an

elaboration ofAristotelian categories ofenb-geia and kint!sis and is referred to by Thelin (1990:6)

as the Aristotle--Ryle·Kenny.Vendlerian tradition. These notions are believed to have a universal

character, and all verbs may fall under one of the four categories. Thelin (1990:7-8) criticises

this approach and gives the following reasoning:
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The difference between 'accomplishments' and 'achievements' appears to be
a question rather of whether goal-oriented (or inherently tenninus-bound)
actions/events are understood or, in addition, with a pragmatically based
connotation ofconclusivity or instantaneity. The non-tenninative (ateliclnon
bounded) meaning of 'activities' (e.g. swim) is cancelled by complements
introducing goal-orientation or the intentional spatial delimitation of these
'activities' (e.g. swim to the other beach. swim a mile).

Thelin's arguments prove that the four Vendlerian classes are not 'natural', or 'inherent

lexical' aspects which verbs as units oftongue must have., as these aspects appear to be context-

dependent. The inadequacy ofVendler's typology for languages other than English has been

pointed out by a number oflinguists who reclassifY verbs into more appropriate categories to

reflect the realities of individual languages: Townsend, for example, combines verbs ofstate

and activities into one category, and verbs ofaccomplishments and achievement into the other

(SlateS/Activities V$. Actions/Accomplishments) (Townsend 1985:287); Kucera adds a lexical

class ofdelimitives (perfectivized atelic events) for Russian and Czech along with achievements

and accomplishments (KuCera 1983: 174, 177). Flier (1985:52) sees the major problem in the

perception of lexical aspect types as primitives and states that

Since one and the same verb can be ascribed to different classes depending on
the context on the one hand. and verbs ofthe same class may not share the same
possibilities ofinteraction with tense and aspect on the other, it is perhaps better
to look to some other, more uniform basis for expressing the aspectual properties
ofverbs \vithout scrapping Vendler's insights into situational semantics (Flier
1985:52-53).
Vendler's typology seems to be evident for some English verbs whereas for others it

is obscure and can be revealed in the context. Take, for example, the English verb to drink.

On the one hand, it is similar to the verb to walk and thus denotes an activity. It can be used

in constructions like to have a drink similar to to have a walle. It is hard to insist on this inherent
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'imperfective' lexical meaning, though, when it comes to phrases tikedrink a cup oflea in which

the verb apparently represents an accomplishment, and thus has a 'perfective' lexicaJ meaning.

Ifwe address other languages for assistance, we will discover that the urunarked fonn ofthis

verb inRussian is imperfective (pit J. consequently, an activity similar in its semantics to something

like 'to be in the process ofconsuming liquid', whereas in Greek the cognate unmarked verb

is perfective (meit1. thus denoting an achievement or an accomplishment with the semantics

of'to take a drink'. So the other languages are not ofmuch help. It appears that the verb to

drink in English does not denote any of the Vendler's categories in tongue, in the language

system. It acquires one of the four meanings in discourse, in the linguistic or situational context

ofits usage.

The arbitrariness ofthe linguistic representation ofthe same event by different languages

can also be shown by the foUowing examples. The verb cough. according to Comrie (1976:42),

is often quoted as an example of a punctual verb, The Russian equivalent lcashlial' is an

imperfective verb which apparently presupposes duration and refers to a series ofsingle coughs.

In order to express the meaning of the English verb, the suffix -nu- is added resulting in a verb

with a punctual Aktionsan (Comrie 1976:43). Another example concerns the famous phrase

John drew a circle as an illustration ofaccomplishment which conditions the impossibility of

using it with adverbial preposition phrase with fOl": "Johndrewa circlefor all hour while admitting

advertial modifiers with ill: John drew a circle in all hour. The corresponding unmarked

(imperfective) Russian verb behaves in the opposite way:
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(23) a. HUH pacoB&JI""" Il:Pyr 'laC
1V8ll draw.SO.PAST c:irde.ACC. bour.ACC.
'Ivan drew/was dl1l.wing a circle for an hour'

b. ·HBaH PHCOB~ Kpyr 34 'laC
Ivan draw.SO.PAST circlc.ACC. beyond hourACC.
·'Ivan drew/was drawing a circle in an hour'

Example (2Jb) is grammatical in the habitual meaning, though: Ivan wed to draw a

circle in (just) an hour.

There may be found numerous other examples which highlight the point that practically

any event may be represented cross linguistically as either a state. an activity, an accomptishmtnt

or an achievement. Compare the English verbs 10 drink and 1o eal as contrasting each. other

by their lexical aspea. (you canlJa\leamtnkbut you can'thave anmt - see Wierzbicka 1988:243

352). Bengali offers a verb (khawa)l which combines the meanings ofOOm the English 10 eat,

to drink and to smoke. We might speak about lexical. inherent aspects only ifwe can substantiate

our claims by pointing to linguistic means such. as affixes which. can be unambiguously associated

with certain semantic properties.

Thearbitrarinessoftheverha.l representationsoftheevents bydifferent languages prompted

the use ofextensWe periphrasticgios.ses in this study instead of providing a simple translation

with a single English verb.

These considerations lead to the conclusion that natural classes of verbs are language

specific. This point is very important in linguistic analysis, as the researcher is apt to perceive

IThe example provided by Towhid Bin Muzaffar.
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the verbs ofamther language with peculiar lexical aspects associated with a laeme ofhis native

tongue which denotes the same kind ofevenL These subconscious relations may potentially

lead to confusion and misinterpretation. To illustrate this point., we may compare the verbs

5l~ep. lovr and go in Russian and English.. The English 10'tIe and skep are classified by Vendler

as verbs ofstate, wher"easgo, apparently, belongs: to the class ofactivitics. The morphological

behaviour of the Russian JUo6unu.lljubit'l 'love' is remarkably simiIarto that of the verb u8mu

Iidtif 'go' derivationally and syntactically rather than to the verb cnatnt> Ispat'I'sleep'. The

adding of the perfectivising prefix po- results in the meaning 'for some time' with the verbs

ofstate sleep and s;' and in the inchoative meaning with the verbs loW! and go. Syntactically,

the prefixed verb sleep may combine with time modifiers withfor (for two hours,jor lWo years)

whereas such combinations are impossible for the verbs loW! and go which can only be used

with such modifiers in their unprefixcd (imperfective) fann;

(24) a. cnan."/spat'l 'sleep'

b. CK.U.CTb"""/sidet'I'sit'

c. mo6KTb"""lIjubit'I'love'

d. KJlTH"""lidtil'go'

uocDan.,..r Ipospat'I's1eep (for a while)'

nocHJlC'llo,..rlposidet'I'sit (for a while)'

n01lI06KTh,..r/poljubit'l 'start loving, falJ in love'

DOKTH"'-/pojtil 'head of( start going'

(25) a. R: cnu..... /nOCDUpo1" 'Ilea.a.aa

b. R: CKAc.i"'" InocH,lleJIprf '1aca na
'I sleptlhad a nap for about two hours'

'I was sitting/sat for about two hours'

c. H mo6KJ1imp l·nomo6KJIpo1" (ee) fOna Jl.Ba 'I loved (her) for about two years'

d. H wenimp /·nowenprl" «aca Jl.8a 'I was gOing/WCllt for about two hours'
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The evidence from the semantic changes in the Russian verb love and its syntactical

behaviour might suggest that this verb belongs to the c1ass ofdeterminate verbs of motion rather

than to stative verns. This underlines the fact that even though verbs ofdifferent languages

may name or refer to the same kind ofa phenomenon in the objective reality, they might have

an underlyingly very different semantic structure.

2.3 lntenetion ofaspects and Aktionsarten.

2.3.1 Systemic relations in Aktionsarten.

In 2.2.1 we pointed out that Aktionsarten can be grouped according to a common feature

that unites them (e.g. reference to different stages ofme event. such as beginning. end or mddle).

It also appears that some Aktionsarten may considerably overlap (which often results in

considerable terminological confusion). To illustrate this point. let us address the feature of

impc:rfectiviry. An imperfective event is contrasted to a perfective one, i.e. taken in its totality.

Thus the imperfective in some way presupposes duration, or continuation, or material stability.

This feature also contrasts to the momentary (punctual, semelfactive) or repetitive (iterative,

habitual) course of the event, and is more than likely to coincide with the procedural meaning

stressing the middle course of the event as opposed to its beginning or end. Ifwe consider the

aspectuaI distinction ofmomentary (contrasted to durative or repetitive) occurrence of the tNent,

we might 6nd it very close to the notion of perfectivity, i.e. the total view of the event.

This significant overlap ofsemantic distinctions in different groups of Aktionsarten also

seems to be hierarchicaUy organized. A punctual (momentary) event is necessarily perfective.,
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whereas a perfective event is not necessarily punctual and may presuppose a certain element

ofcontinuity. or duration (cf. Russian fWCnIJJf"/pospall'sJept fora while'). Similarly, a repetitive

(iterative., habitual) event may be presented as either perfective or imperfective (cf. Russian

KaUUlJUlU,...... /ka!ljat'/- noKalLnJUJU>P'f /poIWIjat'/'cough'). In the same way an atelic (non

terminative) event is more likely to combine with the idea ofduration, repetition or imperfectivity.

This suggests that AktionsarteR comprise a hieran:hicaI system ofsemantic distinctions.

The questions that arise in this respect and need investigating are the following: (1) what saves

as a basis for the devdopment ofdifferent Aktionsart semantic features, and (2) in which way

they are stratified. These questions are dealt with in Chapter Three.

2.3.2 Aktionsarten and grammatical aspects.

We pointed out earlier in the paper (2.2) that many English verbs have an inherent lexical

aspect: while others may be considered to be more semantically abstract, and may acquire one

ofthe lexical aspects in the context ofan utterance, i.e. in usage. Those verbs that do have a

lexical aspect get involved into a complex set ofrelationships with the grarrunatical aspects.

Out ofthese relationships, new semantic distinctions may arise which can not be perceived in

the verb taken in isolation.

The Progressive Aspect ofEnglish places the subject of tile event in the middle of the

event. In Chapter One it was shown that thegraphica1 representation ofthis aspect presupposes

a certain part of the event which is already completed, and some part which is to be completed.

Apparently, the English Progressive also presupposes some mental boundary, the container
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ofthe Event Tune. lbese cognitive images result in an interesting interaction with the lexical

aspects ofsome verbs that have it.. The Aktionsan feature ofa continuous., durative., indiscriminate

event (as opposed to momentary and iterative) presupposes the same materiality of the event

throughout its existence. This featurecontradicts the ideaoftwo parts ofthe event (accomplished

and to be acoomptished) as it presents the event as auniform unanalysab'e entity. For that reason,

V«bswiththemhemttlocial_ 'dumive' [mdisaUninate)melyromllU>ewiththeProgressMo

as it violates the mental representation ofan integral event (want, love, know, possess, desire).

These three verb groups (mental activity, abstract relations and emotion) are marked in the

lexicon forreferring to 'indiscriminate' events. The term 'indisaiminate' seems more appropriate

than 'durative' OT 'impeJfective' because the latter two events can be divided into parts such

asacrompli and inoccompli. This term also describes these kinds ofevents better than 'verbs

ofstates' because states may also be durative and presented as consisting of several parts. In

the case of the English blow no such division is poSSIble, and once a subject knaws something,

this state is not going to bechanged or interrupted, unlike such statesas sleeping. sitting, dreaming

olC.

Theotherexampleofthe interactionof1exical andgrammatical aspects in English concerns

the progressive forms ofme vefbs which denote an inherently momentary, semelfactive action.

Once the Progressive provides the container for the Event Time, this container can only be

fined with a multitude ofsemelfactive, single events. The resulting image is that of repetition,

or iterativity, as in was hitting, wasjumping.

With many English verbs. however, several interpretations may be possible. If the verb
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is not inherently nwked for" a lexicall.specl,. as jump, the progressive fonn may be interpreted

as either iterative ordurative: the kitten isjump'ng (a. up and down; b. making a leap). In the

first case the verb jump is viewed with the sernel13ctive A1ctionsart synonymous to bob up, and

in the second case it is viewed as having a durative Aktionsan or no Alctionsan at aU, as the

meaning ofme phrase is completely covered by the semantics of the Progressive.

The lexical aspects interact with other grammatical aspects as well. Thus a momentary,

punctual event is viewed as totally detached from the subject, is viewed in the totality of its

completion when it contlines with the Retrospec:tive: has hit This is a combination ofsemantic

elements which is practical.ly identical to the notion ofperfecrivity, and a corresponding Russian

gloss would entail a perfective verb:~ ludari1l. The situation differs significantly with

verbs that are mentally marked for indiscriminate, durative occurrence. The indivisibmty of

the event into constituent parts wouJd imply the previous duration as weI.I as the present. current

state: has /mown. The resulting image has a strong implication ofimperfectivity. The usage

is most appropriately rendered in Russian by a non-past imperfective: .JHaem Iznajet/.

The preceding considera1ions suggest that there exists a stratified system ofaspectual

distinctions some ofwhich may begrammaticaUscd and revealed throughout the verbal paradigms

whereas others belong to the domain ofme lexicon, invariably accompanying the lexeme in

itsusage throughout morphogenesis. To obtain an understanding ofthe waygrammatical aspectual

systemsopeme is impoSSlblewithoutconstructingacomprehensivemodel ofaspectuaIdistinctions

which arise orare p!"esent in lexical items at the ideogenetic level and interact with the paradigmatic

aspects at the ensuing morphogenetic level. The next chapter will attempt to provide an analysis
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ofpossible aspectuaI distinctions based on the GuiUaumean notion of'event image', i.e. a complex

cognitive realisation of the image conveyed by verbs.
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Chapter Three.

Pre-chronogenetic aspectual distinctions.

This chapter outlines the devek>pment of the event: image which leads to the base image

entering the chronogenesis (3.1). The features acquired by the event image on each pre

chronogenetic stage and their linguistic representations are discussed in 3.2, and a stratified

structure of theoretically possible aspectua1 subsystems is presented in 3.3.

3.1 Event image before Event Time.

The problems mentioned in the previous sections appear to be imponant. for this research

and some solutions have to be provided which are adopted in this thesis as working hypotheses.

The Guillaumeanapproach to aspects, as can be seen from Chapter One, describes aspeas

in terms ofthe locationofthe subject ofthe event relative to the event itself; aspect is consequently

considered to be a feature ofEvent Tune. Juxtaposition of the posstble orientation of the subject

relative to Universe Tune aeates a limited number" of poSSIbilities ofaspectual tense forms in

the indicativedependingon thesegmentarionofUniverseTarne. Its directionaJ.ity(te. the downward

orupward floworcontaining time) may contribute to the differences observed invarious languages.

Chronogcnesis is described as the process of the development ofa time image and the

emergence, first, ofthe representation ofEvent Time, and then ofUniverse Time. The event

at the first stage ofchronogenesis acquires such properties as being memorial. perceived or

imagined. This naturally presupposes that the event can be represented. that it can be 'fleshed

out' linguistically wtUch is nonnalJy made possible by the fact that the event occurs, i.e. by its



existential feature. The graphic representation ofFigure 3 (reproduced below fOI" the sake of

convmience) also presupposes a certain amount ofneccssary duration which is most evident

in the case of the present patticiple but is also necessary focthe past participle and the infinitive.

<-----x<-x----->x->
sung singing

Figul"eJ.

(10) sing

The past participle denotes an event as ifit were in memory. a completed event. In order

to be completed the event roost have a certain prior duration.. Figure J also represents the subject

in the middle of the event in progress indicating that the evmt is already perceived as having

a certain entity (subject) which is inseparable from the event yet is not lheevent itseLt: a relationship

which I shall refer to as predicativity. The representation must also carry at least two more

features: (I) thevetbal nature ofthe event, i.e. the notion ofchange, movement, motion, dynamics.

lcinetics (compare verbs with nouns which denote the event as a static entity), and (2) the

Aktionsatt which was earlier defined to be a centnllexicaJ property belonging 10 the lexicon

and consequently the centre of the event image. Thus the event that enters chronogenesis is

already a complex image with the features of

possibility ofOCCUITence

ii. kinetics

iii. manner ofoccurrence

iv. predicalivity (having a subject)

v. duration (beginning and end)

Since at least one ofthe features (manner ofoca.urence) isdirectly related to the aspecrual
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system (the so-<:a1led semelfactive or itenu:ivelfrequentative Aktionsarten), we might hypothesize

that the other features may also be connected to aspectual distinctions, i.e. to the other

Aktionsarten. and appear at the pre-dlronogcnet level On the other hand, it might be ofinterest

to trace the hierarchy ofthese features: it appeaB that the event image entering chtonogenesis

has been through different stages ofdevefopment The principle ofsttatified.structures stipulates

that previous developments are also c:onsc:cutive and must necessarily constitute the foundational

stages ofchronogenesis. Taking this into acx:ount, the following evcnt-image evolution leading

to cbronogenesis is suggested in this thesis. This evolution will be referred to as a pre

chronogetletic level and it is presumed to comprise several stages.

In ChapterOne it was shown that the initial stages ofchronogenesis involve three cognitive

mechanisms, i.e. perception, memory and imagination. which participate in aeating the distinctions

ofthe quasi-nominal stage. AU cognitive and mental processes, such as memory and imagination,

are supposedly rooted in experience which in tum begins with observation, i.e. peruption.

It is logical to assume that perception is the cornerstone and the absolute beginning ofcognition.

Perception. consequently, maybe taken as the starting point and the vehicle01magedevelopmertl

In the following sections (3.2) we shaU try to teCOnstnJet cognitive elements that are rooted

in aetual experience, or perception, and to trace the possible semantic expansion of the cognitive

element when memory and imagination join perception in the cognitive process.

The development ofme cognitive image of the event at the pre-chronogenetic level is

presumed to be peJformed through the two basic operations described by GuiUaume: the operation

of panicularisation and the operation of generalisation. The two processes are represented
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gnphicaIlyas a binary radical tensor(sec 1.1). In this paper rt will bea.ssumed that theevem-image

evolves tlv'ou.gh successivestagesrepresentedbybinary tensors, and that the result ofgeneraIisarion

ofone stage serves as the basis for the partiaJ.larisation of the next stage.

3.2 Event~imagedevelopment.

3.2.1 The first stage. Occurrence.

The first step of the pre--chronogenetic stage should establish the basic property of the

event through perception or memory. This first basic property is the realisation of the perception

or memory of the perceived event, its reflection by consciousness. The mind comes to the

realisation that what is and/or was peroc:ived is or was indeed happening. This realisation gives

rise to the idea. ofme reality ofme perceived event which is thus viewed as existing. oco.uring.

11le representation of the possibility of the occurrence may also be interpreted as the

process ofalienating the external world from the thinking subject, as a kind ofanti-existentialism,

as the realisation that the outside world exists regardless of the thinker/perceiving sub

ject/experiencer.

3.2.1.1 Linguistic representation ofOccurrence • the Inherent.

The possibility of occurrence might have a linguistic representadon but because it is

the very first stage of image fonnation, we are unlikely to find a clear granunatical category

ofa language unit which carriesjust this first cognitive feature presenting an event as ocauring.

1be feature, none the less, is distinctly noticeable in such parts of speech as verbs and nouns:
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justerwnciatinga noun carriesa strong implication that what the noun denotes doesexist. Similarly,

even the verb root without any finite or non-finite morphology strongly implicates (names)

the occurrence of the event.. It might be that roots ofnotional, i.e. non-fimction words proclaim

""""""""by nanUng anotion (the ......). In other words, the most Iikdy linguistic rq>rescntarion

ofthe cognitive feature "oc::currence" may be rnof'Pbo'ogjcal roots of nomilltJ, or- content words

such as nouns., verbs and adjectives because using the name suggests lhere may be a referent

in the real world including the reality oftile mental orpsychicaJ world ofan individual, i.e. feelings.

emotions, premonitions,. intuitions,. dreams. deliriwn etc. In more concrete terms, notional words

ofEnglish taken in isolation may represent the clear case of the cognitive feature ofOccurrence.

Thus upon hearing walk an individual can identifY an event without resorting to parsing or a

syntactic analysis. The cognitive feature ofOcwrrence is, in fact, shared by the words belonging

to different parts ofspeech as long as they ideJ,fify or name the same kind ofevent. In this respect

a walle, walking. to walk.. walker in all their meanings share one semantic feature which unites

them and opposes to words that name a different kind ofevents. e.g. run, to TUIl, runni"g.

nmller, nmaway; tofly, flier, flight etc.

The semantic feature of the 0ca1rrence of the event finds tts manifestation in the verbal

system in the so-called Immanent Aspect (Hewson 1991). The English simple verb fonns are

used to identifY a certain type ofevent and assert its occurrence. In order to preserve Hewson's

understanding ofthe teon ImmtD1(!11f as a basic aspect whose characteristics depend on the way

Universe Time is represented in a particular language, the term Immanent will be substituted

in this thesis by a terminological use of the word I"herellt to denote the semantic feature of
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the Occurrence ofthe event. In our approach., the Inherent is taken to be more of a semantic

category, detached from Universe Timeand the stagesofthe event image development preceding

the emergence of Universe Tune. It is assumed that this abstract cognitive notion may have

a verbal representation by a specifically marked fonn (as in English or Uzbek. see examples

below), or it may be incorporated into a different aspectual form, as in Slavic languages. The

Inherent aspect reflects the perceiving subject's realisation ofthe objective reality and hislher

awareness of the OCCUITertce of the evenL Taking a doser look at verns, it is easy to notice

that uttering in itself constitutes the statement ofoccurrence. All the further stages of image

development, and consequently, all the other aspectual and modal distinctions add up in the

verb form aauaIly used in speedL Nevtttheless. it is possible to prove the existence ofthe Inherent

and its presence in virtually any verbal form.

The English language provides an excellent opportunity for that. It has Inherent Aspect

which is unmarked for any other aspect and only carries pre.chronogenetic aspectual features

except for tense., i.e referring an action to a past or non-past time sphere of Universe Time.

I refer to the form which was traditionaUy called simple, or indefinite tense (J spea/c. he .lpMks).

The usage of this form necessarily states the occurrence of the event in either of the two time

spheres. It aUows for the verbal forms to be undemood in a variety ofways, as in the following

examples:

(26) a. Pat goes to school

b. Pat goes to school every day

(27) a. Chris studies English

b. Chris studies English every moming
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(28) a. Glass breaks

b. Glass breaks easily

(29) He/she shoots, he/she scores!

The verbs in sentences (a) above illustrate the presence of the Inherent by merely stating

the fact that some event occun.. It does not have either perfective OT imperfective meaning,

and may aajulre the image ofrepetitive actions in the context ofsentences (b). Even in those

examples and in He shoots, he scores, however, the Inherent is present as the sentences state

that a certain event occurs, and then further specify that the occurrence is regular in sentences

(b).

The use of the Inherent is not restricted to a certain tense. Ifwe consider Forsyth's

(1970: 15) examples (30), we can see that the verb 10 wrile in those examples may be said to

have seven! AJaionsarten yet all the three examples clearly show that its basic function is to

identify a ~rtain action without other aspectual distinctions:

(30) a. I wrote him a letter

b. He wrote a letter every week

c. While he wrote I read.

1be Inherent provides faT the possibility of using verbs in most general statements as

in (28) and in inunediateconunentingofthe perceivedeveJ\ts(29). The latterexarnple, interestingly,

corresponds to the Russian noun phrases in TV ice-hockey commenting: Brosolc! Golf 'Shot!
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Goal!'

If the above statements on the English simple indicative forms may arouse criticism,

the use ofthe auxiliarydo in af6tmative sentences can provide another example of the Inherent.

The auxiliary in such cases stresses the fact that the event denoted by the notional verb occurs

or occurred in reality. Its other aspectual characteristics in such instances appear to be irrelevant,

including the IexicaJ Aktionsart. What does matter, however, is the assertion, or naming of the

reality of the event, as in (31) which represents verbs with different lexical aspects:

(3 1) a. I did take the medicine.

b. This person does have an alternative.

c. Pat does know about the meeting.

In negative constructions it is the auxiliary with its gentf'&1ised meaning ofoccurrence

that is being negated, and nonnally not the lexical entry naming the event.

The idea that verbal fonns can be used merely for indicating occurrence is not a novelty

in linguistic literature. Goldsmith &: Woisetsehlaeger point out that "there are two ways of

descnbing the wond: one may describe what things happen in the world, or one may describe

how the world is made that such things may happen in it" (Goklsmith & Woisetschlaeger 1976:3)

and come to the conclusion that the non-progressive verbal fonns refer to a 'core' or 'central'

cluster ofmodaI properties whereas other verbal fonns, such as the progressive, depart from

this core in any ofa small number ofdirections (Goldsmith & WoisetschJaeger 1976:2). This

may be interpreted in the foUowinS way. simple tense fenos describe what things happen in
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the world, name the events without indicating in which way or what manner the things happen.

Compare the [nherent hope versus progressive is hoping. The laner, according to Wallace

(1982:204) is lesseenaininlhopeyou '/Icome versus I amhopingyou '/Icome. Forsyth(19705-6)

notes the use of Russian imperfective verbs with no semantics nonnalIy attributed to the

imperfective aspect., and states that in such cases the function of the verbs" is simply to name

thetype ofaction, to identifY it lexically". Bondarko(1971 :II ) gives the exampleofan imperfective

verb to which one can not ann"bute the propertyofdenoting an action in its development, duration

or repetition, Le. usual meanings ofRussian imperfective verbs (32):

(32) Dw ltaBllJllI..... JleKapcno?
You-PL. givc.PL.PAST medicine.ACC.
'Did you give the medicine?'

The presence of the imperfective suffix in the verb of(32) does not add the iterative

meaning to the phrase, and the fonn can be easily substituted by the perfective verb form Banu

Idalil 'gave' without significantly changing the meaning of the sentence.

In such non-durative usages imperfective Russian verbs serve the same purpose as the

English simple forms, i.e. to express the Inherent by naming the event and thus stating its

occurrence (see 6.1).

The Inherent can not be described as a purely verbal category. By its very nature it must

be inherent in all notionallexemes, i.e. in words that can have an external referent in reality,

such as verbs, nouns and adjectives. In this respect the verb to shoot equals the nouns shot and
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shoo/ittg. The differences between the verb and the noun. as will be demonstrated further, can

be accounted fur by the differences in reflecting the cognitive stage ofStasislKinesis (3.2.2),

wbc:reas the diffttenCCS between the two nouns shol and shooting can beexplained by the fea1Ures

of Manner of Occurrence (i.e. singuJar occurrence versus repetitive versus indiscriminate

0CClJll'trICe - see 3.2.4). The latter meanings, actually, are aJso inherent in the sense that they

are inseparable from the lexeme and constitute its semantic content. Such inalienable features

will be referred to as lexical aspeC1S in the following chapters. What is important to stress is

that the common semantics that unites to shoot. shol and shooting is the Inherent lexical aspect,

Le. naming, identifYing a eenain kind ofevent, whelUS what separates them are the following

stages ofthe event-image development which add several other features to the event image.

A cognitive feature such as Occurrence of the event and the ones discussed further in

the. paperare open to semantic expansion, to subsequent development when the cognitive feature

may be associated with a certain property evoked by the cognitive feature. The Occurrence

ofthe event may be strongly associated with the reality ofthe event, with its abiIity to be observed

and registered by senses. to be perceived. Thus it is possible to explain the following verbal

form in Uzbeic (33) asa semantic expansion or further specifying. partiCtl1arising of the cognitive

feature 0ca.uTence.. as stressing a certain aspect ofOcaurence. namely, the ability of the event

to be perceived. Uzbek has verbal fonns which denote eventsoccurring strictlyduring the moment

ofspeech., or slightly extending over the actual moment ofunerance. the so·called Concrete

Present (Kononov 1960:21 3) as in (33). This form is contrasted to the regular Progressive Present

(34) which is formed in a usual way forTurkic languages, i.e. the locative ofthe nominal infinitive
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with personal inflexions:

(33) a. ~-JtO-Mau IOqi-yap-mant
read-SUFF.-ISG
'I am reading (as 1am saying it)'

b. Meu x<ypUaJI Y'Ol-.lm-Maa
, magazine read-SUFF.-ISG

'I am reading a magazine (right now)'

(34) a. YJe,H-M:OIC-Jl,a-MaH l:Jqi-moq-da-manI
~-lNF.·LOC.-ISG

'I am reading'

b. MeH )KypHU jltH-MOIC-Jla-MaU
I magazine rcad·INF.·LOC.·ISG
'1 am reading a magazine'

The present Progressive fonn expresses an action which '1Iavingbegun before the moment

ofspeech is going on at the moment of speech and will continue for some time in the future"

(Kononov 1960:21 S) and in this respect is practically identical to the English Progressive. The

COOCfele Present, on the other hand, denotes an action which is being pc:rc:eived in the moment

of speech, and is a representation of the event occurring in the moment ofcommunication.

occurring in front of the speaker's eyes. This tense or, rather, aspe<:tual fonn does not have

a past counterpart.

To sum up the consideration ofthe Inherent as a linguistic representation ofthe cognitive

image ofoca.Jrrence ofthe event, we can say that the process ofimmediate experience (perception

of the event) results in the mental realisation of that event, in the awareness of the thinking

subject (the perceiver) of the reality ofsomething outside the mind. It may be considered to
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be an absolute beginning in the event image development., and serves as a basis for the first

operations of panicularisation and generalisation represented by a binary tensor.

3.2.2 The second stage. Stasis and Kinesis (movement).

We have been speaking so far about the mental image ofan event as a motionless

phenomenon which exists/occurs and thus is capable of being perceived. The next feature in

the development of the event-image is the realisation ofspatial movement, change, motion.

or that which is kinetic as opposed to that which is static. motionless. The cognitive realisation

ofmovement may then be reUowed by the perception ofdifferent kinds ofmovement: movement

as an unorderly. unstructured change. or movement proceeding in a certain direction.

It might seem reasonable to start the consideration of how the realisation of movement

appears while remaining It the perceptive stage, i.e. at the stage of perceptive experience with

neither memory nor imagination involved'. The realisation ofmovement, probably. is a result

of the two mental operations described by GuiUaume as operations of particularisation and

generalisation. The particularising. narrowing movement of thought leads to the realisation

ofa static entity against the background ofequally static subjects. This operation is easy to

imagine: apparently. it is pertbnned by each ofus when we look at a landscape: the undivided

perceptive whole is fragmented by consciousness into particulars. further recognized as a rock.

or a hill., a tree or a dark mass ofa forest or whatever other pans a picture might contain. In

lperception is noo:ssanly accompanied b)' rtlenliw memof}' which is a short-term, subconscious memory and
which is not stored in consciOlJ5f\C:SS and ClIll not be easily retrieved. The statement about non·invoJ.vcment of
memory ref.:rsto the absence oflherelfOSpedive.loag-lern1 meu1OfY.
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the absence ofmotion. the pen;eiving mind axnes to the reaIisaDon ofdifferent colours, shapes

etc. This partiwlarising operation is an exigent prerequisite for the perception and realisation

ofmovement since movement by its nature is relative and can only be perceived against the

static background. One can realise the relativity of movement when stuck in a traffic jam and

when all that can be seen is other vehicles: one can then have a sudden illusion that one's cae

is backing up 00 its own when, in fact. the other vehicles are moving forward.

Once stalic objects rL~ the ba<:Jcwound and the figure> ha"" been identified and =!ised,

the working mind can notice change occurring in some of them. The perceptive images ace

not difficult to evoke: this is how we notice a current in the midst ofa pool, or the change in

the positions ofthe tree leaves., or the fading light of the sun hidden by clouds. In other words,

the narrowing movement of the mind brings the reaJisation ofseparate objects (percepts) in

the surrounding reality whereas the generalising movement of the mind determines percepts

which change, i.e. move. This can be best represented by the radical binary tensor (Figure 17):

~_.
Figure 17. Kinesis and Stasis.

The end ofpaniwlarisation is the perceptive segmentation of reality. It also maries the

beginning of a radically different process,. the process of generalisation wh.ich. leads to the

evolvement of the nOlion ofkinesis, or movement (motion) in its broadest sense. We might

h.ypothesize that the linguistic representations of these two cognitive features (ofa static event

vs. kinetic event) somehow marie the enormous differences underlying these representations.
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3.2.2.1 Linguistic representations ofStasWKinesis - the Kinetic.

The cognitive features Staticity and Kinetics give rise to the first type ofdistinctions

which constitute the first level ofkexical aspectUaI distinctions. The lexical aspects which reflect

the notions of this levd of the event image development will be generically referred to as the

Kinetic. 1be lexical meaning corresponding to the cognitive image of the static event will be

referred to as the Stative Alctionsart, or Stative lexical aspect. The lexical meaning ofsome

kind ofchange., movement will be referred to as the Non-Stative Aktionsart.

The distinction between static and kinetic events., probably, underlies the distinction

between nouns and verbs. However, it would be unreasonable to claim that verbs are necessarily

marked by the cognitive feature of Kinesis. It appears that verbs may have a lexical aspectu.al

distinction of this cogntive stage., cf. the categories Stative and Fientive in Semitic languages

(Diakonotf1965). The former apparently make a group which suits best the category ofVendler's

verbs ofstate (Vendler 1967: 10 1) whereas the latter would fit into the category ofactivities.

Our approach differs from that ofVendler's in a number of points.

The cognitive feature ofStasis is more suited for being represented by nouns or adjectives.

It is undoubtedly present in the verbaJs such as the infinitive and participles which they share

with nouns. It is therefore quite logical that Guillaume came up with the term nominal. or quasi

nominalltlOf.Xf to describe these forms.

We might consequently c:xpc:ct a limited rMJ.mber ofverbs that can render that cognitive

feature. In English stative verbs are represented by such groups as verbs ofvolition (WOllt),

verbs ofabstract rdations or existence (mst, possess), and verbs ofmenta! activity and lasting
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emotions(lolOW.loYe), or such verbs asCDSI. These are true verbs ofstate in the senseofVendJer.

The notion ofKinesis, however, is rather abstnlet at this stage of image development,

and it is most likely to represent an event against the background ofsomething else. The cognitive

featureot1Gnesis, i.e. realisaDonofsome kindofmovement. does not necessarily imply movernmt

in space or transportation. It does imply, however, a certain change, movement which can be

divided into previous movement and subsequent movement In this respect the cognitive feature

of Kinesis and the lexical Non-Stative aspect are manifest in both Vendler's 'verbs ofstate'

such as sleep, stalld, and his 'verbs ofactivity', such as do, read etc.

A possible lest for identifYing verbs which have a Stative Aktionsart and reptesent static

events might be their resistance to the Progressivegrammatical aspect As the Progressive presents

an event with one pan already accomplished and a part to be accomplished, the cognitive feature

'Stasis' interiorised in tbeconsciousness would resist the usageof'stative' verbs with this aspect

For that reason sentences like the: following ccampJes (35) are marked in nonnative gramnws

ofEnglish as impossible:

(35) a. -The queen is having three children.

b. -The students were not knowing the answer during the test.

c. -Chris is liking hislher new friend.

lfwe examine other languages for examples, we will discover that truly 'stative' verbs

demonstrate considerable peculiarities in their morphological and derivational paradigms. Fot

example, the Russian verbs bearing the cognitive feature 'Staticity' are all imperfectives that
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lack perfective pairs. The addition of the so-called "empty" prefixes, i.e. prefixes which are

said to have no lexical import and only changing verbs into perfectives, leads to a totally new

lexical item (36}{37). occasionally preserving the imperfective aspect. In a number" ofcases

the addition ofsuch prefixes is impoSSIble (38). Cf. the foUowing examples in which the static

verbs were added prefixes po-, s(o)-, U-, o(bo)- which ate said 10 be pure perfectivisers:

(36) a. 3BaTb"/mat'/·know'

b. D03HaTbprf /pcmal'/'Iearn'

c. y3u.n. luznat·/·find out'

d. C03H "," /somavat'/'be aware, realise'

e. 0603f1UbCw-t/oboww'sjal'mix somebody up, take someone for another person'

(37) a. 61lCThIbyt'/'be'

b. o06wn.""' 1pd:Jyt'/·stay'

c. y6wn.prf /ubyt'/'depart'

d. c6bt11oprl'/sbyt'/'deliveT'

This can be compared to the fact that the English stative verbs can not combine with

verba.I particles unlike the ovawhelming majority of the other verbs: -/cnow up, -believe out,

It is important to emphasize that the cognitive feature 'Stasis' in verbs is very different

ITbis rann IN}' beuxd intbeconoquiallaDJU'&C' in lhenxatingol'touse~rorone's own purpose'.
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from such concepts as 'durative' or 'imperfective'. The fact that only a few verbs in English

and in Russian are statM is evident from their morphological and derivationaJ behaviour when

the lexical disrin<tion 'Sr.a..' ..-..with certain gnmmaricaI aspccu. nus does not happen

with durative or imperfec:titJeverbs that do not have the cognitive feature 'Stasis' in their lexical

semantics.

In cognitive temu., the opposition of static versus non-static events is similar to the

opposition between mass nouns and abstract nouns. Non-static, i.e. kinetic events may have

an intemal structure and may be represented as comprising a multitude ofsingle elements. h

is tempting to present them as a oombet ofmomentsm" m1 , mJelc.. but the idea of'moments'

is too closely related to the notion oftime. and we are at this stage discJssing cognitive features

which precede the emergence of the notion of time as it only appears at the first stage of

chronogenesis. For that reason we shaIJ operate with the idea of 'quantum of perception', and

the moments ofperception will be designated as q,. q 1 etc. Note that perception was earlier

said to involve retentive (operative) but not long-tenn (retrospective) memory.

We maycondudethaJ. thesecond stageoftheevent-image development leads to acognitive

opposition Stasis versusKinesis. The cognitive featUre 'Stasis' is associated with an event viewed

in its staticity relative to the other static entities. This feature is more common in nominals.

ie. nouns. adjectives and quasi-nominals (the infinitive, the gerund and participles). There is,

however, a limited. number ofverbs which have the feature Stasis in their semantic composition.

These verbs, called here 'stative verbs' have only a limited number offeatures which appear

atthesubscquc:ntstagesoftheemt.-imagedevelopmentanddc:monstrateasomewhatidiosyncratic
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behaviour in finite fonns and in derivation (see 6.3.6). The verbs called 'non-stative' correspond

to the cognitive image of Kinesis and have this feature in their lexical meaning as Aktionsart

unless a language system has morphological means to regularly represent the two aspectual

distinctions.

3.2.3 The third stage. Determinate and indeterminate movement (Directionality).

At the previous stage the event-image acquired one ofthe two features associated with

the cognitive conceplS ofStasis and Kinesis. The latter presents an event as a changing, moving

entity 00 the background ofstatic entities, and carries the idea of 'movement at large', 'general

movement' .nus idea, or mental representation ofgeneral movement, motion in its first realisation

appears as the result of the generalising movement of thought. As there are only two basic

operations, generalisation should be followed by the next paniarlarisation for which the previous

image serves as the basis. The idea ofKinesis on the right hand side ofthe binary tensor in Figure

17 underlies the next particularising operation which leads to the idea ofdirectionality.

Once a kinetic representation is estabIisbed, it may serve as a basis for a representation

ofa diffttent kind which we wiU call directionality. Movement can be viewed as indiscriminately

chaotic, just the perception ofBrownian movement without any direction or goal. Movement

and motion can also be perceived as proceeding in a certain direction.. Other analogies that could

be given to illustrate these different perceptive features are the images ofwater as a whirlpool

and as a steady stream in otherwise shallow and seemingly motionless surrounding. Another

perceptive image is that ofa sudden whirl or gust or wind as opposed to a steady draft blowing
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from somewhere and affecting the tactile receptive nerves on only one side of the body.

Thus the unorderly, unstructured. chaotic movement in perception will be called

indeterminate, whereas movement proceeding in a certain direction, orderly and structured

movement will be referred to as determinate. Indeterminate movement may be compared to

a high·speed footage ofa crowd in a railway station, whereas the determinate movement is

more comparable to marching troops or one-way traffic.

The perceptionofmovement as ordered. suuctured andIorproceeding in acertain direction

reflects the mental operation ofparticularisation whereas the perception ofmovement as chaotic

and unordered reflects the mental operation ofgeneralisation. Both these operations may be

represented graphically by means of the radical binary tensor (Figure 18).

_?"I~M:inate.
Figure 18. Determinate and Indeterminate movement.

Determinate movement may be analysed as having a definite, determinate vector in each

moment., or quantum, ofits perception, so that movement in moment q/ has exactly the vector

pointing in the same direction as movement in momentsq~. q ~ .._q~: In the case ofindeterminate

movement the vector, or directionality of movement in quantum of perception q/ is unrelated

to the vector of moment q} or any following moment. This means that determinate movement

has a definite trajectory which can be predicted or constructed once at [east two points of the

movement have been intercepted by consciousness whereas the prediction of the indeterminate

movement is impossible: the position ofa moving object or entity at any following moment
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of perception is quite random.

So far we have been discussing the perception ofmovement as proceeding in a definite

direction or being chaotic or unorderly. An important consequence of representing determinate

movement in Figure 18 is the fact that the determinate movement is necessarily heading towards

its termination, endpoint. This common faa. is reflected by consciousness ofany individual many

times through direct experience: a baby crawling in a definite direction will necessarily reach

a certain point at which any further movement will be impossible; a bird flying in the sky or

clouds moving across it will necessarily disappear out of sight.

One may argue that not all instances ofdetenninate movement necessarily terminate

in perception. Thus a creek or stream is undoubtedly perceived as moving in a certain direction,

and continues this movement as long as the observer might be watching it. Yet such instances

make a relatively small number of the total number of perceptive acts in which determinate

movement necessarily reaches its endpoint, saturation. completion. Besides, following the

determinate movement ofthe stream will ultimately confirm that its flowing ends when it reaches

the lake or the sea, i.e. will bring the realisation that determinate movement should end even

if not within this panicular or single perceptive act. This is not the case with indeterminate

movement which might stop and thus end but notfinish. I well remember my son's obsession

with running water after a heavy rain or in early spring when the snow was melting. At the

age of2.5 he was dragging me all around the neighbourhood watching the running water until

it disappeared in the street sewer system. At this age he was endlessly playing with the tap

water jet in the bath. Playing with water and understanding some properties of the determinate
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movement seems to be a universal stage in children's cognitive development well descnbed

in the literature (Fein 1978; Seifert &. Hoffilung 1991:202-3).

The account ofthe perception ofdeterminate and indeterminate movement. it appears.

is recorded in memory with an Unpon.ant implication that any definite, directed., i.e. determinal:e

movement must come to an end, must reach a point when it is no longer. General, indetenninate

movement, on the other hand. may imply a certain degree ofrepetitiveness, or recurrence: once

you watch fish in a fish tank or an insect trapped between the windows you may realise that

their movements., once they do not leave the perceived area, have to be somewhat repetitive

in orderto continue in an intricate pattern. This repetitiveness, however, is never an exact: repetition

ofthe same movement, or trajectory. These two meanings (end-point and repetition) are the

semanticexpansionsarising 0lJf: ofthe cognitive features in thecourseofevent-image development

similar to the idea of immediate perception expressed by the Concrete Present in Uzbek (see

3.2.1).

3.2.3.1 Linguistic representation ofdirectionality - the Directional.

It may be postulated that the concept ofdeterminate and indetenninate movement which

is the next cognitive category in the event image development, leads to the realisation of the

linguistic category of the Directional used here as a generic term for the Determinate and

Indeterminate lexical aspects. This category involves the notion ofmovement which can be

perceivedeitherasunorderedpermutationssimilartoBrownianmovement,orasdirect:edorganized

movement The notion is rather abstract. and its ilIustJUion in English pusents some difficulty
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due to the absence ofa grammatical morpheme rendering just this one concept. Besides, the

notion ofdirectionality is closely connected to what is often described as 'telic verbs' (Comrie

1976:44-48) or 'telicness' (Dinnick 1991 :180) discussed below (3.2.3.2) and the realisation

ofspatial iterativity (3.2.3.3).

Thereareno examples ofamorphological categorycorresponding to the cognitive category

ofDirectionality in Germanic languages. Slavic languages, on the other hand. have a distinct

morphological opposition ofdelenninate verbs versus indeterminate verbs. Let us first consider

examples from Gennan and English. We may refer to the use ofdifferent auxiliaries with German

verbs ofmotions, as in (39) from lloyd (1979:49-50):

(39) a. Er hat den ganzen Tag geschwommen 'He swam all day'

b. Er ist iiber den Fluss geschwommen 'He swam across the river'

In the first example the verbsdrwimmen 'to swim' is used with the auxiliary haben 'have'

and denotes an indeterminate action, the activity ofswimming. In (39b) the auxiliary is sein

'be' and the verb has a distinct directional usage.

English, inall probability, has the notionofdirectionalityas a discourse category. Examples

like (40) - (43) can be interpreted as either determinate (a) or indeterminate (b) depending on

the context and situation of the utterance:

(40) Chris is going to the park

8. is walking, going for a walk
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b. is heading to, setting out for

(41) The baby is crawling

L is moving around, not sitting or lying

b. is moving to a certain direction, e.g. towards the parent

(42) L Pat bowed and left the house

b. Pat left Glasgow for London

(4J) a. I waJud for an hour or so

b. I walked to work that morning

Manifestations of the Directional lexical distinctions in English seem to constitute the

semantic potentiality of the English verbs. One can notice a number ofconstructions which

show the contrast ofthe Directional. E.g., such constroetions as have Q look, have Q drink

display the semantics of the Indetenninate Aktionsart and are semantically opposed to take

Q look, take adrinJc which are marked fol'"the Determinate. There are also instances of lexical

pairs which might be interpreted as constituting a semantic contnst ofdetenninate versus

indeterminate movement abstracted from the idea ofmovement or spatial transportation. These

pairs {to do-to make; to end· tofi"isn; to begi". to start etc.) will be discussed in the rouowing

section.

It is, probably, best to address non·South Slavic languages fol'" the illustration of the

Directional All Slavic languages with the exception ofBulgarian, Serbo-Croat and Macedonian

(Schuyt 1990:317) have pairs of imperfective verbs of motion which are identical in lexical
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meaning. i.e. in denoting the same kind ofkx:omotion. As both of them are imperfective which

is traditionaUy considered the basic aspectuaI distinction, these pain are not very often discussed

in aspectuaJ studies (for a detailed analysis see Forsyth 1970:319-346). ft should be born in

mind that the Slavic determinate - indeterminate contrast is regular even though the morphology

involved often makes it impossible to determine a marked member in each pair. Below is the

list ofCzech and Russian verbs of motion which demonstrate the contrast of Dicectionality:

man. - rOHllTh l8Oa1' - gonjal'! 'drivelchase1scareaway'

B,D;TII - XOJUITb lidti - xodit'l 'go' (on foot), 'walk'

exan. - C3JJ,HTb lexat' - ezdi1'! 'go (by vehicle)'

Ite3TIt- Jtll3anJll113K11> lIezt' - !azat'llazit'! 'creep', 'sneak'

(44) Czech

a. bfist- brodit

b. hnat - honit

c. jlt - chodit

d. jeti - jezdit

c.len. - lazitl\ont

(nest - nasit

g. ven.- vont

h. vest - vodit

i. vleci - v!iCit

j.

k.

L

Russian

6peCTK - 6poJUfTh Ibresti - brodi1'!

oeCTH - HOCIlT1> fnesti - nosit'!

Be3TM - aO::JKTb lvezti - vonI'I

Beern - BOJJ,HTb Ivesti - vodit'!

6eJKan. - 6eran. Ibeiat' - bega1'!

JteTeTb - IteTan. /Ietet' - letat'l

wtWTh - DItaslln. Iplyt' - plava1'l

n0Jl31'1l - noJt3an.!polzti • polzat'l

nWH11> - TacKa11>/tdCit' -tasat'l

KaTlfTb - KaTaTb !kalit' - katat'l

'wade','roam', 'wander'

'<=)"

'transport'

'lead', 'drive (a vehicle)'

'pull'

'run'

'f1y'

'swim', 'sail'

'crawt'

'drag', '<=)"

'roll'

The number of the pairs varies in different languages from nine in Upper Sorbian and
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Czech (Schuyt 1990: 128, 165) to between 14 and 17 in East Slavic according to different authors

(Ferm 1990:21).

Further in this thesis we will propose that the category ofDirectionality encompasses

a much wider range ofverbs than just the verbs ofmotion. At this point we shall limit ourselves

to discussing the latter.

The verbs in (44) all belong to the morphological category of imperfective verbs with

the first memberofthe pairbeingdeterminate. The difference between them is diffiaJit to describe.

Meillet suggests that "La categorie de ['imperfectifdetermine, tout en faisant panie du groupe

de l'imperfectit: est une forme de transition entre irnperfectif et perfectif' (Meillet 1934:283),

while Forsyth noles that "it might be argued that the relationship between them is ofa purely

lexical nature, having nothing to do with aspect as an element ofgrammatical meaning" (Forsyth

1970:325). A number ofapparently systemic features that the pairs of the verbs ofmotion

demonstrate. however, suggest that the distinction between them is not a mere lexical difference.

To begin with, even in terms oflexical semantics the distinction is hard to establish. Forsyth

states that in the case of these verbs "the speaker's view ofaction is restricted to a specific

moment oftime.... The motion of the subject is, as it were, observed taking place 'now', and

it is self-evident that any body observed in motion can only be moving in one direction" (Forsyth

1970:319) against which it is difficult 10 agree: imagine looking at a fish tank full offish swirling

around it, or at bees in a bee-hive.

Forsyth insists that a cieardefinition ofthe notion 'directionality' be made in order not

to confuse it with the more concrete factor ofdeslinatio/J or purpose. Both the detenninate
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and indeterminate Slavic verbs can be used with the phrases denoting the latter two notions:

(45) a. JI XO)Kf II WXOJl)' Ija hofu v Ilcolu! (Indeterminate) - 'I go to school'

b. JI a;u;y II [JlJ{0.wy Ija idu v Ikolu/ (Determinate) - 'I go to school'

The first example may also imply iterativity, or habituality (I am a student, German Ich

geM ruT Schule) while the second may have an implication of 'here and now' or ofa future

reference (I am going/am on my way 10 .school. German Ich gehe in die Schute).

On the morphological level, the prefixed determinate verbs become perfective whereas

indeterminate verbs remain impafectiveafter prefixation (in most cases), as in (46) where the

left column represents determinate verbs and the right column contains indetenninate verbs:

(46) a. oe)ICaTb- foeiat'/

b. c6e",an.,.r /sbebt'/

c. y6e",an.,.r Iubeiat'/

d. co6e)Kan.,.r /pobeiat'/'stan running'

6eran.""" Ibegat'/ 'run'

c6eraThioop/sbegit'/'escape, to flee'

y6eraThioop/ubegit'/'run away'

co6eran.~/pobega1'/'run (around) for

awhile'

Indeterminate verbs may convey the idea of itentivity, or habituality whereas the

detemlinateverbs lack this implication(Forsyth 1970:322). Forsythadheres to a negative definition

of the indetenninate verbs stating that they do not express motion taking place at a specific

moment and in one direction (Forsyth 1970:322). We can not agree with the first pan of this

statement, as the indctemlinate verbs can certainlybe used ina contect specUying an exact moment.
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TIle second part ofFonyth's statement, i.e. that indeterminate verbs can not express motion

going on in acertain direction, is absolutely correct. [t is exactly this feature which in our analysis

is correla1:ed to the narrowing. particularising movement ofthoughl, that determines the basic

distinction between the Determinate and Indeterminate Aktionsanen. The fonner denotes

movement proceeding in a definite direction (hence the category ofDEFINITE in Thelin

1978:16,18). This realisation on the perceptive stage may further be developed through

participation ofmemory and imagination into notions oftelicity, p.uposefulness, ittn.tivity and

finally will help us to explain the systemic developments and behaviourofthese vttbs (see Chapter

Six) as consequences oftke initial panicularisation.

3.2.3.2 The Directional and telicity.

The Directional lexical aspect is viewed in this thesis as a basic aspectUaJ distinction

which is open for further development. On the perceptive level, the movement can be realised

as proceeding in a definite direction (Determinate Aktion.sart:). Even within the same perceptive

act it might imply that the subject of the perception, and thus, the movement itself; will disappear

out of perception (e.g. watching a moving cloud until it is out of sight). The particularising

movement ofthought will fina1Jy reach a point when the directional movement can be perceived

as accomplished. That means that directionality implies the idea of destination. or purpose,

and result as its secondary attributes. [t also implies a natural end, completion of the movement

once the destination is reached or the event is no longer available for perception, especially

once those perceptive acts are recorded in the memory.
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Indeterminate Aktionsan.. on (he other hand. implies the idea of motion as activity, a

continuous pnx:ess without any determined direction or inner structure. Unorderly movement

dlroughout a perceptive aet will naturally result in. realisation of repetitive movements, for

in Older to remain open for perception the event tIl.lSI: unroU in front of the perceiving subject,

and the subject ofthe indeterminate event will have to accomplish a kind ofcircular movement

(lhat is why Russian indeterminate verbs in the infinitive are easier to express by the English

verbs with the preposition arotmd: 10 run around. 10 crawl around. to fly around though such

translation is often impossible in concrete sentences with these verbs).

It appears that completion, purpose, accomplishment are logical semantic expansions

ofthe perception ofdirectional movement, they are scoondaty developments similar to the notion

ofhabituality which is a natural expansion of the perceptive image ofa repetitive event. They

are a result ofa multitude ofpen:eptive acts in whidl determinate movement ofthe event came

to an end eithe.- because the destination was reached or because the moving object disappeared

OUt ofperception. With this understanding we can take a closer look at the notion oftelicity,

or telicness as it is treated in the linguistic literature.

Comrie discusses the issue of telic/atdic verbs by equating 'telic situations' (denoted

by telic verbs) to 'accomplishments' (Comrie 1976:44). Thus the event (in Comrie's terms 

'situation') described by the sentence John is singing is atelic as it does not contain a certain

terminal point though it can be stopped. The sentence John is making a chair, on the other

hand, must necessarily come to an end, thus the event described has a certain terminal point.

the point at which the chair is complete, consequently. it is telic (Comrie 1976:44). The test
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fOC'" atelic verbs. 5lJggested by Comrie., consists in the possibility ofdeducing a positive an5Wea-

about the same situation (-event) viewed from the perspective of the perfect. From the first

sentence we may deduce that John has sung while the second situation does not allow us to

conclude that: John has made a chair (Comrie 1976:45). Comrie states that while events can

be either" telic or atelic, verbs can not be easily labelled with the same teons:

Similarly. althoughJohn is drowning describes a telic situation ( =event - VV),
the sentence eats drown if)lOllput them in dup water is not telic., since it refers
to Ul ongoing tendency for ca1S to drown, a tendency that can go on indefinitely,
irrespective of the number ofeats who have completed their act ofdrowning
(Comrie 1976:45).

Comrie finally makes the conclusion that unambiguously teJic/ateJic situations (::events)

are difficult to find (Convie 1976:46) but stresses the impoctance of the distinction in aspectual

studies. Thus, combined with the perfectiveftmperfective opposition. the semantic range of

telic verbs is considerably restricted.

The problems that arise in such treatment ofteliclatelic verbs was noted by Binnidc

The diffiadty is that: iftelicness is a property ofsentences (describing situations),
then it makes no sense to talk ofme pc:sfective or imperfc:c:tiveofa telic (or non
telic) expression. since perfectivity is a verbal category, and hence ofsmaller
scope than telicness (Binnick 1991: 191).

Dinnick adds that telicness is an attribute of situations and is not ovenly marked but

merely implicit in the meanings ofexpression whereas perfectivity, e.g., is a category overtly

marked in the verb or by an auxiliary (Binnick 1991: 191).

While it is obvious that there is a certain cognitive category intuited by linguistS-, its

properties remain ra1hervague, eithercorrelated to the notions ofaccomplishments, orboundness.,
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or culminativity (cf. Lloyd 1979:49). It might be reasonable to suggest that the notion of

delcnninate direction soobvious in Slavic Vttbs ofmotions. underlies the images oftdic situations,

or events that "maintain a partial1ar course" (Lloyd 1979:5 I) and thus may come to a logical

end (completion, destination. achievement ofa goal). i.e. accomplishment The deductions that

can be made from telic situations as described above. are normal psychological associations

similar to projecting a directional movement to an expec::ted result.

As we have stated that determinate movement presupposes an endpoint, result, destination,

or tennination, it might be possible to treat telic·atelic situations in terms ofdirectionality. In

this case telic events correspond to detenninate movement, movement that stipulates some

point ofcompletion. This is made explicit by specifying a certain quantity or duration ofthe

event: John is sing;ng orJohn is singingsongs represent indeterminate movement, consequently,

atelie situations, or events, because the quantity of the event is not specified. John is singing

a songIftve songsIfor two hours represent tcUc situations, consequently, a particular, determinate

movement because the sentences contain an indication of the temporal or spatial quantity, of

the endpoint at which the event is bound to be terminated or completed.

Telicity mayoonsequently be treated as an expansionofthe cognitive notion ofdeteminate

movement applied to non-motional events, i.e. events that are kinetic but do not include any

kind of spatial movement or transportation. It finds its best expression in the description of

events which have definite arguments, i.e. arguments specified for a certain quality or quantity

(John is singingfive songs; John is singing till the end of,he hour). Unlike the category of

the Directional lexical aspect in Slavic, telicity may be considered a category ofdiscourse in
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English and it finds its realisation in certain linguistic and situational contexts.

Besides contextual representation ofdeterminate and indeterntinate movement English

has lexical pairs which may be interpreted in the same way. Such pairs as to do - /0 make. to

lell • to say. to la/k - to speak. to look -10 suo to shut - to close. 10 beg;n • 10 staTl. 10 end-

toji"ish are analysed by Tobin (1993) in tenns of markedness for result: the first member of

each pair is unmarked either for process or result while the second is marked for result:

The marked memberofthe pair, making aspecific claim for RESULT, is reserved
for those linguistic and situational contexts where an action, state. or event must
be perceivc:d 'resuItativdy': i.e. taking its result in the form ofa goal, consequence.,
conclusion, destination, telic endpoint etc. into account (Tobin 1993: 17).

While it is impoSSIble to point at a formal marlcer ofRESULT in the English pain of

verbs. Tobin is undoubtedly right in asmbing markedness to them. They must have a necessary

cognitive marking in the minds of the native speakers ofEnglish for directionality, and their

very fonn makes them marked for result as a consequence ofthe detenninate movement that

they represent.

3.2.3.3 Directionality and iterativity.

In the previous section we tried to connect the notion ofparticular, determinate movement

to the notions ofgoal, state. tc:mURation, endpoint... telicity, destination all ofwhich appear to

be an extension and a natural result ofa movement proceeding in the same direction. Now we

will try to examine a possible semantic extension arising out of the perception of general,

indeterminate movement.
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As was shown in 3.2.3. indeterminate movement presupposes that the moving

substance/object is oontinuously present in perception. In this case the moving object should

ncccssarily occupy the same or nearly the same spatial point more than once in the course of

perception in order to remain ~thin the scope of perception. Thus general. indetenninate

movement may imply the idea of repetitiveness, itcrativity (although this is not the clear case

ofitentivity as a repetition ofidenlicalpunctUal events discussed below). The intuitive realisation

ofan intricate rcpe:titive pattern involved in the perception of indeterminate movement might

be the cognitive foundation on which the idea ofitcrativity rests. English, as was noted before.

has somewhat generic lexemes to represent events, and these lexemes may cover some meanings

in certain contexts for which other languages might require special morphology. Whenever

there is a need to stress the indeterminate movement as opposed to detenninate, partiQ1lar

movement, the adverbial particle around may be used. It is symptomatic that the semantics

ofthe preposition around implies the idea ofrepetitive, circular movement (change ofdirection)

which is the most appropriate means to cover the notion ofindetenninate movement.

To conclude the discussion, we may state that the cognitive notion of Directionality

finds its linguistic representation as the Directional type oflexical aspect with two possible

manifestations: Determinate and Indeterminate Aktionsarten. This cognitive category in some

languages has a morphological representation while in others, such as English, it exists as a

latent, orcovert category. i.e. a catego'Y included into thegeneral semanticsofverbs as a poSSIbility

with no special morphological expression except for some cases where the semantics of these

Aktionsarten is included into the generallc:xical meaning of the verbs, such as in begin - sJart.
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do - mt:Ike. or this semantics is rendered periphrasticaIly by such constructions as take a walk

have a walk. tala! a drink - have a drink etc.

3.2.4 The fourth stage. Manner ofOccurrence.

Once the observer (the thinking subject) has established the occurrence of the event

and, posstbly, perceived movement, the next stage would constitute realisation ofa difference

in occurrence. This realisation is achieved through the operation ofparticularisation of the

previously achieved cognitive concept ofindetc:nninate movement: which is the basis for a new

stage in event-image development:. Within the same perceptive act (Le. unintmupted perception

with no participation ofmemory) an event may occur constantly, intenninentJy. or as a single

point~tike occurrence. As we presume that at the fourth stage there is no realisation ofdistance

or time, this image must be purely two-dimensional. A visual analogy can be suggested when

light is perceived as a flash, as a steady shining or as a series ofblinks. Hearing perception may

also clearly distinguish between the three different manners ofoccurrence (bang-noise-l'attle).

There can be also be found a bodily perception ofone's involuntary movements occurring in

different ways (burp-sweot-shiver).

The essence of the cognitive features ofthe manner ofoccurrence, consequently, is the

realisation ofdiffercncc:s between the pe:rceptions. Another interpretation may involve the notion

ofquantity: indiscriminate, one. many. This lauer interpretation seems to have a direct COMection

withGuillaume's ideaofthe binary tensor (see 1.1). The realisation ofthe event in its unir:tenupted

occurrence is the first interception in the development ofthe thought. The second interception
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occursafter a certain amount ofoperative time at which point it is possilJle to distinguish between

unintemJpted occurrence and punctual occurrence. This operation is in fact a clear example

of particularisation described by Guillaume (l984:53-55). The narrowing movement of

particularisation narrows the uninte(T\Jpted perception ofan event (left field in Figure 19) to

the single punctual ocxurrencc. The continuingmovementofthought past the pointofmePunctual

ocaurence. the widening movement in this case., will result in the generalising percept ofa mass

of identical single perceptive ocamCflCeS (right field in Figwe (9).

Ofthese three manners in which the OCQJrrence ofthe event may be perceived only one

is necessarily present in the event image. The first manner ofoccurrence will be further in

the paper referred to as Unilllerrupted occurrence, the second manner ofoccurrence will be

referred to as Punctual occurrence. and the third manner ofoccurrence will be referred to as

Repetitive OCQJ.rrence. Uninterrupted. Punctual and Repetitive OCQJ.rrences ate the features

an event image can acquire at the fourth stage of its development.

Punctual

PaniaJlarisation

Repetitive

Generalisation

Figure 19. Punctual and Repetitive Occurrence.

The feature UnilllernJpted occurrence represents an indiscriminate event, an event ever

present in perception. i.e. an event whose ocwrrence is perceived throughout the whole perceptive

act., as in (47a) where the plus denotes the presence ofperception. As has been noticed above.
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this is a most natural occurrence for static events. This cognitive feature serves as the basis

for the two operations resulting in the particularisation ofthe punctual occurrence and in the

generalisation of the repetitive occurrence.

1be feature Punctual occurrence represents a single event, an event that influences the

perceptive organs being immediately preceded and followed by the lack of perception (of the

same event), as in (47b) where the plus denotes the presence of the perception of the occurrence

and the minus represents the absence ofoccurrence:

The feature Repeti/iW! occurrence (47c) denotes a perceptive event as an interrupted

sequence ofanalogous repeating perceptions, i.e. the image ofan event which intermittently

is present and absent in perception.

(41) a.. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I shine. weep, bleed

b.•• - ••••• + ••••••••• fluh,bang,burp

c. - + - + - +. + - + - + - +. shimmer, shake, roar

3.2.4.1 Linguistic representation of Manner ofOccurrence • the Geschehensarten.

1be cognitive category of the manner of the event's occurrence creates the next type

of lexical aspect. This occurrence, as stated above, can be perceived as uninterrupted and

indi.scriminaJ:e,assingieandpunctualdisappc:aringfromperceptionlobservation,andasasuccession

ofdisappearing occurrences. The type of Aktionsanen corresponding to the manner of even[

oco.mence will be referred to as Gcchehensarten. The term is rather long but the meaning
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of the German word geschehen 'happen, occur' may be used in order to demonstrate a

subordination and hier.u-chy ofaspectuaI distinctions covcm:l by the generaJ term Aktionsanen,

as well as to underscore that they are linguistic representations ofme cognitive features ofManner

ofOc:curn:nce ofthe event Thus Geschehensarten, or the way an event may occur, have three

forms, or varieties corresponding to the three cognitive features. Geschenesarten contrast the

Directional and the Inherent as cenain types of Aktionsanen.

Indiscriminate AktiOl1SOTt corresponds to the feature ofuninterrupted or indiscriminate

occurrence. as in (48a).

Semelfaclive AJaionsart corresponds to the feature ofa punctual occurrence (48b).

Ilerotive AktioflSQTt corresponds to the feature ofmultiple or repetitive event 0CCllJ'TenCeS

(48c). (Cf. Forsyth's examples in (30) where IwroIt him a leuurepresents Sc:melfactive Ic:xicaI

aspect,He wrolea leltere\lf!ryweekisa representation oflterative in its Habitual variety discussed

below (3.2.4.2), and While I wrote he read represents the Indiscriminate lexical aspect).

(48) a. I maw this person well.

b. I knew he was a crook the moment I saw him.

c. IIcnow a good worker the moment I see himlher.

It may be argued that in (48) and in the examples provided by Forsyth it is the lexical

components ofthe phrase such as the momenJ I see, e\lf!ryweek, while that create the impression

ofa punctual, indiscriminate or iterative occurrence. One can not deny, though, that English

verbs may represent those meanings in particular contexts whereas in other languages a
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morphologically marked (i.e. a different) verb form might be required.

[n most cases the very name ofthe ofevent (i.e. a verb out ofcontext as a unit oflexicon)

may already carry one of the three cognitive features, as in (49).

(49) a. live - Indiscriminate Aktionsart

b. hit - Semelfactive Aktionsan

c. hammer - lterative Aktionsart

In other cases, when put into a particular context, the same verbs may have a different

kind oflexical aspect, as in the examples below where nonnally indisaiminate live and .sc:melfactive

hit can be anributed iterative interpretation:

(50) L Every summer lohn lives in his counuy house

b. During the altercation the suspect was hitting the victim

It might be admined that most English verbs are not inherently marked for Geschehensart

The verb/all, for instance, "can be used as a punctual ('faU offa ledge', the moment of losing

balance) or as a durat:ive ('while he was falling through the air the people screamed continuously')

or as an accomplishment ('fell to the ground')" (Anderson 1982:258).

1lle verb to/all in Anderson's examples, unfortunately, is given in different forms, and

some of them have in fact a combination oflexical and morphological aspectual meanings (was

falling). The message, nevertheless, is clear: compared to the Inherent (which is always present
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in the English verb), all thr"ee kinds ofGeschehensart are not necessarily included in the semantics

ofthe vern. They allow considerable variation even within the same lexeme (see 48a-<:) which

may depend on the context. It appears that practically any event can have any Geschehensart

for specific purposes of representation.

Slavic languages have developed a complex structure ofsuffixed and prefixed morphemes

which change the ~ehensartof the verb root. Geschehensan-<:hanging morphemes are

regu1ar morphological means representing the cognitive category ofthe Manner ofOccurrence

(see 6.3.4). Turkic languages also have morphological means which change the Geschehensart

ofverbs. The suffix ..qala-l-kt/lti- common to all Turkic languages (Serebrennikov 1988:439)

changes the verb into iterative, cf. Chuvash examples (51):

(5 I) a. ~blP /t;trl'write' - ~blpK&JIa/01blal'write now and again' (d Rus. DOmlCblBaTb)

b. aYJla !vu1aI'read' - aynaKaJla Iwlaka1a1'read now and again' CRus. nO'lHTbLBaTb)

c. CKK IsikJ 'jump' - cHXXeJle/sikkelel'hop, bob up and down' (Rus. DOnpblrHBan.)

1be existence ofonly one Geschehensart-changing affix suggests that Chuvash VCfbs

are inherently, in the lexicon, menlally marked for the other two lexical aspects, i.e. that they

serve to represent either uninterrupted occurrence, as in read, or a punctual occurrence, as

injump. Another possibility is that the majority ofthe verbs are not marked for Geschehensan

in the lexicon, and acquire one of its meanings in discourse.

In other languages, e.g. in English, Geschehensarten exist in the general semantics of
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the verb as a potentiality and can be revealed and analysed in particular contexts of their usage.

There is an important question in connection with Geschehensarten, i.e. the linguistic

representation of the cognitive feature of Manner ofOccurrence of the event. The question

concerns the further development of Iterative Aktionsart when cognition involves memory

alongside with perception. These issues are addressed in the following sections.

3.2.4.2 Habituality as a semantic extension of Iterativity.

The second issue connected to the linguistic representation of the Geschehensarten is

the relationship which exists between the categories ofIterative and Habitual. We stated in

3.2.4 that Iterative lexical aspect reflects the perception ofthe event as an intermittent ocalITeOce

within the same perceptive act. Perception, however, is not the onJy cognitive process which

participates in the creation ofan event image. As perceptive acts succeed one other, with every

preceding act stored in the memory, a sequence of similar occurrences separated in time may

come to be realised as one repetitive event. In other words, the memory of similar perceptive

events may be realised as a single succession ofrepetitive occurrences. "This results in the notion

ofHabituality which can be treated as a particular case ofiterativity, i.e. iterativity distributed

in time throughout different perceptive acts. Due to the participation ofmemory, the category

ofHabituality is nonnally restricted to the representation of past events, events whose image

is stored in the memory. For that reason English is able to employ different means to express

pure iterativity (Chris kept on shouting insullS at her husband). Le. a repetitive event within

one perceptive act, and habituality (Chris used to Shoul illsulls af her husband) when the
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occurrence ofthe evm. belongs to different perceptive acts. ct: the category HABITUAL and

HABnuA.t,PAST, i.e. habitual sentences with past time reference not analysable as consisting

ofHABITUAL orHABnuAL GENERIC combined with a regular past tense in Dahl 1985:96

102.

Our" interpretation ofhabitual.ity is based on the idea that it is different from iterativity

in the cognitive mechanism that leads to their emergence. This understanding is close to the

view ofComrie who states that" ifa situation is repeated a limited number of times, then all

ofthese instances ofthe situation can be viewed as a single situation, albeit with intemal form"

(Comrie 1976:27).

We can consequently conclude that habituality might be treated as a case of iterativity

keeping in mind that it involves memory in representing a succession ofseparated but similar

Inconcluding thissoction wecan state that the cognitive category ofMannc2" ofOccurrencc

hasalinguisticrepresentationintllecategoryoftheGeschc:hc:nsarten. type5ofaspectualdistinctions

which exist in one of tile three manifestations; Indiscriminate, Semelfactive, and Iterative. These

lexical aspects are mutually exclusive, so that any given verb may only have one of them, even

though the same verb may have a different lexical aspect when used in different contexts.

3.2.5 The fifth stage; Predicativity (positions of the subject of the event).

The fourth step in the pre-chronogenetic stage of the event-image development is the

realisation that the event may involve a subject. As we are now concerned with a cognitive
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image of the event, its subject is consequently not the same as the grammatical subject. The

subject ofthe event is treated as a sepame yet integral pan ofthe event, something which may

be presented as a vast AGENTrnlEME with no specification ofa thematic role such as Agent,

Patient, Experiencer or Instrument (d two-word sentences in child language).

The nature ofthis cognitive process is sirmar to the first step where the pc:rceiving SJbjea

realises the existence of the event outside the perceiver's self In the fifth stage the subject

perceiving the event comes to the realisation that the event may have its own subject. This

realisation in fact is very analogous to the first step and follows the same pattern ofalienation,

or separation. compare:

(52) a. perceiving subject -> perception (perceiving subject) + event

b. perceived event -> pivot {subject ofthe event} + event

In order to avoid confusion we will use the term phIol instead of 'the subject ofme event'

for a cognitive notion, as the term 'subject' has been too closely associated with the idea of

the grammatical subject. 1ne pivot is something different: it covers the notion ofgrammatical

subject but is much wider as it is the property of all non-functional words. This idea stems

directly from Guillaumean teaching:

Guillaume{1984: 120ft) shows thataJl substantives, adjectives, adverbs and verbs
are inherently predicarive because they bring to mind a lexical notion which has
to be said about something in order for the word to perform its function in
discourse. Indeed, as Valin (1981:6-7) points out, any act oflanguage must fulfil
the basic condition of saying something about someone or something. The
'something' which issaid iscallcd byGuillaumean 'import ofmeaning' (1984: 120-
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2) and corresponds on the linguistic level to the lexeme or non-grammatical part
of the word's meaning. 1be 'something' about which the lexeme is said, that
to which the lexeme is incident, is called by Guillaume the 'support'; it fonns
part ofthe grammatical make-up ofcertain words, corresponding on the fonnal
level to the category of person (Duffley 1992: 119).

Duffiey arrives at the conclusion that "a support or person is also present in the infinitival

fonn of the verb. even though the latter can neither be predicated grammatically ofa subject

nor take any personal endings" (Dumey 1992: 121). Duflley's conclusion about the infinitive

is equally true ofany other non-functional word. The 'something' the word says about, the

support is the second element ofthe event image at this cognitive stage. It is the pivot of the

event, and i[ is by no means restricted to the notion of person.

The linguistic representations of the pivot may vary. On [he cognitive level the pivot

remains unassociated with specific syntaetico-semantic roles, i.e. it may be the grammatical

subject ofeither passive, active or memo-passive sentences, or it may be present in other forms

related to the lexical item(s) denoting the whole ofthe event but its subject, as in the following

examples suggested by Hewson (personal communication):

(53) a. my washing the shirt

b. the washing ofthe shirt

c. Napoleo" 's defeat ofthe Prussians at Jena

d. the Pnlssians' defeat at Jena

e. the shooting of the hunters

where the pivot is italicized. The realisation of the pivot does not necessarily have to be
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morphologically expressed, as in To be ornot to be where the event ofbeing implicitly presupposes

some subject whose property of being is being questioned. What is at issue here, however, is

the separation of two entities - the event and its pivot. The term 'subject of the event' will

subsequently be used to denote the pivot ofverbal forms.

We can analyse the cognitive mechanism underlying this realisation using the same binary

tensel" with the particularising operation carving out the pivot. This process signifies greater

involvementofthe perceiving subject into the realisation ofthe surrounding reality. Note, howevel",

that the event by this stage has already a numbel" offeatures, such as Oca.urence, Stasis 01" Kinesis,

Manner ofOccurrence, and the new feature should be incorporated into the mental image. This

is illustrated in (54) where the subject ofthe event is denoted by a smalliettel" 's' inside a circle,

and the representations of the event follow the representations of(47):

(54) a. ++++++++++(5) I I I I I r I I I I I

b. - - - -_._. +<5)••• _---._-

c. -+-+-+-<5)+-+-+-+-

At this stage ofevent-image development the position of the pivot either in front of

or behind the event in (54b) is irrelevant in the absence ofthe notion of time though very soon

these positions will make crucial distinctions. What is important is that the pivot may be viewed

either as being part of the event. being inside it. or being a separate entity oUlside the event.

This cognitive distinction between the subject inside and outside the event must have an important
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implication for linguistic representations.

3.2.5.1 Linguistic representations of the posilion of the pivot - the Perspective.

1lle mental separation ofthe event and its pivot results in the immediate realisation of

the pivot's position relative to the event as either inclusive or exclusive. The linguistic

representation of these positions of the subject relative to the event are achieved in the

morphological or latent categories ofPerfective Aktionsart and Imperfective Aktionsart which

will be referred to generically as Ihe Perspective.

It might be argued lhat the Perspective is not necessarily the property of verbs alone.

It may be suggested that nouns may also have some ofthe Ic:xical aspec:tual distinctions (compare

HisshootingwasgoodandHis shotwasgood). This topic, unfortunatdy, has not been thoroughly

investigated in linguistics, and Comrie gives cautious suppositions concerning the possibility

for nouns to have aspects (Comrie 1916:40fn. referring to Seuren 1914:4).

lmperfective Aktionsart conveys the notion of the pivot which is incorporated into the

event. The pivot (subject ofthe event) is perceived as a specific entity yet being a part of the

whole event. It correlates to the cognitive image ofInternal subject (54 a,c).

Perfective Aktionsan places the pivot outside the event, extema1ises himIherliL It conveys

the notion of the pivot being connected to the event yet separated from it (54b). English does

not have a morphological category that corresponds 10 these two lexical aspects. Nevertheless,

their existence is clearly perceived in the so-called inclusive and exclusive usages ofsome non-finite

verb fonn!.
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In the following examples (55a) shows an external pivot. i.e. conveys the meaning of

Perfective Aktionsatt when. the subject ofthe event is extemalised and viewed outside the event

On the other hand, (55b) shows an intemaJ pivot, i.e. conveys the meaning ofthe Imperfective

Alaionsart:

(55) a. I saw him cross the street

b. I saw him crossing the street

English also c:mploys periphrastic: construe:tions 10 render the meaning ofw perfective.

According 10 Sapir (1949[1931]:114). constructions like haw a swim/sip/look can be viewed

as analogues 10 the penective. Similar semantics is rendered by Ihe expressions with the verb

lalce.

The representations of the perspective in Turicic languages also involves periphrastic

constructions: certain participles (marked in Chuvash with -sal-se) can combine wilh Ihe finite

foons of auxiliary verbs which get desemanticized and express a purely aspectual meaning.

For example., in Chuvash the verb Aplyarl 'lei, release., send' can be regularly used to denote

the completion, or totality of the action (56), and the verb m5p /Iir/'stand' can be used to

denote incomplete., ongoing action in the typical meanings of the imperfective. i.e. durativity

and repetitiveness (51) (examples from Andreev 1966:55):

(56) a. ~H/~'eat'

b. IC)'Jt IkuV 'laugh'

~H..ce JlP /~se yar/ 'eat up' (d Rus. ~CTbI'rl)

KYJr..Q JlP I1culsa yar/ 'give a laugh' (d Rus. paCCMe~
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(57) a. ~H~ lr;it;l'Oash' ~H~-ceTip Ir;i~ tJrI 'shine', 'glinmer (cf.Rus. <:aepKaTb'"

b. UJllkiV'come' lCKJt~xTip/k:ilel(tir1'koeponooming'(cf.Rus.OPHXOAHTh'"

Slavic languages have developed thedisrinctionsofthese two subaspccts to the fun capacity

making it a regular morphologicaJ and sermntic feature. We shall return to the status oflhis

kind ofaspectual distinctions in Slavi<: languages in Chapter Six. In English the category of

the Perspective remains at the lexicallevd and is revealed or<:OUld be inferred from the contextual

usage of the verbal forms.

The solution proposed above is based on established views. Conuie, for example, notes

that "the perfective looks at the situation from outside, without necessarily distinguishing any

ofme internal structure of the situation, whereas the imperfective looks at the situation from

inside" (1976: 12). A<:cording to Gasparov. "the use ofperfective projects a world view according

to which a person assumes the position ofan external observer who is not immediately involved.

in the processes he describes in his message" (Gasparov 1990: 194). Gasparov adds that "on

the other hand, by choosing imperfective, the speaker places himsd( as it were. inside the very

course of the described process. The external boundaries of the process are lost ITom the

perspective" (Gasparov 1990: 195). Note that both Comrie's "situation"and Gasparov's "process"

correspond to OUT usage of the term "event".

The problem with the above definitions is the identification of the subject of the event

as the speaker which is possible in the first person indicative fonns; the semantics of the

Perspective, however, is present in all verbal forms, both finite and non-finite, in those languages

that have its morphological expression.
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This problem is solved in Guillawnean linguistics where the perceiving subject and the

perceived subject ofthe event (pivot) are separated. Valin calls the perception of the event

from within "endobOpic" view, and the view from outside/without· an "exotropic" one (Valin

1975: 141; Hirtle 1975:53). It is the perceiving subject's realisation (localisation) ofthe perceived

pivot dther inside it or outside it that correlates with the linguistic notions of Imperfective and

Perfective correspondingly.

Our interpretation ofthe Perspective suggests that the semantics oftotality, completeness,

wholeness ofthe pc:Ifective aspect is a senwJtic expansion and a ease of its general and primary

semantics ofviewing the pivot outside the event. The ideas that the perfective "represents the

action coUectively, as a whole, in sum. in compact fonn" (Chemyi 1876: 11 quoted by Bondarko

1991:76), an action as a whole· "'the beginning, the middle, and the end, all in one" (Razmusen

1891 :379 quoted by Bondarko 199 J:76) and that the perfective "denotes a situation viewed

in its entirety, without regard to intemal temporal consistency" (Comrie 1976: 12) are true for

a great number ofthe Perfective usages. But such statements are not always true, and do not

apply to a number of verb classes, e.g., in Russian. The above expositions of the Perfective,

for instance, are difficult to apply to "perfectives such as 3aCMeJUlCR 'he laughed' (or 'began

to laugh') without resorting to somewhat tortuous logic to explain that here what is 'completed'

is 'the beginning ofthe action'" (Forsyth 1970:2). The explanation of this fonn as a combination

(cumulation) of lexical aspects comprising the Perfective and the Inceptive kind ofaspect is

non-contradictory and stresses the primary semantic meaning of the subject of the event outside

the event.
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3.2.5.2 The Perspective and the previous features of the event-image.

In the previous section we have stated that imperfective Aktionsan gc:neraIises and unites

the aspectua1 distinctions of the Manner ofOcc:urrence, namely, the Indiscrimina1e and lterative

Geschehensarten. It is not surprising. therefore, that the imperfective aspect in Slavic languages

bas the above two meanings~ in any verbal fixm, and most desaiptions ofthe imperfective

morphological aspect stress lhis phenomenon:

Un verbe imperfectif exprime une action qui dure et se developpe, soit que ce
dCveloppemcnt son continUo son qu'i1 rCsuIte de Ia repetition d'un meme proces
(Meillet 1934:283).

The category ofaspect signifies that the action expressed by the verb is presented:
a) in its process, in its accomplishment, and thus in its duration or repetition [... J.
Verbs denoting durative or repetitive actions are called verbs of imperfective
aspect (lstrina 1960:424) (translation mine - V. V.).

It appears that Imperfective Aktionsart may serve as a generic representation combining

two Manner ofOccurrcnce features: lnscfisaiminaIe and Repetitive occurrences. The meaning

ofthe imperfective also does not contradia the notions ofStasis and Kinesis. We may generalise

bysaying that staticevents represented by such verbs as/cncJvll. be. exist arenecessarily imperfective

w!lereas the inverse relationship is not necessarily uue,. i.e. not all imperfective events are static.

Similarly, the idea ofthe pivot outside the event is most suitable for the representation

of the Semelfactive Geschehensart (i.e. a punctual occurrence). A punctual event taken in its

totality can not include the pivot which thus becomes an extemal subject of the event image.

We can observe the same kind of relationship between the perfective Aktionsart and the

SemelfaetiveGeschehensart: a punctualevent is oecessarily perfective whereas notevery perfective
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event is punctual without any innc:rsuucture, cf. Russian nonpwzam.~ /poprygat'/'to jump

for some time', HapCOaUfl" ~ /naroiat'/ 'to give birth (to a multitude ofcreatures), to give

manybinhs'.

The idea of perfectivity and outside pivot does not easily combine with the notions of

Stasis and Kinesis as general movement, movement at large. It might be argued that the image

development at the fifth stage could take an additional little step, and the same propenies can

be attributed to the event taken as a whole, i.e. an external subject may be viewed as static,

or kinetic. This suggestion may provide an explanation for the.somewhat indiosyncratic behaviour

ofsome Slavic perfectivising prefixes: verbs which denote an event with a kinetic (or active)

sub;ect are pc:rfeaivised by the prefix s-(58a,b) while verbs which denote an event with a static

subject are perfectivised by the prefix po- (58c,d), cf. Russian:

(58) a. lI,eJlaTb-'/deiat'/

b. JKaTb"/ht'/

c. 'lHTaTb ... /c1tat'1

d. lIeJKaTL" neiat'l

~eJIan.'"Isddat'l'do, make'

C}l(aTb'" IsbIt'l 'reap'

no'UlTan. ",IpoCitat'I 'read'

nOlleJKan.'" Ipo[ezat'l 'lie'

Thisclaim, i.e. that the pivot separated from the event may be viewed as swic or kinetic,

is challenged in Chapter Six where alternative explanations are provided in terms ofthe meanings

of the Directional type oflexical aspect, i.e. the Detenninate and the Indetenninate.

Summing up the discussion, we can say that the fifth stageofthe event·image development

is characterised by the emergence of the notionpnot (subj«t ojthe e~nt in the case of verbs)
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and is accompaniedbythe features ofOa::urrence, MannerofOccurrence (Uninterrupted, Punctual

Of"Repetitive) and may beaccompaniedbyDirectionalityfeatures (movement as eitherDetenninal:e

or Indeterminate) and those ofStasisfKinesis. The pivot (subject ofthe event), due to the manner

of the occurrence, can either be located inside the event (usually in uninterrupted and repetitive

oocurrences) or outside the even: (norrnaIIy, in the case of the punctual ocx:urrence ofthe event).

These two positions ofthe: subject may be tmncd Internal and External positions of the pivot

relative to the event, and will be presumed to be features ofthe event image. Unlike the featUres

ofthe kinetic stage, the features Internal and External appear to be obligatory for the event

image.

An important comment should be made at this point in order to undencore the difference

ofthe distinction between the Internal and the External positions of the pivot (subject of the

event) and the orientation of the pivot relative to the event (the five possible positions of

clronogenctic aspects discussed above, see also Figure 9 reproduced on page 112). The major

difference is that the chronogenetic positions involve the linear orientation of tile subjea relative

to the event which has the feature of Event Time. The external or internal positions may be

distinguished in the event which does not yet have Event Time, and there is no linearity in the

representation of both the event and its subject.

3.2.6 The sixth stage. Transition to Chronogenesis: Beginning and End.

The next stage in the development afthe event image should involve the idea ofduration,

or the event's beginning or end. These concepts could not have appeared earlier because in
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order to have duration, or length, one must have a starting point, a system ofcoordinates to

measure the duration against. It is apparently the step at which the event acquires all the necessary

features in order to enter chronogenesis. In filet, the graphic representation has been provided

by Hewson in Figure 9 (reproduced below). and it dearly indicates that the event has duration.

AJB--C--D[E

Figure 9. Positions of the subject of the event.

The idea ofthe duration must necessarily be preceded by the idea of the beginning or

end. the two boundaries that c:ontain duration. Ths is ilIustra1ed in (59) wbere thcsquare brackets

symbolise the beginning (a. b) and the end (c, d) ofthe event:

(59) a. __ - -----[11 I I I II. I I II

b. --------{+-+-+-+-+-

c. ++++++++J-----------

d. + - + - + - +] - - - - - - - - - --

The cognitive essence of the notions ofthe Beginning and End, or temporal boundaries,

can be explained rather simply in the realisation ofme presence and absence of perception in

operative time (beginning and end are spelt with small letters in a non-tenninological sense,

and with capital letters to indicate the mental image). The absence ofperception, consequently,

of the occurrence of the event, is represented in (59) by minuses.
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The emergence of the notions ofBegi.nning and End must be a necessary prerequisite

for the emergence of the notion ofEvent Tune which is viewed as time call/Dilled within an

event Something contained can only be realised if the notion of the container, or the borders

limiting something, are developed. It seems logicaJ to suggest that these notions are created

through the same mechanism of the biliary tellsor with particularising movement resulting in

the notion ofEnd of perception (and, consequently. the realisation ofthe end ofoccurrence

ofthe event). and the subsequent generalising movement producing the notion ofBeginning,

as in Figure 20.

Figure 20.

The above representation may seem to defy common sense by proclaiming the priority

of the notion of End over that of Beginning. The universality of Guillaume's binary tensor,

however, may account for that seeming contradiction. The binary tensor in Figure 20 represents

a threshold between two non-homogeneous operations: pasticularisation and generalisation.

In ordtt for the gencnlisation to begin. the previous operation must be over, come to its end,

terminate. In any case ofchange, the beginning ofsomething new should be preceded by the

cancellation of the previous state. The bell which signaJs the beginning ofa break at school

6m signals the end of the lesson. The dawn ofa new day must be preceded by the end of the
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night. An occurrence of the event can only begin after non..()CClJJTence ends. It appears that

at any threshold it is necessarily the end that should occur- first thus allowing the beginning

to happen.

Our' daily cognitive expcric:nce oftentimes aDows us to perceive both the beginning and

the end ofcertain events. ThCf'e is no denying, however. that we can witness only either- the

beginning or the end ofcertain events. Thus we can see the demolition ofa hundred~ycar-old

building, its termination though we were not even bom to see the building being built. We may

plant a tree and witness its beginning in a new place, and it may lake generations to witness

the end oftbe trce.

It is obvious that the begiming and the end ofa punctual event are diffiaJlt to represent

Indeed, ifthe event is punctual and corresponds to a one-dimensionaI point, it can have neither

a beginning nor an end, and is perceived in the totality ofits occurrence. However, the established

cognitive realisation of Beginning and End may theoretically provide the same attributes to

a punctual event which in this case would be viewed in its totality which contains duration,

a minima1 quantum oftirne, however small it might be (i.e. Event Tune as described in Chapter

I). This might happen when the subject of the event and the event are presented in a linear.

OC'" successive way. An orientation ofthe subject ofthe event either befOn or after would allow

for its perception as an indivisible whole as weD as for having two opposing ends (i.e. Beginning

and End).

It should be noted that the representation above (59) does not show the pivot (subject

of the event). Locating the pivot on either side of such an incomplete event image may create
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interesting mental images. These images are not explored here as they are covered mostly by

the chronogenetic aspects as descnbed in ChapteT One.

Oneofthe most important implications ofthis stageofthe pre-chronogenetic development

of the event image is the fact that it pennits the open-ended representation ofevents as having

either Beginning or End without either presupposing the other. This implication could be further

explored in the analysis ofme Inceptive and Egressive kinds ofaspect.

The idea ofme duration (event after the beginning or before the end) immediately entails

the notion ofrelative duration. the former distinctions ofthe Manner ofOcaJrrence (Punctual,

[ndiscriminate and Repetitive) may now have the following representation (Figure 21):

[]
Punctual Event

[ )
[ndiscriminate

[(}(HH}{}(})
Repetitive

Figure 21. Manners ofOccurrence.

3.2.6.1 Linguistic representation of Beginning and End.

The realisation of the beginning and the end of the event precedes the emergence of

the concept ofEvent Time described by Guillaume. It constitutes a transitional stage on the

threshold ofme first stage ofchronogenesis discussed in detail in section 1.2. Once the event
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image acquires the concept/feature ofduration.. or Event Tune, it may be immediately combined

with the previously emerged features and be open to proceed in the chronogenesis to the five

theoretically poSSIble a.speclS which reflect the position ofme SlJbject relative to the event (see

1.2 and Figure 9), namely Retrospective, Inceptive, Progressive etc.

As noted in 3.2.6, the operation ofparticuJarisation may lead to the realisation of the

event's termination (disappearance from perception) whereas the operation ofgeneralisation

may lead to the awareness ofbeginning. It tlw seems feasible to assume a theoretical possibility

for the event image to have only one boundary in Event Tune, i.e. either the end or the beginning.

as in Figure 19. In Figure 22, S stands forthe pivot (subject of the event), 8 stands forthe

begiMing of the event, and E stands for the end.

SI--->
B

<---IS
E

<--5------->

Figure 22. Subject of the event and Event Time.

The topmost arrow in Figure 22 indicates the subject in the position before the event's

beginning with no end in sight, as in (60):

(60) a. I will be a good boy.
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b. The baby is starting to walle.

The middle arrow in Figure 22 indicates the subject in the position after the event's end

whiIethe beginningofthecvent may be missing in thepen:eption, as in (61a). or it may beindieated

by other language means, i.e. lexically (6Ib,c):

(61) a. I have been a good boy (I have never read Joyce)

b. I have been here since 8 a.m.

c. I havefinisNdwritingmy paper.

The bottom arrow in Figure 22 shows the subject in the middle ofthe event with no

reference to the event's end or beginning, as in (62):

(62) You are being nasty (Are you being silly?)

In Chuvash the notional categories of the Beginning and the End are rendered

periphrastically by means ofasa;>articiple and a finite form. of the verbs which denote reaching

a certain limit, as in (63) from Reziukov 1959:143.

(63) a. IOxca mIT Ijuxsa pet/'f1ow out, ron dry'

from IOxfjuxl 'flow' and ner/pet/'end, be over'
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b. KUaca amp lkaJasa peterl 'finish saying'

from KllJlalkaJaI 'speak' and nCTep lpeterffinish'

c. elj:Jltct yHTeP 1~lese yiterl 'complete work. finish working'

from ef.lle/b;leI'work' and fKTep1f:;iter/'bring to the limit'

Slavic languages have morphological means to indicate the end or the beginning stage

of the event represented by the veJb. In Russian. for example, the prefixes Ztl- and po- are used

to denote the starting of the event, its beginning (64a,b). and the the prefix~ is used to denote

the end (64c,d). The prefixes correspond to the prepositions ecisting in the language: Ztl means

'behind, beyond sometimit', anddo means 'up to (some point)'. Apparently, these spatial notions

have been re-interpreted in temporal ttllTlS. so that an event is presented 'beyond its beginning'

and 'approaching its end' respectively (for detailed treatment ofspatial and temporal reference

of prefixes see Chapter Five).

(64) a. oeTb {pet'l 'sing'

b. aeCTIf /ncstit' 'carry'

c. ne11:t /pet'I'sing'

d. tlecT1I/nestiJ 'carry'

nntTb/zapel'l 'start singing'

nOHeCllf IponestiJ 'start carrying'

JlontTb/dopel'/'sing up to the end'

JloHecnVdonesril'canyup to the point' (also: 'snitch,

report on somebody')

As was the case with the previous stages ofevent image development, the cognitive

notions ofBeginning and End interact with the features acquired by the event image earlier.
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This imposes some restrictions and creates various semantic effects. Fo. example. the

Geschehensart (Manner ofOcc:urrencc:) 'Semelfactive' denotes a punctual, momentary event

taken in its totality, such as hop. It does not normally combine with an idea ofeither Beginning

or End. So when a verb with a SemeIfactive lexical aspect is combined with these notions, the

resulting image presupposes itentivityas in (65a). In Russian, verbs marked for the Semelfactive

Aktionsart can not combine with the prefixes ZD- or~which denote the~g of the event

as in (65b) where the verbs are marked fa. punctual occurrence by the suffix -nu-. Howeve.,

ifthe verb represc:ntsan event which has an Iterative or lndiscriminate Geschehensart (i.e. Manner-

ofOccurrence feature). the usage of the prefixes is quite normal (65c,d):

(65) a. Chris startedhitting the ball.

b. KPKKHYI'I>JII"l' Ikriknut'/'shout, give a shout' ~ "'3aKpHKH)'Th - "'noKpKKH)'Tb

c. KPlA:aTb"'/kriCat'/·shout (long)' - 3&KpHtlan."'/zakri¢a1'/'shout out, start shouting'

d. KpHlCHBan.... llcrik:ivat·/ 'shout (rntermittendy) - IlcKpKJOIBan..... lvskrikivat'/·to

utter intermittent shouts, [0 cry now and again'

The special statusofthecognitive features ofBeginning and End, theinransitional character

on the way to choonogenesis puts them somewhat apatt from [he other features that create

Alctionsarten. We might postulate that Beginning and End belong [0 the chronogenetic level

rather than to a pre-chronogenetic stage at which the other aspectual distinctions emerge. The

transitional character ofthese two features might account for the absence oftheir morphological

representation in English where they are for the most patt expressed lexically (finishing up).
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On the other hand., eWjence from Russian where verbs may carry an inchoative or terminative

meaning in any oftheir forms, i.e. both finite and non-finite, suggests that these meanings may

constitute lexical semantics and consequently belong to the category ofAktionsarten.

3.3 The system oflexical aspects.

3.3.1 Aktionsarten as a system.

The description of Aktionsarten and the mechanisms of their emel'"gence presuppose

a stratified and hienrchical organisation. The emergence ofeach new type of lexical distinction

is ensured and facilitated by the features ofthe preceding stage ofthe event-image development

These featur"eS serveas the material basis fol'"the next operationsofparticulation and generalisation.

The whole development may be viewed as a succession of binary tensors creating semantic

aspectual dimensions.

The Aktionsarten corresponding to the cognitive features ofthe event image are Stative

vs Non-Stative, Detenninate vs Indetenninate, Indiscriminate vs Semelfactive vs Iterative,

Perfective vs lmperfective. nus description does not include two more semantic features - the

Inherent and the BeginninglEnd. The notion of Inherent Aktionsan, i.e. the lexical function

ofidentifYing an event, is the basis forthe string ofthe binary tensors and it appears in the result

of the mental separation of the perceiving subject and the pen:eived event The second semantic

feature not represented here is the cognitive notion of Beginning and End. Though it may be

argued that they are conditioned by the ideaofImperfectivity which implies some son ofdul1ltion,

these two notions seem to belong to the chronogenetic level and may constitute a transitional
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stage to the first chronothesis described by Guillaume and the cognitive substance for the

development of the notion ofEvent Time.

One ofthe consequences ofpreseming Aktionsarten as a string ofbinary tensors which

open new semanric dimensions is the realisation that verbs as representarions ofthe event image

need not necessarily have aU the features in their lexical semantics. Thus., stative verbs such

as blow. exist, wanttha1 are mentaIJy matked foc Stasis may not have any other of the features

such as determinate or indetenninate. lbese vetbs may only have the Uninterrupted feature

ofManner" ofOccurrence. and consoquently belong to the class ofimperfective verbs representing

an Internal subject.

Similarly, non-stative verbs such as sleep, sit. leam may be unmarked for the directionality

of movement and consequently lack the features determinate or indetenninatc movement, thus

skipping the stage in event-image devdopment: which leads to the emergence of the Directional

lexical aspect. It appears that kinetic verbs representing movement at large are most likely to

combine with the feature ofintemal subject as wen. which results in their being imperfective.

3.3.2 Spatial Aktionsarten.

Besides the Aktionsarten which were described above and which are believed to comprise

the pre-chronogenetic stage of image development, languages may have special means which

locate the event in space rdative to some other event Ot speech situations, These meanings

are generally related by means ofadverbs and prepositions which vety often impose the idea

of some limit, or end-point of the event:
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L'adjonetion d'un preveroe;i un verbe tend .. donner i. ce verbe un aspect
"determine": lat. ad-uenire "arriver" est tout autre chose que uenire "venir";
la consideration du terme du proces intervient (Mcillet 1934:291).

spatial Alctionsarten can be iJlustl'ated by such verbal coUocations as bring out, come

in, climb upJa// down etc. in which the event gets some additional specification or localisation.

Slavic languages employ prefixes which are directly related to the semantics ofthecorresponding

prepositions (see Chapter Frve). Turkic languages use periphrastic constructions with the verb

identifying the event in the form of the participle and the finite form ofan auxiliary, ususally

a verb denoting some kind ofmovement, as in the foUowing examples from Chuvash:

(66) a. CHXce aH/sikse ani 'jump off' from aulan/'descend' , and cHXlsik/'jump

b. CKICce TYX lsikse tux/'jump out' from 1J'X1tuxl 'exit' and exxlsi.kJ 'jump'

c. TYpTCa H./Ilturtsa iV 'take away' from Hllill'take' and 7JfPTlturtJ 'pull'

Almost universally in various languages.. spatial specification results in semantic re-

interpretation of the event, so that the modified verb may ultimately denote a different event

compared to the unmodified verb (e.g. The baggage war brought down versus The verdict was

brought &7wn). Besides these developments, adverbs and prepositions may get detached from

their spatial semantics and may be used for a temporal localisation ofthe event by interplaying

with both pre-<:hronogenetic and chronogenetic features. In Chapter Six we will analyse the

abstraction ofspatial semantics which may be employed for aspcctual modi6cations concerning

Event Time and Universe Time.
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3.4 Summary of the pre-chronogenetic level.

The prcccding theorising on the image of the event entering chronogenesis has revealed

at least. five features which the event-image acquires in consecutive steps. At the first stage

of perception the perceiving subject distances himlherselffrom the event which acquires an

independent notion ofOccrnrence. The linguistic representation ofthis feature has been called

the Inherent lexical aspect.

'The second stage allows some event images to acquire yet another feature: the concept

ofmovement, or Kinesis which brings the idea of motion and leads to distinguishing between

static entities and kinetic entities. This cognitive distinction results in the linguistic notions

ofStative and Non-Stative lexical aspects.

The third stage involves the development of the idea of Kinesis. Kinetic events could

be either unorderiy and chaotic (resulting in the category ofindeterminate movement) or they

can be orderly and pursue acertain direction (resulting in the category ofdeterminate movement).

Their linguistic representation is the category ofthe Directional lexical aspect with two poSSIble

manifestations (Deltnninate and Indeterminate).

The fowth stage involves the manner in which occurrence goes on - either as a single

event terminated in perception, as an event going through the whole ofperception or as a sequence

of"UlterTUpted occurrences. These three Mannc:rofOocurrence features (Unintel71lpled, PuncnKl!,

and Repetitive) have a linguistic representation in the kind ofa lexical aspect called in the paper

GeschehensaTlen (Indiscriminate, Semelfactive and Iterative).

These cognitive features lay the foundation for the further development ofthe event
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image, with the next stage separating the event from the pivot, or subject ofthe e~nl. The

process results in the idea that the event can contain the pivot as its part (lnlema/) or the subject

may be outside the event (External). The linguistic correspondence is the Perspecli~ type

ofLc:xical aspect with thePerjet:tM carrying; the idea of the rxtemaI pivot, and thelmpeifectiw

carrying the notion of the internal pivot.

The final step of tile pre-chronogenetic stage ofevent-image development might be the

emergence of the concepts ofBeginning and End which serve as a necessary prerequisite for

the processofchronogencsisand~ notion ofEventTune. The previous stage. i.e. the emergence

ofthe category of pivot is the basis for the development of the notion ofduration, or Event

Tuneas thepivot becomes thestarting point, the background on wtUch the movement is perceived

as having length, or duration. This stage might also be considered as a transitional stage, or

the initial stage ofchronogenesis providing a linear representation ofthe event and the pivot

and thus ensuring the development ofchronogenetic stages.

These features are exclusively mental constructs. My hypothesis is that they represent

different interceptions that the mind makes in producing an image ofan event. Some of them

may have a direa morphological correspondence in language. Others may be included into

the semantic potential ofcertain lexemes.

Table 3.1 bdow summarizes the cognitive stages and features and the corresponding

types and lcinds of Aktionsarten.

The following chapters will anempt to provide the description ofhow different aspectuaI

dist:inctions interact in the verbal system ofRussian. The analysis begins with a brief discussion
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of the aspctua.I system in Old Church Slavic (Chapter Four) which will provide some historic

outlook on the problems to be discussed. This is followed by an analysis of the functioning

ofprefixes which play a fundamental role in aeating aspcauaJ. distinctions in Russian (Chaptet

Five). FmaUy, Chapter Six provides an overview of the subsystems ofaspectual distinctions

which can be observed in modem Russian.

Stages ofthe Event Type of Aktionsart
Image Development Cognitive jea/ures Kinds oj

A!diOllsart

1. Occurrence the [nherent
Occurrence

2. Movement the Kinetic
Stasis S/ative
Kinesis Non-$ta/ive

3. Directionality the Directional
De/erminate movemelfl De/ermina/e
I"der/erminate movem. I"de/erminate

4. Manner of the Geschehensanen
Occurrence (Unilflerrup/ed) (Indiscriminate)

Punc/ual Seme/fac/ive
Repe/i/ivt! Iterative

5.Position ofthe pivot the Perspective
!It/enlDl Imperfective
Er/ernal Perfective

Table 3.1. Cognitive stages of the event·image and lexical aspects (Aktionsarten).
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Chapter Four.

Tense and aspect in Old Church Slavic.

In this chapter the categories of tense (4.1), Aktionsarten and aspect (4.2) and the

conjugational classes ofOld Church Slavic verbs (4.3) are considered which is followed by

some suggestions concerning the status and the interrelations between these categories (4.4).

4.1 Tenses in Old Church Slavic.

OCS displays a system ofthree synthetic (morphological) tenses and a number ofanalytical

(periphrutic) constructions in the indicative. The synthetic tenses are traditionaUy called the

present. the","" and theimpcrfect (laIcien 1969[1871J; Mladenov 1929; MeiIIe< 1934). These

foons are referred to as aspectUal forms byBubenik(1997): the aorist is treated as a past Perfective

while the present and the imperfect are treated as non-past and past Irnperfectives respectively.

In order to avoid confusion, the traditional tenns will be used in this chapter to identify the

morphological forms.

The present indicative form is marked by the so-called primary endings (Leskien

1969[1871]:117) whereas the aorist and the imperfect are marked by the secondary inflexions

(see examples in Leskien 1969[1871]:118). The present and the aorist are traced back to Indo

European origins while the imperfect is generally treated as a Slavic innovation (Leskien

1969[1871];120; Meille< 1934;271-273).

The present and the aorist were fonned from two different stems called the present stem

and the (aorist)-infinitive stem (MeiUet 1934:202). The imperfect ofdifferent verbs was formed

fTomeitherofthestems (Trubetzkoy 1968:158)(butcf. Mei1Iet's statement: "L'imparfait appartient



au systeme de l'infinitif' - Meillet 1934:273).

4.1.1 The use and meaning ofterues.

The present is claimed to denote a present action with inherently (lexically) imperfective

verbs and to denote future with inherently perfective verbs (Leskien 1969(1871]:I72-173;

Trubetzlcoy 1968:t56): '"'I1'IJs in ocs tbeperfective verbs could express the wture but could

not express the present concept and the imperfective verbs could express the present but could

not express the future" (Nand~ 1965:161).

This view is not supported by a number of linguists who state that

8 CT:I.pocnUJlBCKOM Jl3WKe rJlaroJllol kaK COBepmeHHoro, TaK K

ucCOBepmeHHoro aHAa. ctK>PMe UaCTOJll.llero BpeMeHH MOrJrH KMeTb K

:nu.qeBJIe UacTOJIIltero, H 3UaqCHHe ti}'llYlnero lpeMeHH; 3TO 3UHCeJlO

OT kOHTekC'Ta. ar lpeMeHHoro MaDa IW:CKa3looamu: (noICCBOBaHKJI)

LIn Old Slavonic both perfective and imperfective verbs in the fonn ofthe present
tense could have both the rneaDng ofthe present and the meaning ofthe future
time; it depended on the context and the temporal background of the utterance
(narration)" (Haburgaev 1974:264-265), translation mine - VV).

The presi!nJ toJse has a very wide range ofmeaning covering CVCT)' time which
is not specifically and exclusively past It occun with perfective and imperfective
verbs; perfectiveverbs can not be used to denote an action as going on spc:c:ifical1y
at the timeofspeaking, otherwise there is no temporal difference between aspects,
any meaning such as 'future' being due to the context and not to the tense or
aspect (Gardiner" 1984:116).

The fact that a verb denotes a future action or state is to be inferred from
the context., and future action is one of the meanings of the present tense.
perfective verbs, which cannot denote action taking place at the time ofspeaking.
very often OCCUI" with future meaning although the present ofthe perfective verbs
is not itself a future tense. Imperfective verbs can also have future meaning
(GlU"d..... 198401l8).
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In view ofthe controVersy surrounding the notion oflexical aspect in OCS (see 4.2),

it seems reasonable to assume that the OCS present referred the event to the non-past sphere

ofUnivcrse rune. In the absence ofa cognitive and morphological contrast between present

and future, a parriwIaT verb in a certain context could be interpreted Il5 having either a future

oca present reference from the point ofview of modem linguistic analysis. The OCS data thus

suggests that the form ofme present marked the cognitive notion of , non-past' only.

4.1.2 The aorist and the imperfect.

1bere were two synthetic forms in OCS wtich had • past reference: the aorist and the

imperfect The laner had arather regular formation while the aorist was attested in three variants

called the simple, or asigmatic (strong) aorist, the sigmatic aorist. and the new enlarged sigmatic

aorist (Nand~ 1965: 141-145) of which only the enlarged sigmatic aorist was productive

(Trubetzkoy 1968:145) and tended to oust the other two (Nand~I965:l45).

The meaning of the aorist is often described in contrast to the imperfect:

DaslmpttfcktsteUtdenandauemden VerlaufeinerHandlungin derVergangenheit
dar (es beschreibt). der Aorist konstatiert nur, daB die Handlung stattgefunden
hat ["The imperfect describes an ongoing occurrence of the action in the past
(it describes); the aorist statcs only thai the action took place" (Leskien
1969[1871]:172), translation mine - W].

L'aorist est Ia forme qui sert aenoncer un fait passe. Dans Its plus anciens textes,
c'est la fonne ordinairc de pretCr1t, et I'on ne recourt i I'imparfait que pour
cxprimer la dur6e dans Ie passe, et au preterit compose que pour exprimer I'action
achevee (Meillet 1934:257-258).

B cn.POCJIlUUDlCKHX TeKCTaX aopHCT ynOTpeM1lJICR JVUI 0603Ha'lCHHJI

CJI,I1lIIf'IRbI HepaC"llIeI:lCHHlolXAciiC'nHK, KMelWHX Me~ 8 CpOlWlOM

H He OOOn!OCKMIoDl: C HaCTOJDIO{M. HMCHHO C09TOMY aopHCT 06W'1CH
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• noBeC'DOI&KIIIl, XOI» coo6~ 0 DOCJICAOI.TeJ[l,BO CMeWUaJHX

APrr .IUJ)'R ro6l1lT1U1X. r In Ok! Slavonic texIS the aorist was used to denote
single uninterTupted actions which occurred in the past and are not !'"Clated to
the present For that reason the aorist is conunon in narration when successive
events are being reported" (Haburgaev 1914:268), translation mine - VV].

This is the most common tense for narration of single events taking place at
some defuUte time in the past without reference to other events either taking
place at the same time or subsequently. This tense is also used to denote the
beginning or the end of the action which is itselflasting (Gardiner 1984:122)

The aorist consequently appears to have only the function of referring the action to

the time sphere of the past. as much as the other synthetic past tense., namely, the imperfect.

The latter, however, is said to have an additional meaning ofprocess(ness) and implies duration:

L'imparfaitindiqueuneaetionqui sediveloppedans Iepasse, appartenant presque
toujours aun imperfectif, iI equivaut i I'imparfait grec (Meillet 1934:213).

This tense denotes an action that took place in the past and lasted for an indefinite
time. either continuously or repeatedly. It sets the background against which
the narration develops, and is in contrast with other past tenses, particularly
the aorist (Gardiner 1984: 123).

cJ)opMJ,llDlIJep¢leKTa 06W'U1o ynO'T]JC6JwrHC& • cn.pocsralUIHCKIIX TeKCTllX

B TeX CJI}"Iux. KOr;u.a ueo15xoAJIMo 15WJ1o YKuan. fta AeffcnHc (WIll
coCTOmme), coaepWaJlWCCClil a npoUlJlOM KaJ( ,I,1tH'l'eJthHI aKT, HHOr;u.a

nOlTOpJIBWHHCJl • npOUlJlOM, BKJJto'laaIIlHii B ce15H PJl,ll; COCTllII1LIX

MOMCHTOB r'The forms of the imperfect were nonnally used in Old Slavonic
texts in those cases when it was necessary to indicate an action or state which
was going on in the past as a continuous act., sometimes repeated in the past
and including a numb« of component stages" (Haburgaev 1974:276-218),
translation mine - VV].

TIle above considerations clearly show that the semantic opposition between the DeS

aorist and the imperfect was not a contrast of time but that ofaspect. One must consequently

agree with Bubcnik'..nalysis ofthe po=nt and the imperiCct as ""..past and past Impenective,
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and his anaiysisofthe aorist as the past Perfective (Bubenik 1997:86) which are also contrasted

to analytical Retrospective past and non·past forms (traditionally called the perfect and lhe

pluperfect and discussed below).

4. 1.3 Analytical verbal forms.

Besides the inflexional forms. OCS had a nurOOer of analytical forms with the verbs

byti 'be', imen 'have', roleli 'want', vxlti. Meali 'begin'. The forms with the verb 'to be'

combined wilh the indeclinable t.participle ofthe notional verbs wtUch was only used predicatively

incompound tense forms, while lhe otherverbs combined with the infinitive to create the so-called

'periphrastic future'.

4.1.3.1 Periphrastic future.

1be verbs imeli 'have', roleli 'want', nelli, naeafi 'begin' were used in OCS with

both prefixed and unprefixed infinitives to denote a future action:

(67) a. naci5 tvoriti 'I shall do'
begin. ISO.PRES. do.INF.

b. naCi5 S1>tvoriti '[ shall do' (Haburgaev 1974:266).
begin.ISG.PRES. do.INF.

These constructions are considered to be future tense fonns and are variously called

'periphrastic future' (umschriebenes FUlUmm) (Leskien 1969(1871]:169), 'analytical future
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forms' (anaJytische FUhnUmformen) (MIadenov 1929:260~ '\irtuno tense' (N~ 1965: 151),

'compound future (' (Haburgaev 1974:265-266). The semantics of the finite verbs in such

constructions. however, is almost never restricted to futurity, so that imili 'have' regularly

implies necessity orobligation{Leslcien 1969[1871]: 169), xolen'want' expresses the desirability

or necessity (Meillet 1934:285), and V1>Citi, naean 'begin' indicate the beginning of the action

(Haburgaev 1974:266).

These facts lead us to the conclusion that the periphrastic future forms with the verbs

imeti 'have', rotili''Nant', vz.ceti, naifali 'begin' are free syntactical combinations with a modaJ

meaning accompanied by the future reference. Consequently, such constructions fall outside

the scope afthe tense system on DeS.

4.1.3.2 Analytical forms with the verb byti 'to be'.

The verb 'to be' in OCS has two non·past fonns:jesmb 'I am' and biJdiJ 'I shall be',

and two past forms: the imperfect hal> (bean) 'I was' and the aorist by.n 1 was' (Leskien

1969(181\]: 164-165).

The non-pastforms, e.g. jestn6 'am' and the l-participleofboth prefixed and unpre:fixed

verbs is considered to be the perfect which denotes a state at the moment ofspeech resulting

from the past action, as in (68):

(68) a. jeslTlb tvoril'!> 'I have done'
do.PERF.PART.MASC.

b. jeslTlb S'htvorih. 'I have done'
am do.PERF.PART.MASC.
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c. jesnu. byh. '( have been'
am be..PERf.PART.MASC.

Though the perfect is believed to have present relevance (Gardiner 1984: 125), the fact that

OCS perfect often translates the Greek aorist made Nand~ conclude that "it expressed the

past in general without relation to thespeaker" (N~ 1965:156). The perfect forms, however,

are rarely represented in narration but are a much more frequent fonn in dialogues (Haburgaev

1974:284).

The impert"ect of the verb 'to be' bean with the J-participle serves as the past perfect.

or phJperfcet (Meillet 1934:264; Gardiner 1984: 127) as in (69a). The auxiliary could also be

in the aorist or even perfect, as in (69b).

(69) a. bean tvorih. '{ had done'
bcJMPT.ISG. do.PERF.PART.MASC.

b. nesh. byh. jesl1\b '( had carried'
eany.PERf.PART.MASC. bc.PERf.PART.MASC. am

Meillet considered the combination of the J·participle and the aorist of the auxiliary

(byr.71} to be some kind ora. modal form. or conditional (Meillet 1934:264), lNhiJe other authors

state that only imperfect of the auxiliary is used in the pluperfect (Leskien 1969[1871]:169;

Haburgaev 1974:285).

The system of the perfect and pluperfect, or, in Hewson's (1997) terms, non-past and

past Retrospective fits wdI into the system oftwo tenses and three aspects proposed for OCS
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by Bubenik (1991:86) (fable 4.1).

Imperfective Perfective Penect

Non-Past

Past

nos-a
'lcany'

nes-ealCl> 'I was nes-on
carrying 'I carried'

nes-h.jesmh
'I have carried'

nesl.. bealCl>
'I had carried'

Table 4.1. Tense and aspect system in OCS.

Bubenik's analysis, however, does not consider yet another systemic form, the so-ca1Ied

'future perfect' (Nandr4 1965: (51), or 'Fulurum exaclUm' (Leskien 1969[1811]: 169), i.e.

the combination ofthe/-participle with what Meillet (1934:264) calls 'perfective present indicative'

of the verb 'to be':

(70) tvorih. bOdO 'I will have done'

This fonn, also called 'the relative future tense' (Haburgaev 1974:261), denotes an action

or state which is completed before another action or state in the future. The form ofthe perfective

non-past stem ofthe verb 'to be' biJdd also appears in OCS texts in combination with a noun,

an adjective or other types of participles to indicate future (Naod~ 1965: 151):

(11) 8. bOddi mlbCf 'thou shalt be dumb'
bc.PERF.2SG. silenlMASC.SG.NOM

b. iiVlo bOddi 'thou shalt be alive'
alive.MASC.SG.NOM. be.PERf.2SO.
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DeS appears to have a somewhat asymmetric system oftenses, with one tense fOI" the Perfective

aspect (the aorist), two fonns in the Imperfective aspect (the present and the imperfect) and

three forms in the Retrospective aspect (the perfect, the pluperfect and the future perfect).

4.2 Aktionsarten and aspect in Old Church Slavic.

The rmnber" and inventory ofOCS aspects is also a matter-ofsomeargument. The existing

views may be l"Oughly classified as foUows:

1. All Ol"most OCS verbs were either perfective Ol"imperfective similar to the situation in modem

Slavic languages.

2. The opposition between perfective and imperfective verbs was only developing in OCS, thus

most verbs could be either perfective 01" imperfective. with a number ofothel" Aktionsanen.

The first point ofview is r-epresented by such outstanding experts as Meillet and Vaillart,

cf: "Tout verbe slave est au perfectifou imperfectif' (Meillet 1934:282); "Un verne est, en

principe, perfectif ou imperfectif; les tloncrnenrs d'aspect sont exceptionnels" (Vaillant

1964[1948]:319). This opinion, however, is debated, cf. the following statement:

It is not always easy to determine the aspect of a verb outside the context. The
aspect: ofsome vCfbs is uncertain: vidili 'to see', beiati 'to run', saditi 'to judge'
and other verbs vacillate between the two aspects (Nand~ 1965: 161).

Ac:cordingto Vaillant, irnperfectivevcrbsdenoteanactionin its devdopment: 01" r-epetition

and the perfective verbs denote an action "envisagee dans son achevement" (Vaillant

1964( 1948]:319). These aspectual meanings interact with the conjugational system and are

inseparable from it.
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The second point ofv;ew claims that the Slavic verbal system to a considerable extent

reflects an olderIEaspectuai eategoryudefinite--indefinite" (Kuiper 1937:22ff) which was reshaped

and recategorised gradually leading to the emergence ofthe perfective vs. imperfective contrast

(see the review ofthese opinions in Borodich 1953).

There is a strong systemic evidence in support oftile claim that the oppposition perfective

imperfective did exist in OCS: imperfective verbs could fann present participles and were used

in the imperfect to refer to the past event, whereas perfective verbs could not ordinarily fonn

present particip&es and were used in the aorist to refer-to the past event (VaiIlanr: 1964[1948}:319).

This argument, however, holds true only with a certain morphological class ofverbs, namely

the transitive verbs with the nasal suffix ofthe type dvign6ti 'move' which ace not attested in

the imperfect. whereas other perfective verbs are attested in that form (see 4.3.2 for exceptions).

For example. leskien states that the perfective verb dali 'give' can not have the form of the

imperfect (Leskien 1969(1871]:166) while Vaillant provides the imperfect fonn of this verb

dadiax.-..(Vaillant 1964[1948):313).

It can not be denied, though, that the emergence of the category ofSlavic aspect as

we know it today was a lengthy process. as"many verbs, such as iii, could be of both aspects,

and for some verbs it is difficult to determine which aspect is present. Some of these do not

have the same aspect as their modem cognates" (Gardiner 1984: 121).

Besides the gnrnmatical opposition of perfective-imperfective verbs, VaiUant speaks

ofthe distinctions between factitive (causative) and iterative verbs, though the morphological

derivational process was already not productive in OCS (Vaillant 1964[ 1948J:317}, as well
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as thedeterminateand indeterminate meanings which aceassocia1ed with some verbs (m Vaillant's

examplesentirely the verbs ormation). However, Vaillant considc:n: the lattersemantic distinction

to be a particular case ofthe larger opposition between simple verbs and their iterative foons

(Vaillan, 1964[ 1948J'J 18).

Meillet does not restrict the notions ordeterminate and indeterminate to verbs ofmotion.

He also speaks ofthe ancient determinate and indetcnninate imperfectivcs such asjiti and imati

'takc' (Meillct 19J4:203) as well as the detcnninate action represented by the PIE root -do

and manificst in the OCS verb dati 'give' (Meillet 19J4:201-208), the determinate imperfective

ubivali 'kill' as opposed to the indetenninatc imperfective biti 'beat' and the perfective ubiti

'kill' (Meillet 19J4:28J).

Ltskicn singles out three Aktionsarten (di~ Handlungsart~n. Action~s) ofOCS verbs:

imperfective, perfective and iterative, the lattcr conveying the idea ofa repeated action which

in itself can be perfective or imperfective (Leskien 1969[1871]: 170). This view is shared by

Nandri1$ (1965:IS9-161).

The process of the grammaticaJjsation ofthe perfective-imperfective distinctions must

have begun in OCS but it was far from being complete even in the earlitf"periods ofthe individual

Slavic languages. For example., in Old Russian texts there were a number ofcases where prefixes

did not change the aspect ofsome verbs while retaining their spatial meaning. Such cases persisted

well into the middle ages (Mayo 1985:8). These facts, as well the existence ofa large number"

ofbi~aspectual verbs (Schuyt. 1990:9) and the diffiQJlty ofestablishing the aspect of particular

OCS verbs (Gardiner 1984: 121) suggest that Meillet's above opinion about every Slavic verb
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being either perfective Dr imperfective is to a cecuin degree an overstatement. [would hold

the view that OCS represents a transitional period which w;tnessed a gradual establislunent

ofthe lexical perfective and imperfective aspects. The new opposition was incorporating the

semantics ofthe inflexional synthetic aspects and earlier IE aspectUaI distinctions into the overall

meaning of tile verb.

It is often emphasized that OCS genenilly did not have speciaJ means to rnark the aspectua1

type ofverbs: "There are. however. no decisive formal characteristics for the determination

ofperfective and imperfective aspect forms. The aspect ofa verbal form is in practice determined

bythecorrelation with theaspeaofanotherverb derived from the same root"(N~ 1965: 160).

There were, however. different conjugational classes in OCS which in some works are correlated

with certain aspects and Aktionsanen (Vaillant 1964[1948]:321-335; Schuyt 1990:9-29). The

morphological classes appear to represent a certain system of the earlier aspectual distinctions

during their evolution into the two-aspect system of modem Slavic languages.

4.3 Morphological classes ofOCS veri>s.

It was mentioned in 4.1 that OCS verbs had two stems: the present stem and the aorist

infinitive stem. lb:n: was also Ablaut in some verbs, and that is why the resulting morphological

diversity ofverbs allowed various classifications into different conjugations. or conjugational

cIassses. The primary subdivision ofOCS verbs into classes is based either on the aorist-infinitive

stem or on the present stem. The first approach is traced back to DobrovskY and MikJosich,

the second one to Leskien (Mladenov 1929:250).
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Leskien's (1969(1871]: 121.122) five classes are based on the fonnative elements of

the P'-esent stem and include futther subdivisions inside the classes into (a) stems which remain

uniform throughout the paradigm, (b) stems which have a vocalic formant -Q- or -i- in the aorist

infinitive stem with further subclasses ofconsonant and vowel-final stems, as well as into (c)

primary verbs and secondary (derived) verbs. This amounts to the total offifteen morphological

groups ofverbs.

Meillet considers the infinitive-aorist and the present stems separately, incorporating

the two into an overview ofw possible infinitive variants with different kinds of the present

stem (Meillet 1934:277-281) stating that ..Ainsi. un present donne ne permet de prevoir ni

I'infinitif; ni I'aoriste. Et, inversement, un infinitifdonne ne penner: pas de prevoir Ie present

correspondant" (Mallet 1934:280).

Vaillant (1964(1948]:171) also takes the present stem as the basis for the classification

ofOCS verbs which is similar to Leslcien's but with a total ofsixteen different groups. Vaillant

attempts to correlate some of the morphological classes with aspeaual semantics (Vaillant

1964:259,261,270,285). This approach becomes more prominent in more recent works

(Haburgaev 1974; Gardiner 1985; Sdwyt 1990). One of tile most detailed analysis comprising

the semantics ofall the verbal classes is presented in Haburgaev [974. His classification is a

combined one, i.e. verbs are united into classes on the basis of the same morphological pattern

ofhom the infinitive and the present stems. This results in the total ofeight classes with minor

semantic and morphological subdivisions. The following is the gist of Haburgaev's analysis.

The OCS verbs in the following sections are in most cases given in two forms - the infinitive



marked by the finaI-li, and the present tense of the third penon singular marked by the thematic

vowd -e or -i- and the inflexion ·/~ e.g. nes-li 'to carry', nes-el... 'canieslis carrying'.

4.3.1 The first class.

Both the stems of the verbs of the first class coincide with the root which could end either

in a consonant (72a,b) or a vowel (72c,d):

(72) a. I\C$-oti

b. ves-ti

c. rrue.ti

d. k1!4i

nes-en. 'carry'

vez-en. 'transport"

nu.r-eho'die'

1c1bn-en. 'damn', 'curse'

All the verbs of this class with the exception offive (see below) are imperfective and

denote activities but not states, verbs ofmotion in this class are all determinate (Haburgaev

1974:309). The verbs ofthis class claimed to be perfective are pas-Ii (·pad-tl) 'to fall'; rd-ti

(·rek.n) 'to say'; ses-/i 'to sit down'; Id-ti 'to lie down' and by-Ii 'to be'.

The last thrt.everbs, however, are not quite regular: the verb 'to be' has two stems(jesmh

'I am' referred to the eighth class, see 4.3.8, and beax7> 'I was'), and the verbs 'to sit down'

and 'to lie down' have a rwaJ element in the forms of tile present: std- (from ·sedn-J, Ilg-

(from ·Iegn-). This nasal element makes these two verbs similar to the class ofverbs with a

nasal suffix -n3- which denote a momentary action (see Oass Three verbs, 4.3.3). We are thus

left with two regular perfective verbs in the first morphological class. In fact, one may argue
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that pas-li 'to &!l' was not a perfective but an imperfective deternt.inate verb like all the other

verbs ofmotion in this class, and the determinate verbs ofmotion are close in their meaning

to the pesfectives (Meillet 1934:283). This would reduce the ntJIl'lberofthe perfectives in class

one to the verb r~i 'say'.

This class ofverbs corresponds to LesIcien's(I969[1871D subclasses l.A.a, and I.A.b,

and to Vaillant's (I 964[1948}) subclasses D.a.b.d.

4,3.2 The second class.

The second class verbs have tne aorist-infinitive stem with the suffix -a- whereas the

present stem coincides with the root which ends in a consonanL The aspectual meaning of the

verbs ofthis class is the same as of the first class. i.e. they ace imperfective, and the verbs of

motion are detenninate (Haburgaev 1974:) 12). Inside the class there were two groups: one

with Ablaut in the stems (73a, b) and the other without Ablaut (7le, d):

(73) a. bbf·a·ti ber-en. 'take'

b. Zbv·a-ti ZQv-en. "call'

c. n.v·a-ti n.v-en. 'roar'

d. met-a-ti met-en. 'throw'

These verbs correspond to Leskien's (1969[1871]) verbs class I.B.a.b. and Vaillant's

(1964[1948]) class D.c.
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4.3.3 The third class.

The verbs ofthe third class have the nasal suffixes in both the stems: -rW- in the aorist-

infinitive stem and -n- in the present stem.

This class comprises two different groups. Most of the verbs are derived perfectives

with the meaning ofa momentary. punctual action (74a~). There was also a limited number

ofintransitive imperfective verbs with the genenl meaning ofthe transition to a new state (74e-t)

(Haburgaev 1975:313-314)

(74) a.. du-oo-ti (from dull) 'blow'

b. zi-n6-ti (from Zija/I) 'yeam'

c. ky-ni5-ti (from hvou) 'nod'

d. gas-ni5-ti 'dim'

e. mn.z-ni5-ti 'get cold, frozen'

r. ml"lok·OO-ti 'get silent'

The verbs ofthe second group are said 10 become perfective when prefixed (Haburgaev

1974:314). For a historical analysis of this group see Schuyt 1990:265-271.

This class corresponds to Class min Leskien (1969( 1871nand Class C in Viallaint

(1964[1948]).

4,3.4 The fourth class.

1lle verbs ofthe fourth class have the aorist-infinitive stem which coincides with the
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root ending in a vowel (originally a diphthong; that accounts faT different vocalism ofsome

ofthe stems), and the present Slem with the suffix -j-. The verbs ofthis class are generally transitive

imperfectives and denote activity with several intransitive verbs ofstate and the perfective verb

deti 'to put' (Haburgaev 1914:315). This class was smaIl and unproductive.

(15) a. bi-ti

b. pe-ti

c. bra·ti

bi-j-en. 'beat'

po-j-en. 'sing'

bor-j.e·n 'fight'

This class corresponds to class m. 1.A..a. and lll..l.A.b in Leskien (1969[ 1811]) and

class B.b.(a),f.,g. in Vaillant (1964[1948]).

4.3.5 The fifth class.

The verbs ofthe fifth class had the suffix -0- in the aorist-infinitve stem and the suffix

-j- in the present stem:

(16) a. verov-a-ti veru-j-en. 'believe'

b. daj+ti da-j.en. 'give'

The verbs ofthis class denote actions and activities and are all imperfective. Many of them

are derived from nouns (78) or other verbs (11) (Haburgaev 1914:319-320):
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(77) a. skak-a-ti from sko6ti 'hop, jump'

b. Jeg-a-ti from Iwi 'tie'

c. naric-a-ti from narefti 'name'

Denominative verbs often have the suffix -{)v-(-ev-) preceding the infinitive formant

-<J- (78),

(78) a. vCr-a 'faith' ver-ov-a-ti 'believe'

b. besed-a 'conversation' besed-ov-a-ti 'converse'

c. vraCb 'doctor' vrac-ev-a-ti 'heal, treat'

This class of verbs is considered to be very productive. It corresponds to Leskien's

Class ID.I.B.a.b. (1969(1871]) and Voillant's(I964[I948]) subdasscsB.d,eond partiaJlyB.c.

4.3.6 The sixth class.

1be verbs of the sixth class are marked by the suffix -Q- or -6- in the aorist-infinitive

stem, but unlike in Class Five, this fonnant was preserved in the present stem which also had

the suffix -j-:

(79) a. slab-C-ti

b. Vbpra~·a-ti

slab-e-j-en. 'get weak'

Vbprd-a-j-en. 'enquire'
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This was a very productivc class with vCfbs derived from adjectives (BOa-b), llOWlS

(8Qc..d) and from perfective (8Oc) or momentary (80£) verbs and determinatc verbs of motion

(80g):

(80) a. bogat-l> 'rich'

b. pust-l> 'barc.,cmpty'

c. gnev-l> 'wrath'

d. del-o 'smth done. affair'

e.otveti-ti

f. pas-ti (·pad-ti)

g.letiHi

bogat-e-.b 'get rich'

pust-e-.b 'go intolbe in ruin'

gnev-a-ti 'be angry'

del-a·ti 'create, makc'

pod-a-ti 'fall'

lCt-a-ti 'fly'

The addition ofthe suffix~ was acc:omparUed bya lengtheningofthe root vowel unless

it was already long. e.g. let-eli> Jet-ati ·fly'.

The derived verbs ofthis class are imperfective, often with an iterative meaning. and

the verbs of motion are indetenninate (Haburgaev 1974:320).

4.3.7 The seventh class.

TIle seventh class was mariced by -{j., -a- or -i- at the end of the aorist-infinitive stem

and the present stem had the thematic vowel-i- (aD the previous classes had the thematic vowel

-e-, as in delaj~t7. 'docs');

(81) a. letc-ti let-in. 'fly'
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b. xodi-ti xod-in. 'walk'

Most ofthese verbs are impafectivc and denote a state.. however. there were several

clearly perfective verns which had imperfective counterpans of the same root: lcupiti 'buy'

(unperfoctivckupo\.ltltl); linti'deprive' (unperfectivc liJatJ). pustiti 'let out' (trnperfectiVCpu.ftQ/I),

sk:oali "jump'(unperfec:tiveskakatz). Even though this class was rather large, it is considcrM

to be non·productivc (Haburgacv 1974:325).

The verbs with the the infinitive root ending in -i· may be further subdivided according

to their Ie:xical meaning into two groups: indeterminate verbs of motion (82) and causativcs

(82) a. nositi (from nestl) "carry'

b. vlaCiti (from vtd,,) 'drag'

c. laziti (from lez") 'movc'

(83) a. saditi 'scat. plant' (from sidelf) 'sit'

b. loiiti 'put' (from leiDlt) 'lic'

c. moriti 'kill'(frommri/l) 'die' (Haburgaev 1974:326-321).

This classofverbs corresponds to Leskien's (1969( 1811Dclass rvand Vaillant's 91964[1948])

class A.
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4.3.8 The eighth class.

The eighth class oonsists of6veathematic verbs byti 'be', ;mtl; 't!a.ve',jas!; 'eat', dali

'gNe' and vtiJit; 'know'. The aorist-infinitive stems were diffcn:nt:jas1"'eat' had a stem similar

to the verbs ofclass one (4.3.1), dati and byti had a stem similar to the verbs ofclass four(4.3.4)

and v6deti and ;met; had stems similar to class seven (4.3.7) (Haburgaev 1974:327).

AU these verbs are of Indo-European origin, and the preservation of the irregularities of

their declension could be attributed to the frequency ofusage.

4.4 Analysis of the OCS aspectual distinctions (lexical aspects).

The following oonsidentions are taken as p~nditions for the analysis:

I. The opposition perfective vs. imperfective in OCS is treated as a morphoJog;coJ

category which is most evident in the contrast between the fonns of the aorist (past Perfective)

and the imperfect (past rmperfective) as it is described by Bubenik (1997).

2. The morphological, or conjugational classes are treated as a subsystem which reOeas

the lexical aspectUaI distinctions ercJudillg the distinction between perfective and imperfective

verbs in line with Mayo's (1985) and Schuyt's (1990) idea of the transitional character of the

OCS verbal system.

3. The verbal syst:em is treated as allowing a certain amount of irregularity 00th in terms

offann and in terms of meaning. For that reason the analysis is not intended to account for

every single verbal fonn nOf usage and stipulates lhat the general systemic conclusions might

be challenged by counter<Xamples. These cases, nevertheless, do not undermine the system,
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which tolerates a certain amount of non-systemic phenomena.

In the sections that foUow an attempt is made to relate some morphoJogica! derivational

processes in OCS to the aspectuaI distinctions amnected to the event-image development (see

Chapter Three). Among the morphological processes considered are ablaut, suffixation and

prefixation.

4.4.1 Ablaut: determinate and indeterminate lexical aspect.

OCS had a l'lWTlber"ofvabs which are reIaled in their semantics, i.e. in that they name

the same kind ofaction or activity but belonged 10 different morphological classes. Such pairs

ofverbs often showed consistent gradation ofthe root vowel., and the verbs which had the full

grade vowel. (84, right column) "expressed a lengthy or repealed action'" (Mayo 1985:6), or

..action as a state" (Borodich 1953:75) whereas the "verbs with a short vowel denoted a short,

concrete action" (Mayo 1985:6) as in (84), left. column. This process was fairly obscured in

OCS by subsequent phonetic changes:

(84) a. nes-ti nos-iti '<any'

b. bres-ti brod-iti 'wade'

c.let-eti let...ati 'fly'

d. bbr-ati (n)bir-ati 'take'

e. ves-ti (·ved-ti) vod-iti 'lead'

e ves-ti (·vez-ti) voz-iti 'transport

g. g1>n...ati gon-iti 'chase'
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Ablaut must have denoted the old IE aspectuai distinctions, and it was not limited to

the verbs ofmotion, as in (84) but could be observed in a number" of other verbs (85). It is

reasonable to suggest that this oppostion marked the Directional lexical aspect descnbed in

3.2.2. The Determinate It:lCicai aspect comprised the feature of the directional movement and

necesarily the idea oftermination or telicity while the Indeterminate aspect comprised the idea

of the unorderty movement and repetition. The latter might take over in the semantics of the

verbs which do not convey the idea of spatial movement, as in the right column of(85):

(85) a. mre-ti (u)mirati 'die'

b. pbS-ali pis-ati 'write'

c. ibd-ati (o)iid-ati 'wait'

d. pEN-ati (po}pir-ati 'step, kick'

e. (pnlzw-ati (pri}zyv-ati 'summon'

Unfortunately, in DeS texts a large number ofvetbs which demonstrate the ablaut

phenomenon are onJy anested in their prefixed fonns, and it is difficult to make conclusions

about the aspectual differences between them because of the considerable semantic import of

the prefix. Although ablaut was no longer productive, it is poSSIble to assume that the category

ofthe Directional was present. in OCS and was fairly regularly rep.-esented by the vowel gradation

in a considerable number of the verbal roots. It also seems that with verbs other than verbs

ofmotion the semantic expansion oflhe indetenninate movement. namely, the feature ofrepetitive

activity, was generalised as the main semantic feature.
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4.4.2 The suffix -0- in the infinitive stem: the Iterative lexical aspect.

The suffix -a- in the aorist-infinitive stem which is absent in the present stem apparently

represents the Itcn.tive lexical aspea. 1bc iterative vcros are derived from the verbs which

represent a continuous, indiscriminate activity or state:

(86) a.!iti

b. skoCiti

c. mesti

Iij-a-ti 'pour'

skak-a-ti 'jump'

met·a-ti'throw'

A oombcr ofverbs with the formant -0- in the infinitive stem clearly represent events

which are performed in an inherently repetitive way, e.g. ces-a·tj ·comb', syp-a.tj 'sprinkle',

liz-a--n 'tick'. Compare the verbs in in the left. column of (87) to the derived verbs in the right

column which rcpresent a single act, or a single occurrence:

(87) a.. kap-a-ti kaOOti 'drip'

b. pllovati pluooti 'spit'

c. laj-a-ti lan6ti 'bark'

d. dvidza-ati dvignl3ti 'move. push'

This type of lexical aspect is also represented by a large number ofverbs which are

derived from adjectives and nouns. (1t has been swed in Chapter Three that nouns and adjectives

are more likely to represent a static or uninterrupted event):
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(88) a. dux-a-ti 'blow' dux-,. 'breath', 'ghost'

b. nl-a-ti 'send' $'111-,. 'parcel'

c. trepet-a-ti 'shiver' trepet-1t'tremor'

d. g1agol-a-ti 'speak' glagol-,. 'word'

Some verbs of this type were derived from nouns or adjectives by adding the suffix

~v-(~v-) before the fonnant -a-. as in (89):

(89) a. imen-ov-a-ti 'name'

b. mil-ov-a-ti 'pardon'

c. rad-ov-a-ti 'bring joy'

d. voj-ev-a-li 'fight'

ime 'a name'

mil-,. 'pleasing'

rad-. 'glad'

voi 'warrior'

Though it seems that this type ofderivation creates the verbs with the Iterative lexical aspoct

from the verbs which imply an indiscriminate occurrence of the event, a number ofexamples

testifY that this derivational type could also create Iterative lexical aspect in the verbs which

denote a single.. punctual occurrence, cf the following examples:

(90) a. dati

b. de-ti

daj-a-ti

dej-a-ti

'give'

'put', 'do'

11le verbs dati and del; are generally claimed to be perfective, i.e. to denote a single

act ofgiving or putting. so the derived verbs dajat; and dejat; must denote a succession of
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similar acts. This may serve as an additional evidence to support the claim that this derivational

type used to mark the Iterative lexical aspect This derivational type is said to be very productive

in OCS (vetbs ofthe productive class S).

4.4.3 The suffix -a- (-6-) in both the infinitive and the present stem: the Indiscriminate aspect.

The formant -0- (-6-) in both the stems appears to marie the verbs which denote activities

or states which lasted and continued for a considerable period of time, i.e. the Indiscriminate

lexical aspect. They were fonned either from the verbs with the Semelfactive lexical aspect

(9la, b), or derived from adjectives and nouns (91c-e):

(91) a. prosi-ti (VIo)praJ-a-ti 'ask'

b.otloVeti-ti on.vdt-a-ti 'answer'

c. slab-"1o 'weak' slab-e-ti 'be getting weak'

d. xud-"1o 'thin' xud-e-ti 'lose weight'

e. rabot-a 'service' rabot-a-ti 'serve'

This was a very productive type ofderivation in OCS (productive class 6)

4.4.4 The nasal suffix: the Semelfactive lexical aspect.

In considering verbs with the nasal formant in their stems we exclude the small group

of intransitive verbs with the meaning 'transition to a certain state' of the type (oniJti 'drown'.

AU the other verbs appear to have the meaning ofthe Semelfactive: lexical aspect, i.e. they denote
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a unique single event. The following are thc unprcfixed verbs of this class for which Vaillant

(1964[1948}:287-288) gives corresponding imperfective counterparts:

(92) a. du-na-ti du-ti 'blow'

b. zi-nQ..ti zij-a-ti 'open wide'

c.la-n6-ti laja-ti 'bark'

d. ma-no-ti maj-a-ti'signal'

c. pli-oo.-ti plI.v-a-ti'spit'

e re-n6-ti rej-a-ti 'push'

g. sta-ti(stane-) stoj-a-ti'stand'

h. ldik·n6-ti k1ic-a-ti 'cry, call'

It appcan that most ofthe imperfective counterparts of the verbs with the Seme1factjvc

lexical aspect are derived from the verbs which have the Iterative lexical aspect, i.e. they are

m0rph01ogically nwked with the suffix -a- in their aorist-infinitivc stem as described in 4.2.

These types ofvems comprise the productivc class 3.

4.5 Lexical aspects and prefixation.

The previous sections describe the OCS lexical aspects which include the Directional

and the Manner ofOccurrence features. It was presumed that the contrast between the perfective

and imperfective lexical distinctions was expressed in OCS by morphological means, i.e. by

the aorist and the imperfect. Apparently, the OCS texts represent a development in which the

latter semantic distinction was associated with partia1!ar verbs as part oftheir ovmill serTWltics.
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Aspecialroleinthedevdopmernofthepc:rfcctivewimpc:rfectivedistinctionsisannbutcd

to prefixes. Originally semi-functional independent words similar to adverbs (Meillet 1934:377;

Haburgaev 1974:327), they specified the meanings of the notional verbs and evolved through

the process ofgnmmaticalisation into prepositions when specifying a noun, and into ptevertls

(prefixes) when specifying the meaning of the vertls. OCS texts bear considerable evidence

ofthe relative independence of these .semi-functional words: cf. the usage ofot 'from', do '(up)

to' and v:I'(in)to'with the verb ill 'go':

(93) a. ot-ide grada
fi'am-so.AOR.lSG city.GEN.SG
'He went away from the city'

b. ide ot grada
go.AOR.lSG from city.GEN.SG
'He went away from the city' (Haburgaev 1974:328)

(94) a. do-iti grada
fo-go.lNf. city.GEN.SG

'to come up to the town'

b. iti do grada
go,INF. up-IO city.GEN.SG

'to come up to the town'

(95) a. iti VI> grad....
so.lNF. inlO city.ACC.SO
'to go into the town'

b. vwt-iti grad....
inlo-go.lNF. city.ACC.SG

'to go into the town' (Vaillant 1964[1948]:335)

The adding of the prefix in many cases not only provided a spatial specification for
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the verb but considerably changed its meaning. For-example, the verb tvorili 'do', 'make' with

the prefix ras- acquired the meaning 'blend, mix' (Vaillant 1964[1948]:336).

Bdowisthelistofthemajorprepositionsand prdix:eswhichparticipated in the derivational

processes in OCS. The overview is based on Leskien (1969[1871]: 115-(11) and Vaillant (1964

[1948]0337-341).

V:z.(variant:VM) - 'in(to)' - as a preposition is used with Accusativeand denotes entering.

movement inside: vsn-iti 'enter', 'come in'; vsvesti 'lead in', 'introduce';

VJ,z (variants: V:ltZ1I, vs.s, vsz, V'5, the former only before a sibilant or IJJ) - denotes

movement up: vu-ili 'go up', 'ascend'; or returning: v:z.zvrotili 'return';

do • as a preposition used with GCJlitive, denotes movement up to some point: cJo..iti

'go up to', 'reach'; doIcuu;ati 'finish', 'achieve';

za - 'behind', as in zaili 'set (the sun)'; za/rryli 'cover, close'.

iz (variants: in, is) - as a preposition is used with Genitive, denotes movement outside.,

exiting or extraction: iziti 'go out., exit' ispili 'drink up', 'empty (by drinking)';

mimo - 'past', 'by', as in mimoili'pass', 'go by';

na- has the meaning of'on (a surface)', as in napasli 'fallon (to something)';

naldati 'lie on';

o (variants: oh, 00.) - 'around, about', as a preposition is used with Accusative to

denote direction and with Locative to denote place: obrezati 'circumcise'; ograditi 'fence';

01 (variant: oIS) - 'oft', 'from', as a preposition is used with Genitive: olili 'go away',

'depan';
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po- originally meant 'among' but tbismeaningwasa1ready lost in OCS. As a preposition

it is used with the Dative to denote movement or location along some space; with verbs it is

used as a prefix with a geocraIiscd pc:rfec:tivisin mea:ning, occasionaDy with an inchoative one:

p<JVeSti 'start leading';

pod.. - 'under', as inpod'J,loZiIi 'put under-';

pri- 'by', 'at', as a preposition was used with~ conveys the idea ofapproaching;

pro - 'through', 'across', as inproiti 'go through', 'cross';

pre- 'over', 'beyond', as inpreili - 'pass', 'overstep', 'surmount';

pred'1> - 'in front of, 'before', as a preposition was used with Accusative to denote

direction, with Instrumental to denote location;

n (variant nn before vowels) has two distinct meanings, as a preposition used with

Instrumental has the meaning of'with', and with Genitive has the meaning of 'otT, from'. With

verbs both the meanings were evident;

u - usually means 'by', 'beside' as a preposition with the Genitive; as a prefix it has

the meaning of 'air, 'away'.

1be general rule for theaspeaua.l effect of the prefixes in OCS is described as foDows:

prefixes changed imperfective verbs into perfective unless the imperfective verbs were iterative;

in the latter case the prefixed verbs remained imperfective. This could be seen from the foUowing

statement by Leskien:

die prasensform des mit Priposition zusamrnengesetzten Iterativverbums hat
den Sinn der Gegenwiirtigen Zeit in Verhaltnis zu dem futurischen Sinn der
Prasensfonn des mit der g1eichen Praposition verbunden nieht iterierten
Perfektivverbums ["the present of tile prefixed iterative verb has the meaning
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ofthe presentlcontemporaneity compared to the meaning of the future in the
non-iterative verbs with the same prefix'" (leskien 1969[1971]: 174), translation
mine- VV].

thedifferent referenc:eoftheirpresem forms, it is evident that the prefixed itmdive verbs remained

imperfective.

As some of the verbs are omy attested in the prefixed forms, it is difficult to analyse

the aspectualising behaviour of the prefixes. This problem is treated in the first section of the

foUowing chaptc:rwhich isdevoted to the analysis ofprefixes and aspe::tual distinctions in modem

Russian.

4.6 Summary ofOld Church Slavic.

The OCS verbal system is presumed to be a transitionaJ stage at which three kinds of

lexical aspects are noticeable:

I. The opposition between the Detenninate and Indeterminate lexical aspects manifest in

the morphological alternation ofthe root vowel. The opposition was fully lexicalised and was

no longer productive.

2. On the basis oftile semantics of the Indeterminate Aktionsart there appeared a semantic

contrast betweerl Iterative lexical aspect (the verbs of the productive fifth class), SemeIfaetive

lexical aspect (most ofthe verbs with the nasal suffix in the stem, the productive third class)

and lndiscriminate lexical aspect (most ofthe verbs oflhe productive sixth class). The verbs

of the unproductive classes could be referred to one of the three Manner ofOccurrence lexical
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aspects or to the Determinate or Indeterminate Aktionsarten.

The semantic opposition perfective vs. imperfective was expressed morphologically

at the earlier stages ofAncient Slavic by the aorist and the imperfect. This contrast was gradually

Iexicalised. i.e. was becoming associaled with certain vabs as units of the lexicon which made

the existence ofthe morphological aspectuaI distinctions redundant as the verbs appeared to

be marked for perfectivity or imperfectivity twice - in the lexicon and morphologically by the

aorist or the imperfect.

The contrastbetween perfective and imperfective verbs incorporated the earlier aspectuaI

distinctions as described in Chapter lbree with the Iterative and Indiscriminate Aktionsarten

being included into the imperfective category and Semelfactive Aktionsart included into the

perfective category. The latter, however, was more abstract than the Sernelfactive, and included

the idea of the subject outside the event which was not necessarily a punctual event.

Thedata ofOCS suggest that the stagesofthe evcnt-image development were undergoing

the same kind ofprocesses: they appeared successively as morphological categories at some

point of the language's existence, and then gradually became lexica1ised as the next type of

aspectUal distinctions emerged as a morphological category and went through the same stages.

OCS shows a still recognisable but no longer productive morphological process (Ablaut) which

marked the opposition ofthe Directional aspects, a still operative but disappearing morphological

derivational paradigm ofthe Geschehc:nsarten, i.e. MannerofOccurrence aspects (conjugational

classes), and the transitioo of the Perspective aspects from the morphological stage (the aorist

and the imperfect) to thest.age ofttle lexical aspects. The emerging new lexical aspectual system
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utilizedtherTHXphologywhichhadbeenusedformarkingaspeasofthepreviousstage(suffixation)

as well as the semantic potential of the prefixes.
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Chapter Frve.

The meanings and functions of Russian prefixes.

In this chapter an overview on the meanings and functions of verbal prefixes is given

in 5.1 which is foUowed by the proposal which summarises their meanings into that ofeither

location or direction (5.2) with the re9.1lting posstbility ofapplying those meanings both to space.

time and perception which detennines the particular aspectual and lexical meaning of prefixed

verbs due to the intcntetion oftheir inherent Aktionsarten with the spatial. temporal. or perceptive

reference ofthe prefixes (5.3).

5.1 General infonnation.

Modem Russian has nearly the same inventory ofprefixes as did Old Church Slavic

(see 4.5). Some of the OCS prefixes, though, either ceased to exist (e.g. m;mo - 'past., by')

or are no longer productive (e.g. ir- 'out of, VClZ- 'up') and in many cases can not be separated

from the roots which do not function as independent words, e.g. e03aarru•..., lvowat'l 'pay

(tribute. punistvnent etc.)'; U31>.lUJU.,.ffl7jat'/- U3bLwanu.- flXjrnat'/'confiscate' from OCS

iz 'out of andJi!I;. imaH 'take'. In some cases the prefixed forms have undergone a considerable

semantic re-interpretation and can not be related as aspectual pairs to the unprefixed verbs they

were once derived from, e.g.~ flZlofit'/'rdate, rwme' from I-Iozit'/'put, place';

Y..JHcum.pot" /uznat'/'find out, learn' from 3Hanu.-/mat'/·know'.

The prefixed imperfective verbs generally change into perfective with two exceptions.

The first one involves agroup ofprefixed loan-translations from other languages and borrowings



from Old C1urch Slavic, such 8$.JaeUe:enU,.... /zaviser:'I·depend' fromalCeml>-Iviset'I'hang';

npeiN:y90118:J6l1l7t..... IpredCuvstvovat'l ·have. rorefeeling', 'have a premonition' from

~""Ifuvstvova1·I·feel·; npeOeu3em.-'/predvidet·l·fbresee· from euaerm....

Ividet'l 'see' nput«Wne:Jalnu-p Iprinadlefat'I'be!ong' (note the double pl'"t:fixationpri

and nad- in this case) from nexam...... /Ieia.t·I·lie·.

The second group ofnon-perfectivizing prefixed verbs comprises indeterminate verbs

ofmotion suchasxoOwnb-'Jxodjt·l'pp.waIk· npw:o(Jwm,Pd/prixodit'l'oome' (FotWth 1970:18)

and verbs with a distinct iterative meaning marked by the suffix -iva-{-yva-J. e.g. aoea

pueanl..iqo/govarivat'/- noeoeapueam.ia:lp/pogovarival'/·speak:'; xaxueamb -/xafivat'/

.laXCl:lICU6CUJb"""/zaxaZivat'I'go, dropby'. Theprefixed iterarivesretaintheirrepetitiveAktionsart.

Besides changing the aspect ofmost imperfective verts the prefixes add a considerable

5CnW1Uc impon thus modifying the lexical meaning of both perfective and imperfective verbs.

cf. the meaning of prefixed verb oonu.pr( Idat'/'give':

(96) a. 0TAaTb lotdat'l ·retum.. give back'

b.3a.Jr,aTb ludal'l 'give an assignment'

c. npHJI.I.Tb Ipridat'l ·add. modify'

d. CA4Th Isdal'l 'give up, tum in'

e. Bbt,lr,aTb Ivydat'l 'deliver, issue'

r. plt3J1,aTh Irwat'l 'give away, distribute'

g. ncpCJI,aTb Iperedat'l 'transfer'
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These Iecical semantic modifications are usuaDy connec:ted with the meaning ofthe c0rres

ponding prepositions., e.g. om lotl·from·. 3a !za/'behind, beyond'. npu /pril 'by. at' etc.

5.1.1 Functions ofthe prefixes.

There are conflicting opinions about the way prefixes operate in Russian. According

to one opinion, the prefix has at least three functions. FltSt1y, it expresses spatial or abstract

relations and modifies the original~ ofthe verb producinga lexicalderivalive. focexamplc

X08WTU.... Ixodit'/'walk' -~ Iprixodit'/ ·come·.6~ !brat'/'take'

8bl6panu.id Ivybfat'l'choose' (Forsyth 1910:18). Secondly, theprefixleaves the lexical meaning

intact while indicating how the action develops or proceeds in particular circumstances, Le.

expressing Aktionsatten, oc procedurals. in such verbs as no~:x:J8unu."/poxodit'/'walka while'.

nepe6pamto JJ Ipcrebrat'/'take one after another' (Forsyth 1970:19). Thirdly. the prefixes

merely convert the imperfective verb into a perfective and do not add any noticeable lexical

semantics, cf.: ntunto-/pit' 1- 8tJl.ru.uru,r-r Ivypit'/, o6eOOmto'"'" /obedat'/- rwo6e&mtr

lpoobedat'I'havedinner', nur::anu."/pisat./- Ha11LICOIJl.l>..../napisat·/·write·. Once the prefixes

insuch cases neither modifY the lexical meaning nor the Aktionsart, they are referred to as 'empty'

(Forsyth 1970:19). or 'grammatical' (Ve:y 1952:82) as opposed to the derivational, or 'fuU'

prefixes of the first two kinds.

Another view is to treat pre1ixation as a word-building, i.e. derivational process., so

that: prefixed verbs are considered to be new lexemes rather than the aspectual pairs ofunprefixed

verbs. lbe number of purely aspectual pairs in Russian, consequently, is very small (Maslov
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1961 :67-58; lsaCenko 1962:355 - the Ianerwith some reservations), e.g. 6pocwm.I'd Ibrosit'!-

6pol::omb-1brosat'1, ihIzamJ.-/dvigat'l-~ "'fdvinut'/'move'. One ofthe arguments

in favour of this opiNon is the fact that an unprefixed simple verb is often directly opposed

to more than one prefixed verb (IsaCenko 1962:364-365), cf the prefixed variants of the verb

oonu.pd 'give' in (96) above in which the pelfective verb giw is contrasted to a number of

prefixed derivates, also perfective. This highJights the derivational character of prefixation.

However, in (97) the lexical meaning of the prefixed forms does not differ much from that of

the imperfective they were derived from:

(97) 8. IIHTb""'/pit'l nomm.prflpopit'/ IILlUHT'LPff !vypit'/ 'drink'

b. op<K:KTh-/prosit'/ COpOCH'l1o.... /sprosit'/ nonpocHTh,.clpoprosit'l 'ask'

The cenml problem with the traditional theory ofempty prefixes is that empty
prefixes, although identical in function (they all perfectivize without introducing
additional shades ofmeaning), cannot be considered synonyms: each prefix must
contain infonnation concerning the kinds of verbs it perfectivizes (Gallant
1919:16).

Gallant's aitique may beiUustrated by thefoUowing~ (98) in which the pc:rt"cctive

counterpart oftile imperfective verb is fonned by a particular prefix. All ofthese prefixes are

considered to be empty but they display a highly selective behaviour in attaching to only some

ofthe verbs. Thus the verb 'do' is perfectivized by the prefixs·, the verb 'write' has a perfective

pair with the prefix na-, the verb 'read' requires the prefixpr~ in order to fonn a perfective

form while the verb '1ove' is perfectivized by the prefix~. These prefixes can not be possibly
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attached to the other verbs at all (fonns marked with an asterisk) or can be attached in the

derivational sense. creating a perfective verb with a new meaning (forms marked with a double

asterisk):

(98) ll. ,aCJIaTb-'/delllt'1 c"aenaTbl"f/sdelat'l 'do, make'

b. 1IKC&n.-/pisat'l "anHC&n. I'"f/napisat'I'write' "CIIKC&Tb pdIspisatl

c. 'IHTan."""/Citat'l npo'lfHTan.l'"f/proCitat'I'read' •• c'lfHTaTh/sCitat'l

··ua'lHnTb InaCitat'l

d. mo6HTbimplljubit'l nomo6HTb I'"f/poljubit'l 'love'

·na.r006K1lo/nalyubitl

• cmo6HTL Islyubitl

·D]lO'D06om.~'1

Cnucarm, Ispisat'l means 'copy out', 'cheat at the exam by writing from a book or

notes', Hattwnantt> Inacitat'l means 'read something into a tape-recorder', and ettwnanlt>

IscStat'l means 'count' (cf. Latin computon 'think: together', French compter).

On the other hand, Maslov's derrial ofpurely aspectual meaning ofsome prefixes with

some verbs seems unjustified in the case ofat least some verbs, such as aenarm.~ - roenamt>1'd

'do, make'. nUOOInt>imp· Hat1.ucamr.Jd 'write'. ttumamr.... - npotttuna11lt>pd 'read' etc. In

such instances one can hardly ascn"be any additional meaning to the prefix other than that of

a perfective. However. even though there is no obvious semantic relationship between the prefix

and the verb, empty prefixes can not be considered pure aspectualisers or perfectivisers as one

can not just add any of the empty prefixes to the verb. They show a considerably selective
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beha'liour which roost be determined by their semantics. 'This problem is addressed in section

5.2.3.

5.1.2 Approaches to the study of Russian prefixes.

Onecan noticetwo paradigms in theswdyofRussian prefixes: a taxonomical., ortraditionaJ

approach, and a structural approach in a variety ofmodifications.

The traditional approach provides a list of meanings and submeanings associated with

particular prefixes but it generaI.ly does not attempt to establish a single or a very limited nwnber

ofcore, or basic meanings which underlie the other meanings and submeanings. The following

is an example ofa taxonomical desaiption ofthe prefix:o- from the Academy Russian Grammar

of 1960 which lists nine types ofmeanings with a few submeanings:

I) direction of the action:

a) movement behind an object. e.g. .3l16e:l1:nmt. Jz.abei.At'I'run behind something',

.xz.aecrnu lzavesti/'Iead someone behind something', .3l1noxunu. lzaloi-it'l 'put something

beyond or behind, 3QI'lan.Jmu lzapolztil'crawl behindlbeyond something'etc.;

b) movement outside the limits of something, somewhere, far away, e.g. .3C16pecmu

lzabrestil'walk, wander too far', .,JCIBeCJ'lW I7:avestil'!ead someone astray, too far', .Jra8e3mu

Inveztil'bring,transportfaraway',~/zajexat'I'cometoanunexpectedplace'• .3l1CJ'KUJlI>

IzasJat'/'send far away' etc.; the type is productive in modem Russian;

2) veiling, covering, bringing the edges ofan object together, tilling empty space, e.g. ..Ja6aIJumh

/zavalit'I'coverby putting a lot ofobjects over, flood' • .Jewenanu./zadelat'/'fix (a hole, leak
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etc.)', .:Jm1epHyrm./zaaJOrnut'1 'close by pulling (curtain etc.), .lcvcu8anu. lzakidat'l •cover

completely by throwing something', .JaICIIeUmt> Izakleit'I'sea! by gluing' etc. The verbs are

transitive and are fonned from transitive verbs from which they differ in government: nwm,

llepH1UKl!lit' remual'pour ink (ACC.)' - ,JWJWJlt> llepHuna.wu lzalit' cemilamif'cover with

ink (lNSTR.)'. The type is productive.

J) completeness, abundance ofthe activity

a) its cx:ocss.. e.g. .:Ja6px:amt>/zabrosat'I'throwaUover',~ 'covc:roompclctely

by throwing, .:taOOpwnt> lzadarit'l 'give too many presents' etc.;

b) exhaustiveness (the prefix adds the meaning 'to death', 'to destruction'): ..Ja6umb

Izabit'l 'beat to death',.JanOpOfJ1t> Izaporot'/'flog to death', 3QCe1./.b IzaseCI'flog to death',

.Japy6wJu. 'chop to death' etc.;

c) the running ofthc action beyond a normal course in relation to ils continuity or the

degree of the involvement of the doer. The group is fonned by the adding of the prefix and

the reflexive suffix -sja, e.g. .Ja6aflmambcA lzaboltat'sjal 'get carried away by chaning',

3aZooopwnbCAlzagovorit'sjal 'get immersed in talking', .3apCl6omambCA lzarabotat'sjal

'work too much without noticing anything else', .JCZClIiteJm,CJl/zasidet'sjal'spend too much

time while sitting somcwhcrc' etc.; the type is productive.

4) concum:nt activity: visiting somc:tfing OC' somebody on thcway, incidentally, e.g. .xme.nnu.

Izabciat'l 'drop by', .lCI6pecmu lzabrestil 'wander by', 3aeeCJJlU IzavestiJ 'bring someone

on one's way', .)culmu IzajtiJ 'drop by'; the type is limited in productivity;

5) beginning ofan action:~ Izaaplodirovat'l'start applauding', .lCIZoaopwnb
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IZ1J8Ovorit'I'startspeaking',.,}aU2panu,/nigrat'I'startplaying';~'startshouting'

etc,; the type is highly productive;

6) subsequent action, e.g_: .JaeCm", .la1lwn" (to eat or drink something immediately after

taking something else, as in 'take medicine with water'); the type has a limited productivity;

7) fixation ofthe activity: 3apUCOOC1IlUo /nrisDvat'/'draw, make a sketch', .JaOUUJ1" 'take

a picture'; the type is very productive;

8)anadditionalmeaning 'beforehand', 'forthe future', e.g.:..lCIZOm08n.fUTU> lzagotovljat'l 'procure,

prepare', .JaKynum" lzalcupit'l 'buy, procure', .:JaI1JIaHupoeatJl" lzapianirovat'l 'to plan

something'. The type: is productive and its usage is spreading in the modem language;

9) achievement, acquisition of something in the result of the action, the adding of the prefix

changes intransitive verbs into transitive: ..Jl:lBCJeSa1J1" cmpaHy lzavojevat' stramll 'conquer

thecounUy',.Japa6omanu. 6an"~IOc:yMMy/zarabotat'boUuju sumnw/'eam a large sum',

The type shows little productivity Ostrina 1960:580-583).

In an even moc-e detailed taxonomical description (Bogusfawski 1963) the same prefix

::0- is assigned 24 meanings (see the critique in Gallant 1979:22ft).

11le major deficiency of the taxonomical approach is that it provides a random list of

possible meanings with no criteria for determining the systemic relationships between them.

Nor does this approach explain the ability of some of the prefixes to be pure aspectualisers,

i.e. their ability to be 'empty prefixes'.

These issues are addressed to some extent in the structuralist approach towards prefixation

in Russian (Flier 1975, 1985; van Schooneveld 1978; Gallant 1979) with an emphasis on the
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unity and integrity oftile prefixal semantics. In such studies Russian is presumed "to possess

a finite oomber" ofsemantic features constituting an abstract, coherent conceptual system, an

interrdarionship ofwhose members can be swed as rules ofimplication or c:ntailment" (Gallant

1979:48). 'The structuralist analysis provides a limited and definite set ofsemantic features

which a verb and a prdixcan have, and this "set ofsemantic features can be likened to a keyOOard

offering almost limitless melodic poSSIDilities" (Gallant 1979:51). The semantic structure of

the predicate can be compared to the structure ofa harmonic series, involving a fundamental,

i.e. the invariant features, and a series of partials., i.e. variable features (Gallant 1979:5 I).

In a modified structuralist approach the meaning of the prefix is explained in teons of

configurations (Janda 1985:27), or prefix frames (Flier 1985:46-47), drawn in space. A

configuration consists ofa landmark, also caUed a domain, and a trajector which moves in relation

to it. The trajectory is treated as a profile of this movement, usually with respect to time.

Each prefix has one or more configurations, each ofwhich may in tum signal
one or more submeanings. Ifa configuration is associated with more than one
submeanings, usua1Jy one submeaning is spatial and the rest are metaphorical
extensions ofthat submeaning, created by varying the referents ofthe landmark
and the trajector (Janda 1985:27).

In Fliers analysis the domain is surrounded by a periphery, and the movement of the

trajector may extend outside the domain into the peripheral space (Flier 1985:47).

Structuralist theories concerning Russian prefixes have a number ofattractive analytic

properties: they attempt to find the common denominator, an underlying system for the variety

ofmeaningsdisplayed by the prefixes, and they look for that underlying system in spatial relations

which is logical, taking intO account the close connection between the prefixes and corresponding
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prepositions. These kinds ofanalysis, however, raise some questions.

The feature analysis appears to contain too many features for a nonnal speaker ofa

language to keep in mind and process while speaking. For example, a simplex verb in Gallant's

example aH ~ peem/on ix rvjotl 'he blows them up' presumably has the following semantic

features:

(99) +=b
+ motion
+ "disunion"
+patiential
+ patient
+agentive
OageDt
oinstrument
o"prefiXal view'"'
Opa.st
operfective (Gallant 1979:53).

Once the prefix may have several more semantic features. the semantics ofthe resulting

prefixed verbal fonn becomes formidable and is very unlikely to be realised simultaneously and

processed in the mind ofa native speaker.

The modified structuralist approach does not explain why the spatial relations of the

trajector in some cases are referred to time and perfectivize some verbs in some cases but not

in others. In fact. the list of prefixal meanings obtained as the result of the analysis in terms

oftrajector movements seems as random as in the traditional approach, cf the traditional analysis

ofthe prefix :0- above with its nine types of meanings in a structuralist analysis of the same

prefix. In the latter the prefix :0- is described in terms of five configurations which yield the

foUowing meanings: Deflection, Fir, Change ofState, Excess, Inchoative, Exchange for the
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first configuration. and Cover. Splalter. Fill, Sutface (one for every other configuration) (Janda

1985:30-7).

It is obvious that a language sysa:em in all its complexity must have a simpler mechanism

which is easily acquired by a child learning the language. In the foUowing section I will propose

some ideas concerning the cognitive mechanism which underlies the use and functioning of

Russian prefixes.

5.2 Proposal for prefixes.

Themain pointsofthe proposed analysis oftheprelixes maybesummarised in the foUowing

statements:

• productive prefixes have the meaning ofthe corresponding preposition;

• when added to the verb they modify the event by providing a directional or localising perspective

which results in the external view of the event and, consequently, in the perception ofthe event

in its totality. The event gets totalised in either perception. space or time which turns imperfective

verbs into perfective;

• Aktionsarten, i.e. different features ofthe event image development, interact with the spatial

and directional semanticsofthe prefix resulting in a semantic diversity oCthe produced compound

verbs.

In the following analysis the semantics of the prefixes capable of being 'empty' will

be correlated with the meanings of the related prepositions in their spatial (directional and

localising) meanings. The effect of these rather elementary meanings will be examined when
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theyanach to a simple verb, i.e. the mcclwtismofpcrfcctivisatio anddifferent semanticoutcomes

will be attn"buted to different lexical aspects of the simple verb rather than to the meaning of

the prefixes.

5.2.1 Punctual and perfective events.

Before discussing the problemofpretixation and the resulting perfectivisation in Russian,

we must deal with the distinctions between a perfective event and a punctual event. In Chapter

Three it was stated that a punctual event is a feature ofme event-image development reflecting

the manner of the occurrence of the event. This occurrence may proceed in perception in a

continuous., uninterrupted way, as a sequence ofanalogous perceptive impulses, or as a single

perceptive act. The Janer was said to be the punctual ocaurence, and the corresponding lexical

aspect was called Semelfilctive. It is crucial to emphasize that a punctual event occurs through

one perceptiveact, i.e. the beginning, thecontinuation and the completion ofthe event are viewed

and perceived in the operative, or retentive memory without recourse to the long-term memory

and are unobsau"ed by other events which may interfere with the perception and separatedifferent

stages of the event.

It was also stated in Chapter Three that a perfective aspect reflects the cognitive

representation of the subject of the event being outside the event. Once the punctual event

occu.r.; within one perceptive act, it is but natueal that this event would be perfective. The latter,

however, is a more abstract category which is not restricted to the perceptive stage ofcognition.

When the long-term memory becomes involved, the whole of the event may be realised in its
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totality (Bondarko 1971). as a unit ofaction (Schuyt 1990) or as a blob (Comrie 1916) with

its constitutive stages (the beginning, the continuation and the end) as an uninterrupted entity.

It may therefore be said that the perfective event. represents the event as a whole in consciousness

whereas the punauaJ. event represents an event as a whole in perception.

Toillusttatetheabovepointictusaddresssomeexampics. Verbsmaybeusedtorepresc:nt

punctual events which are viewed as beginning and finishing in front of the speakers eyes/eMS

so that the very idea ofthe beginning and end is neithtt relevant nor imponant. In such instances

as She said 'Hello' to me the verb 10 say signals an action which was began and was completed

in perception, and thus represents a Semelfactive lexic:al aspect. In the example She (old me

lhe story a/her life the event represented by the verb does not imply that the story was told

in one uninterrupted moment, i.e. it does not imply a single perceptive act of hearing on the

pan of the speaker. The verb in the second example, however. does imply that the action of

telling was completed regardless ofwhether that was. lengthy process spread over a period

ofmany an evening or sevenI hours interrupted by other activities such as meals., or whether

it was a matter ofseveral minutes, and the story was interrupted by questions on the part of

the listener and involved any other kind ofevenL All thai: isjusr: not relevant to the representation

of the verb lell in the above exampte whk:h presctts the event as a unit in consciousness. This

event therefore may be caJledperfeclive.

In English the categories ofSemeifactive or Perfective Aspects can be revealed in the

context ofan utterance and not in morphology, i.e. they are COl1lextllal categories as one can

not nonnaJly point to specific language means and patterns of morphological behaviour to
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distinguish between these aspects as opposed to lndiscriminate, Iterative or Imperfective. In

Russian we can find morphological classes ofveros which show both the Semelfactive and

perfective as aspects which are marked morphologicalJy. The verb 6pocwru.""'Ibrosit'I ·throw',

for example, is a clear case ofa punctual event in perception. i.e. a verb with a Semelfactive

lexical aspect. With non-abstract physical objects this verb denotes an action which starts and

is finished within a single unintemJpted perceptive period, as in 6pocuml> Ka.MeHl> /brosil'

kamen'l 'throw aIthe stone'. With a nofli'hysicaJ object, the same verb acquires the meaning

of·abandon. leave. quit' and must be generaIly considered a perfective rather that semelfactive,

as in 6pocwrtl. lWCOIly/pa6omy/My.x:a 'quit schooVworkl abandon a husband' because in

the metaphorical usage ofthe verb the events described are unlikely to proceed in perception.

and one is usually faced with the resulting states which allow the above description.

Some of the verbs can not have a semdfactive reading due to the nature of the event

described. For example, static events tha1 unroU continuously can not be viewed in their entirety

in one perceptive act. It necessarily involves memory and/or imagination to present a static

event as a whole wtUch means chat the event is represented as such in lime rather than in space

or perception. Thus the verb o1anu.... Ispal.'/·sleep· is punctualised in time., and its perfective

form IUxnanu.prf lpospat'l indicates the act of sleeping as a whole. When one says Pe6btOK

xtIp(X.W noc:nan ·the child (has) had a good sleep' the event is presented as a cognitive entity.

The speaker in this case does not and can not refer to all the stages of the event. in fact the

speaker may only have witnessed the end of the child's sleeping, i.e. the child's awakening in

high spirits. The beginning and the duration of the event are thus a result of the involvement
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of memory and/or imagination. In this case we encounter a clearly perfective usage of the verb

to represent an event which has a considerable duration yet is presented as one cognitive unit

without references to its stages.

One can consequently conclude that punctual events (the whole oocum:nce ofthe eveor:

withinonepert:eptiveaa}arencoessarilypc:rfectivewhereasaIlperfectiveverbsmaybeinterpreted

as punctual either in perception (SemeJfactive) or in conscWusness (Non-Semelfactive). In

the latter case the event may be in filet dwative and can be distributed through sevetaI perceptive

acts, i.e. can be inttmJpted in perception yet presented as a cognitive whole. as in R~

powan -BoaHa u Mupo"l(have) read WarolldPeoce'. This is not important fortheperfectivity

ofthe verbal representation as long as the subject of the event is viewed separately, outside

the event.

To sum up, the notion ofa punctual (semelfaetive) event belongs to the fourth stage

ofthe event image development alongside with the notions of the Indisaiminate and Repetitive

Occurrence of the event. The idea ofperfectivity and imperfeaivity is the next stage, i.e. the

fifth stage in the event-image developmenr: at which the ideas of the indisaiminate and iterative

occurrence are united according to their conunon feature - the location ofthe subject of the

event inside the event - as imperfective event. whereas the perceptually punctual events are

united with events stretching over several perceptive acts according to the common feature

of the event-image development, i.e. the subject of the event being separated from the event.
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5.2.2 Prefixation: perfectivity as a side-effect of spatial and temporailocaIisation.

The prefixes in modem Russian are semantically related to prepositions. In some cases

the prefix and the preposition are homophonous. cf c IsI'from, off', c6poc:urrnltrf Isbrosh'l

'throw off'; Halnal 'on'. Ha6poc:wm.prf Inabrosit'l 'throw on'; .Ja IraJ 'behind, beyond' •

.Ja6poc:wnb..../zabrosit'/·throw far away'. In other cases the prefix and the preposition are

related semantically but not phonetically, e.g. the.semantics ofthe preposition KIkI'to, towards'

is largely covered bythepre6x npu-, as in npunemer71b,.tlpriletet'I'to fly in', npueo8wnb"

Iprivodit'/'bring in, lead to', and the meaning of the prefixes nepe-/perel and nperlpro!

corresponds to the meaning ofthe preposition l{epe3ICere:z} 'across, through', as inn~

YJJUl.{I'aoss the stred:', npoc:;MtJmPeffl" nlJChA(Cl 'look through the letters'. There is also

a certain parallelism in some prefixes, as some of them have semantic doubleu inherited from

Old Church Slavic and are no longer productive, cf. unproductive prefixes t.r.r Mi, eoc- Ivoy

and their productive counterparts ew- Ivyl and 63- IvzI in such verbs as

(100) a. 6paTb" /brat'l 'take'

b. H:J(ipaTbpr( lizbrat'l 'elect'

c. BbI(ipaTbpof Ivybrat'l 'choose'

(101) a. acent'" lvesti'l 'lead'

b. BO:JIecTHprf /vozvestiJ 'erect, lead up'

c. B3aeent prf Ivzvestil 'cock (a gun)'

The prefixes lJ.>.1izI and Bbl-/vyl COlTespond to the preposition wflZ1'out of. The
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prefixes EO-IvzI and ear /voz/ denote movement up and correspond to the prepositions H.Q.

/naJ 'on' and a/v/'in' in their directional meaning, i.e. 'up onto' and 'up into'

The perfectivising effect ofthe prelixation may be Bside-effect which follows inevitably

once the prefix adds the location or direction ofthe event development. The semantics of the

preposition specifies the spatial co-ordinates ofthe event and this separates the subject of the

event from the event producing the perfectivising effect. Thus it is the semantic import of the

related preposition which orients the event in space or in time that leads to the process of

perfectivisation. This process is restricted to the verbs which have the Indiscriminate lexical

aspect, i.e. representing events asoccwring continuou.s!yin perception. With verbs which represent

a punctual or repetitive event. perfectivisation does not 0CQlt, and prefixes only add the spatial

characteristics oftile corresponding preposition. cf the meanings of the prefixed and unprefixed

verbs representing punctual (I02a-b) and repetitive events ( L02c-d) and are semantically marked

for the Semelfactive or Iterative lexical aspects.

(102) a. ,lt8Thpoi"/dat'/ 'give' no.n;8n.prl" Ipodat'/ 'hand out'

b.6poCHTbpoi"lbrosit'/'throw' oT6pocHTbprl" /otbrosit'/'throw away'

c. Xa>KJIIS8Tb.... /xaiivat'/ 'go' nOXlUKJllBBTbimp /poxaiivat'/ 'go'

d. 6pacLlBan.a1P Ibrasyvat'/ 'throw' oT6paChlB&Tb- {otbrasyvat'{ 'throwaway'

This peculiarity can be explained in the following way. As stated in the previous section,

the category ofperfectivity incorporates the notion of8 punctual event, consequently the addition
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ofthe prefix does not change the aspectuaI Wpeofthe verb and onlyadds the spatial specification.

The repetitive evmts. as was shown in Chapter Three., represent the subject inside a string of

identical oc:currences. A semanticexpansion ofttis cognitive image may be the string ofidentic.al

events in time with the resulting categories offrequentative and habitual event (see 3.2.2). In

tIis kind of representation the subject of the event is located inside a sequence ofindividual

punctual occurrences, thus necessarily inside the event constituted of such a sequence. On

the other hand, the subject ofthe event is located Qutside any individual. or single occurrence

in that sequence. As a result, there is an apparent cognitive diffiaJ1ty in representing the subject

ofthe event outside an event composed ofa number ofseparate ocaurences, and for that reason

verbs representing repetitive occurrences ofthe event do not get perfectivized when a prefix

is added to them.

5.2.3 Empty prefixes and prepositions.

The prefixes which aTe said to be pure perfectivizers, i.e. they IUrn an imperfective verb

other than iterative into a perfective without contnouting any additionaJ semantic content are

no-lpol. colrt..oY, HQ·lnaI. :Ja1Dl. 0(6) lo(b)/. npo-/prol.~ lui. I claim that these prefixes

aJways retain the meaning of the corresponding prepositions in reference to space, time or

perception, and a cel1ain amount ofsemantic bleaching in some cases must be attributed to

the influence and the effect of the simplex verb. The variety ofmeanings which are often ascribed

to the prefixes is also a result ofthe interaction of the prepositional semantics with that of the

verb.
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5.2.3.1 The prefixpo-.

Despite the claims that the prefixpo- does not coincide in meaning with the preposition

po (lstrina 1960:594), 1 insist that it is related to the homophonous preposition po which

aJm:sponds to the English 'on some kind ofsurface, along some kindofa line'. The preposition

is used with purely spatial refercnces with the Dative case for example: no 8opoee I po dorogel

'on/along the road' no nanlo/po p?IjuI'in the 6dd', no nynl..llM/po putjam' 'along the tracks'.

This isa clearlydirectional meaning, as the preposition does not aJmbine with predicates denoting

a static subject, and in order to express the IocaIising reference the preposition na is used, cf::

(103) a.j{w~ no
I go.SO.PAST a1Qfl8 fleld.DAT.
'I was going in/along the field'

b. j{ cro~ Ha nOAe
I staDd..SO.PAST oa fidclPREP.

'I was standing in the field'

Wrth the Accusative the preposition can be used to denote a purpose corresponding to the

English prepositionfr no~ /po YOdul'[to fetch some, go] for water', no apu6w /po gnby/

'[to pick. go] for mushrooms' • no Jl2CJiIw /po jagodyI'[to pick, go] for berries'. In this meaning

the preposition is used with a limited number of nouns. and this function has been taken over-

by the preposition zo with a change in government (lnstnunenta.l instead ofthe Accusative with

po): ..3a eoaoa. ,JQ apu6aM.u. ,)(l R200aMlL. Among the other frequent usages with spatial

reference are the following:

i. some definite quantity of certain objects or events, in such instances as no 8ee
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'several lectures a week', no anaKaHY ManoKa 'a glass ofmilk'. The preposition implies a

multiplicity which can be expressed either- as a multitude ofsubjects or a multitude ofobjects,

thus in the foUowing examples no anaKaHy MOOOfCQ 'a glass of milk' implies either a glass

ofmilk drunk by each ofus (I O4a) or myselfdrinking a glass ofmilk repetitively which is marked

by the iterative form of the verb (l04b):

(104) a. MwII~ no cnuc:aHY MOJIOKa
We drinLPl..PAST po g1I.S1DAT. mitk.GEN.

'We drank a glass of milk' (we=each of us)

b. 11 BWIlHBur- [(0 cnuc:aay MOllOKa
I drink.SG.PAST po gius.DAT milk.GEN

'I used to drink a glass of milk'

c. no ltOMaM XO)f.HJIH"'" pJDKeHWC
po house.PLDAT. waIIc.PL.PAST. mwnrncr.PL.NOM

'Mummers were visiting the houses'

The non-iterative form ewnun,.r 'I drank' is imposslble in (I04b) with a single subject

if the object is used with the preposition po.

ii. cause., reason, conscquenc:e.. corresponding to the English accordi"g to or after, as

in no nput«.He 'on the account or, no npa.EllUIaM 'according to the rules', no ..xucOHY 'in

accordance with the law', no01.pa.aednUBOOT'lU 'fairly' (i.e. inaceordance withjustice, fairness),

no oiJe:JKxe eaJ'lPENworn, no YMY I1J'Xl6OOlCOIOf 'one is greeted according to their clothes,

and is seen off according to their wits' (a proverb). As an extension of this meaning one can
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mention the cascs of no.AoWFJ1UeQ,W~ cxnJJCU 'on the motives of the folk taJe', 4KUJbM.

no poMaHy rancyapcu'a film on a Galswonby novel'

Turning over to the tempor.tl reference of the preposition po one can distinguish two

distinct meanings. The first one with the Accusative has the directional meaning and denotes

a period stretching over to and including a certain point, corresponding to the English till, up

to, as in no n.JUnHuuy 'up till Friday', no iJeaiIutunoe 'l.UCtIO 'till the twentieth of the month'.

The second meaning which OCOJI'S with the Dative ofthe nouns in the plW'a1 is that ofa definite

quantityoftime interva..ls Of" dates with frequent Of" repetitive events, as in the foUowing examples:

(lOS) a. no llJITKHllllM Mbi Hrpae~ • TeHHC
po Friday.PLDAT. we p1'}'.IPLPRES. in tennis.ACC.
'On Fridays we play tennis'

b. no BocKpeceHb.llM Mara3HHbI 3,lf,CCb He pa60Tll~

po Stmday.PL.DAT. store.PL.NOM hen: not work.3PL.PRES.

'The stores are closed here on Sundays'

c. no yrpaM JI Jle.naIORp 3apJlJlKY
po morning.PLDAT. I do.PRES. exemsc.SG.ACC.
'I exercise in the momings'

In the latter- usage the plural noun denotcs a certain line, or suing ofpoints in time along

which the event proceeds, i.e. the major spatial meaning is convened to time.

The usage of the prefixprr:>- displays the same invariant meaning of the preposition po

in three major references:

-spreadingalongalinelswfaceinspace: naMaXUnhpf/pomazat'l'spread', 'anoint', nocmenwnhpr{
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/postdit'/'makea bed', noKpNnu.1W" 1poIayt'/'cover. thatch', nc.mRHYtm"/potjanut'j'puU';

- spreading of the event until a certain point in perception: n.o8apwnr.""' /podarit'j'present,

donate'; nocMompenu.P'f /posmotret'/'look, take a look', nQ38OHwm,pd /pozvonit'/'give a

call, ring up';

- spreading ofthe evart inside a certain period of time, for some interval: nocypumr.r4jpokurit·/

'have a smoke'. nocu3emr.pft' 'sit (for a whIle)', n02O!JOPW7lbl"f" /pogovorit'/ 'have a talk'.

These may be considered the basic submeanings ofthe prefix po- closely related to the

meaning of the corresponding preposition. They are the major predictable and discermble results

one can expect when this prefix is added to an unprefixed verb. The act ofcombWng the meaning

ofa partiadar verb with the senwltics oftile prefix, however, may be slightly different, as the

whole semantic potential ofthe verb is involved, including the meanings of the lexical aspects

described in Chapter Three. Nevertheless, the basic invariant meaning of the prefix can still

be related to that of the preposition, and certain further submeanings can be associated with

the lexical class of the verb, see 5.3.

5.2.3.2 The prefixs-(so-).

The prefix.s- (50-) is related to two homophonous prepositions. One of them is used

with the Instrumental and corresponds to the English 'with', as in c .ACaMotl/s marnoY'with

mother·, c~ Is ak:tsentoml'with an accent'. The related prefix is identifiable in such

pairs as 6pamb....Jbrat'/'talce·- co6pamb pd /sobrat'/'collect, gather', cmOAl1lblmp /stojat'/

cocmoJUnb"/sostojat'1 'be a member, belong to, consist of, nemam.~ !letat'j 'fly'-
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cnemantItCIlo./sletat'sjal'get together by flying'. The preposition s 'with' preserves its lexical

meaning in the related prefix and is not used with reference to time. For that reason it will not

be considered in the present analysis.

The second preposition is used with the Genitive and corresponds to the English 'from.

off(the SI..U13ce)', as in Q) emana/so stola/'from the (top ofthe) table', C eoanDICQ/s vostoka!

'from the East', C noeep»tOCmu/s povencnosti!'from the surface'.

In the spatial reference the preposition denotes movement away from a plane. and in

the more abstract spatial-temporal reference it denotes movement from a certain event. hence

such usages as CK~/s Irontserta/'from the concert', c~ Is konferentsiil

'from the conference' etc.

In the temporal reference the preposition s denotes a period since some point oftime,

as in cltJU11HllW>(l'spjatnitsy/'since Friday', C OKnl.Jt6p.R. noMaals oktjabrja po majI'from

Octobef"till May'.

One must be aware ofthe imponant difference between the prepositions po and s. The

former may be used both in the directional and the locative meanings in both spatial and tempoc'aI

references whereas s has only the directional implication and may not be used to denote a locative

semantic feature. Later (5.3) it will be shown to have a major impact on the usage ofthe related

prefixes.

The prefix s- corresponding to the preposition s 'from' has basically the same range

of references as the prefixpo-, i.e. spatial, perceptive and temporal:

- removal of the event from a certain space or surface: o.ca.xumptl' Ismazat'I'smudge, smear';
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ocpw.m!>ldfskryt.'f 'hide., withhold', C11l.IU1Ym!>,.r fstjanut'f 'pull off', 'steal';

• removal of the event from perception. completion ofme event at some point in rime: C71em!>1d

fspet.'f 'sing, finish singing', 00enam.!>1d fsdelat'l'do, make, complete', acypurm.1J'f Isleurlt"

'smoke down (to the butt)'.

As the prefixs- retains the invariant meaningofthepreposition, including its directionality,

a number ofpeculiarconstraints and additional meanings ofthis prefix are related to this partiallar

semantic fearure (see 5.3).

5.2.3.3 The prefix na-.

The prefix na- corresponds to the preposition na which has the meaning 'on' when used

with the Dative or 'onto' when used with the AcaJsative., i.e. it has both a directional and a

kx:ative meaning. cf. Ha anon InA SlOV 'onto the table', Ha C7JlMe/na stole! 'on the table'.

With a temporal reference the preposition denotes a direction towards a eenain point in time,

as in .lCU3aHue Ha tuUnHlltCY lzadanije na pjatnitsul 'assignment for Friday', Ha 6yilyw.ee Ina

buduJCeje!'for the future', as well as occurrence of some event throughout some period, for

examplepaBomaHa3eH!>/rabotanaden'I'aday'sjob', ocmaH06W1ll>CAHaHc:N!>/ostanovitsja

na noC/'stay for the night', Jallmu Ha MLlf(Ymy Iwti na minutul'drop by for a minute'.

The meanings ofthe related prefix no- can be aU be annbuted to the spatial and temporal

references of the corresponding preposition:

• spreading onlo some area/surface in space: HaIIememb prl'/naietet'I'f1y/run into', 'attack',

Ha6pecnur Inabresti'l'roam into', 'run into', HamRHymt. Id Inatjanut'I'pull over',
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- spreading ofthe event onto some surface in perception: Hal\ucam",Jd/napisat'/'write, have

something written',~'"Inatsarapat'l'scratch something';

- spreading of the event in time onto the point ofcornpletion or above it: HDZpe:m1> fJfC /nagret:'/

'heat:, warm up', Ha8apwn", pd'/nadarit'/'give(a lot ofpresents)', HaZOElOpLI7tlb pd(anynocmeUJ

'say (a lotoffoolish things)', Ha2ynJUn'" pof (pe6etuco.., annemwnJ 'get (a child, appetite) in

the result ofwalking or loose behaviour, from 2YIlJlI71'" ... 'walk, party'). The differencesbetween

the meaning of'reaching a point ofcompletion in time' and •going beyond the point ofcompletion

in time'may be accounted for by the a1loseme of the preposition no, namely its meaning 'on.

over'.

5.2.3.4 The prefix ZQ-.

The prefix za- is related to the preposition:a which corresponds to the English 'beyond,

behind'. As in the previous instances, this preposition is used to denote both directions (with

the AcaJsative) and locations (with the Instrumental) beyond or behind some object in space

or beyond some limit intimc, for example., ;)Q iJoM/zadoml '(moving) behind the house',.Ja.

8mcQ\( lza domoml'(being] behind the house'. The preposition implies some kind ofa limit,

or terminal pointbehind or beyond which the event may be directed or located, which may account

for such usages in which the preposition corresponds to the English preposition 'for' and has

the meaning ofthe purpose with the lnstrumental as in;)Q B080U In vodojl'for some water,

e~3axne6oMlvmagazin za x1eboml 'to the store (to buy some} bread', and the meaning

of the reason or cause with the Accusative, for example nnamwn"';)Q eoay /platit' n vodul
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'pay for the water', 8paml>CSl 3a xne6/drat'sja za xIebl'fight for bread'.

In reference to time the preposition::a is used with the Accusative to denote a period

and correspoods to the English 'in (some timer. forex.ampk:.JQ. &ttl> lza den'I'within a day'•

.3QHeiJeIuo lza ncdeljuJ 'within a wcdc·. or with the relative reference. in such instances as

30. 0eH:l> 80 ICClI(l.UC!JII lza den' do kaniku1l'one day before the vacations', .la ttOOenlO ao

.:HC)QA.(eH09 lza nedelju do ekzamenov/'a wedc before the exams'.

The meaning of the related prefix appears to have the invariant semantic feaNre of

'beyondlbehind a limit' which is applied either to space or time. In the latter case the limit has

become to be realised in many cases as the beginning of the event. consequently, with a vast

numberofverbs this prefix came to have an inchoative or ingressive meaning. 11lere are instances.

however. when the prefix carries both the temporal and the spatial reference with the same

simplex verb. cf. the following examples:

(106) a. 3aJ1eTaThpr! lzaletat'{'$lart flying around'

3ueTaTh.... /zaletat'!·f]y beyond or behind some point'

b. 3aKH,lI,aThprf/zakidat'!'start throwing'

3aKH,llaTbJdIzakidat'l 'throw allover, beyond visibility'

c. 3aB03HTbJd luvont'! 'stan transporting'

3aB03HTb.... /zavozit·l·transport to or beyond some point'

d. urOBapHBaTb.... /zagovarivat'l·start speaking'

,aroBapHBaTb"""/zagovarivat'{'talk someone away from the point'
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These examples show that all the semantic values of the related preposition can be

potentially aetualised when prefixation occurs.

5.2.3.5 The prefix o-(ob-).

The prefix 0-(01)-) is related to the preposition 0 which corresponds to the English 'on,

against', and the preposition 1IOlaug which corresponds to the English 'around', 'about', 'all

over'. This can be illustrated by the foUowing examples: crtorJ'VCHYmbCA 0 KaMeHb Ispotknut'sja

o kamen'I'stUmble on a rock', YiIapuJru.clto~ h.ldarit'sja 0 stenkul 'hit oneselfagainst

thewall',pc:t..3i!OEICJpbo~/razgovarivat'opogodo"talkabouttheweather', npocum.b

o~ Iprosit' 0 pomoW 'ask for help'. lbe prefix seems to be related only to the second

preposition, namdy the meaning 'about', 'allover', cf. 06pa8oeamb"""lobradovat'I'please,

make happy', ~8um.b"""losudit'l 'convict, condemn'. Unlike the prefixes and prepositions

disoJ.ssed above, the prepositions related to the prefix 0- (ob-) are not used with reference to

time. We are tI-us left only with spatial and perceptive reference.. as in the following examples:

06Ma.3amb"""'spread, anoint allover', 06mRHymtr lobtjanut'l'puli allover', e.g. stretch

new material on furniture, orjeans overthe legs, OCMOn1p(!JJ1b filllosmotret'l 'look about, around,

thoroughly', o&cypwnb,.rloblwrit'l 'smoke allover someone', 0620e0pwnbP<1" lobgovorit'l

'talk over, discuss'. This meaning appears to be always present in derived verbs. It must be

noted, however, that a number of prefixed verbs have become semantically distanced from the

simple verbs and are now unanalysable into a root and a prefix., cf.:
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(107) a. C)'JlHTh-/sudit'/'judge'

o6cyJtK11>""'/obsudit'/'discuss' and ocyAHTbl'd /osudit'/'conviet, condemn'

b.ltenprf /det'/'put, stash'

olten""/odet'/ 'dress', 'put on'

c. ([HcaTh -/pisat'/'write'

OUHCl.Th ""/opisat'/'describe'

5.2.3.6 The prefix pro-.

The prefix pro- corresponds semantically to the prepositions l4.epe3/cerezJ 'across',

and OC60.31> /skvoz'/'through'. The focmeris used with both spatial and temporal references,

for eomple~ &porey /a:rez dorogul'across the road', l{epe3 nee Icera lest 'through

the wood', <lepe.3.3a.6op Icerez zabor/'through (over) the fence', t,lepe.3 8eHI> /cerez den'/

'in a day'; 'every other day', t,lepe3 mpu <roikL /eerer. tri goda/'in three years, after three years'.

The preposition skvoz' 'through' is only used with spatial reference.

The meaning of the preposition l4.epe:J/cerezl'through' is evident in most cases of

the verbs with the prefix~, as in the foUowing examples: npcJlnAH!Jml>P"f /protjanut'/'cover,

stretch across', npot::MOmpeml>P'f /prosmotret'/ 'look through', npoKypume.P'f /prolcurit'/

'spend quite some time smoking', npocu8erm,I"f 'spend some time sitting', np02oeopwm,P'f

'waste some time talking'.

On the basis of the examples ane can speak of three major uses ofthe prefix pro-:

- spreading ofan event through some space, as in nporruui!/mbp<l' /protjanut'/'pull, stretch
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across', np06wm.prf /probit'/ 'beat through' (e,g., a hole or an opening in the wall),

npoceepnwm,,'''' /prosvertit'/'driU through'; npoeapunu.1I"f /provarit'/'COOK thoroughly';

- spreading ofan event through a definite time period, as in npoKypwJlhpd /prokurit'/ 'spend

quite some time smoking', npocu8efmprf 'spend some time sitting', npo2oeopwnhprf'spend

some time talking';

- spreading of the event through the whole of the perception act until its tennination, as in

npoawJWClmh"'lprosIldat'/'listento thewholeo(e.g., concert', ~1I"f/prosmotret'/

'watch the whole ot: e.g, show', The additional meanings ofthese verbs 'fail to hear' and 'fail

to see, notice' is also a regu1ar meaning with a variety oherbs, cf. uzpanu.... figrat'/ 'play' 

11pOUZ1XJI7lhprf /proigrat'/'Iose (m a game)', nwm /pit'/ 'drink' - nporlunlhprt" /propit'/ 'waste

all one's money on drinks'. This meaning. in my opinion. should be atuiOOted to the polysemy

ofthe pre6xpro- and in these cases to its correspondence to the preposition mimo 'past, by'

which is also aregular meaning with anumber ofverbs: npoUmu pot"/projtil 'pass by', npoexanu. pot"

Iprojexat'/'driveby', npanycmwrn..·t"/propustit'/'Ietsomeoneby, miss, steip (e.g., a lesson)'.

5,2,3.7 The prefix u-,

The prefix u- partly corresponds to the preposition u 'by. at, near' (Istrina 1960:601)

and is only used with spatial and perceptive references where it may have an additional meaning

·away. off, e.g. y6e2am..... /ubegat·/·1\lJ\ away', y6Jxunhpof 'take away, tidy'. YCOXHymh""

/usoxnut'/'wither away, dry up'. In some cases the prefix adds what Lubensky (1985:17) calls

'the meaning ofpunctUa1ity'. or in our interpretation, reference to perception. There are not
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many verbs oflhis type., such as yeuaenu...... luvidet·/·see, notice', ycnwwc::uru.JO'f /uslylat'/

'hear'. [n these cases the prefix u- has the same function as the prefixes s- andpo-, but unlike

these two, the use of tile prefix: u- is restricted to specific verbs. When the prefix and the related

preposition are not used with temporal reference. they appear of little imponance for the present

analysisexoeptpresentinga funtional synonymfurtlle prefixes s-and~withastabledistribution.

To sum up theconsidc:nation oftile prefixes which are said to be capable ofbeing pure

perfectivisers, the following must be said. The prefixes ace semantically very closely related

to one or more prepositions which are used in reference to spatial relations, perception OT, in

some cases. to time relations. The prefixes apparently have a semantic invariant coinciding

with meaning(s) of the rdated preposition (semantic invariants ifthey are related to more than

one preposition), and are also used to modifY the verb in spatial or temporal terms. The latter

usage determines and enables the cognitive recategorization of some prefixes and allows them

to combine with different Aktionsanen of the verb to produce a considerably limited amount

ofnew meanings.

5.3 Aktionsarten and prefixes.

From the previous explanations it becomes evident that prefixes in Russian have two

basic functions: (a) spatial or temporal modification of the event represented by the verb, and

(b) representing an event as punctual in consciousness. In both cases prefixation ofa simple

imperfective verb creates the petfectivising effect. In the first case perfectivization is a side

effect of the derivational process (Maslov 1961:167; Forsyth 1970:19) as spatial orientation
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automatically places the subjectofthe event outside the event. In the second case perfectivizatio

is the purpose ofpretixabon as no additional spatial chancteristics are added to the base semantic

imageofthe event.but ratherthat basic imageofan indisaiminate oca.uTC':nCe is presented. 'wrapped

up' to be viewed as a single entity. This mechanism, in my opinion, involves two prefixes

namely, lhe prefixes s- and~ which differ in function and consequently in the semantic result

depending on the lexical aspect of the verb.

The prefixs- appears to 'wrap up' in consciousness kinetic determinate events represented

by the verbs which may also have an indeterminate reading. The prefix po- punctuaJises in

consciousness those events which are represented by indeterminate verbs or kinetic verbs which

may have a stative readinS- Let us consider these cases in detail beginning with lhe former.

In our investigation of the evem.-image development it was shown tha1 the first: aspectuaI

distinction is between static and kinetic events. Verbs representing inherently static events were

said to have a number ofpeculiarities which preclude their usage in certain grammatical fonns,

for example. stative verbs in English are unlikely to be used in the Progressive (./ am !mowing)

whereas Russian stative verbs resist their usage with prefixes ( •..Ja.Cy~" - ·start

existing). The feature ofSwis was also said to be more characteristic of nouns., consequently,

there is a limited number ofverbs representing static events. It was also said that a number

of verbs, especially in English, are unmarked for a lexical aspect in the lexicon, and acquire

one when they are used in speech. In other words., lexical aspects may be a contextual category.

i.e. acategory ofdiscourse ratherthan oftongue. Forexamp1e. the verbsingis neither-determinate

(telic) nor indeterminate (atelic) in the lexicon, in the system of the language. This verb,
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nevenheless, may have a tdie (determinate) reading with a definite quantity ofthe event (sing

a song) • and an atelic (indeterminate) reading when the event is not quantified (sing songs,

sing like an angel). The same applies to Russian vcros. Some ofthe verbs, for instance, the

verbs of motion, have a morphologically marked contRSt and are either detenninate or

indeterrnirwe in the lexicon, in the language system, i.e. a certain lexical aspect is associated

with each ofthose vubs in any oftheir forms. Other" verbs are not marked for the Directional

Aktionsart in the lexicon, and there is no mOfllhological means that could refer those verbs

to a definite lexical aspect. Such verbs may have either of the aspectual meanings related to

a certain stage ofeva1t-tmage development. For example, the verb stand both in English and

Russian may be ascribed the Stative Aktionsart when it used with inanimate subjects, and the

Non-Stative Aktionsart when it is used with animate subjects. In the first case the verb stand

will display the propenies ofinherentiy stative verbs, i.e. verbs mentally marked for the Stative

lexical aspect (1080), one! would ..,;" Os usoge wrth the !'rogJ<ssNe ;" Englim one! wrth prefixes

in Russian (10Sb). In the second case the verb standwill not have such restrictions. as in (lOSe):

(108) a. Thebes stood on the banks of the Nile.

<1>HBw cro.IUI~ na 6epery HHJta
Thebes sund..PLPAST 011 bank.PREP. Nile.GEN.

b. ·Thebes wu standing on the banks of the N"de

·4>HBW noCTO.IlJIH na 6epery HHJta
Thebes standPLPAST on bank.PREP. Nile.GEN.

c. I stood/was standing on the banks of the Nile

$I croJUt""/noCTO...,fIIf Ha 6epery HKJla
I SlIDd.SO.PAST bank.PREP. NiIe.GEN.
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We can consequently say that the verb stand in both languages is not marked for the

Stative or the Non-5tarive Aktionsart in the lexicon, and can have either when used in discourse.

The same applies to the lexical aspect in many other verbs. For example. the verb eat may have

either a Determinate or Indetenninate aspect in discourse yet it does not have either of them

in the lexicon. Moreover, insomecases the verb might lack this aspect even in discourse, remaining

semantically unmarked for the Directional aspect. Compare the following Russian examples

where the unpre6xed verb WI in Russian can be interpreted as either telic (I09a) or atelic (l09b):

(109) a. SI~ pw6y
I eaLSO.PAST fish.ACC.
'I ate/was eating the fish'

b.J!"'-'
leatSG.PAST
'I ate/was eating " 'I was having a meal'

The same verb with prefixes demonstrates a quite different behaviour: the prefix s- only

allows the telic. or determinate interpretation ofthe verb (110.) whereas the pre6xpo- suggests

the ateIic interpretation (110e):

(110) a. R C1>CJtpr{ Phl15y
I catSG.PAST rI5h..ACC.
'I atelhave eaten the fish'

b. oJ! C'>CJI'"
I eatSG.PAST

c. $I noe.nprf pbI6h1
I eal.SO.PAST lish.GEN.
'I at~aveeaten(some) fish', 'I had a meal offish'
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d. R [JoeJt'"
I eal.SG.PAST
'I atelhave eaten', 'I (have) had a meal'

Ifwe considerexarnple(IIOc) above. we can 6nd several indications that the verb with

the preflx~has the lndeterminate lexical aspect: the use of the Genitive implies an indefinite

quantity of the object. consequently, ofthe event. The Accusative is also possible in this case

(Hnoenpw~) which wouIdslighdymodifYthemeaning: d: would bebest ttanslaled as 'latelhave

eaten some of the fish' with a possible implication that I was not meant to do it. nus implication

ofthe absence oftelos and/or ofend-point is even more clearly pen::eivcd ifthe subject is changed.,

cf. KpWCbl noenu pw6y 'Rats (the rats) ate the fish'. The second indication is the possibility

of the usage without an object, i.e. without quantifYing the event, as in (IIOd). It is impossible

in the case ofthe verb with the prefix s- (I lOb) which requires an object unless the object is

explicitJy expressed in the preceding context.

These considerations lcad to the conclusion that for a number ofverbs the lexical aspect

is a contextual category, and they might have opposing interpretations. The semantics of the

prefixes interplays with thatofthe lexical Aktionsan, eitherinherent or contextual. and contributes

to the impressionofgrearer polysemy of the prefixes when. in fact, it is a matter ofme polysemy

of the verb.

We are now in a position to assess the functioning oftbe aspoctual prefixes in Russian,

i.e. the use of the prefixes to specifY a lexical Aktionsart which results in perfectivity of the

imperfective verb after it is prefixed. The prefix $- is used with verbs which represent kinetic

events in their detenninate meaning, for example:
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(Ill) a. J1eJt.Th /deJ.at·/ ·do. make'

b. HrPaTh /igrat·/ 'play'

c. npHTl> /vant·/·cook. boil'

CAeJlan.pot" /sdeJ.at·/·make·

cwrpan. ,.r/sygrat·/'play·

CBaPKn."" /svant'/'boil, cook'.

The pre6xpo- is used with the verbs which represent a kinetic event either capable of

being static or a kinetic event in its indeterminate meaning:

(112) a.. J1en:Ul> .... /delat·/·do. make'

b. Hrpan."/igraf/·play'

c. B.pKTb .... /vant'l·cook.. boil'

1l0J1eJ1.Tb pot" /poddat'I'do'

[loKrpan. pot"lpoigrat'/'have a play'

[108ap~/povarit·I'boil. cook for a while'

The addition ofthe prefixpo- punctUalises the event in time, hence an additional shade

ofmeaning 'for a while. for some time' which is fdt in these verbs.

Apparently. some events may not be semantically and morphologically marked for both

the Determinate or Indeterminate lexical aspects. In this case it appears thaf the prefix po-

is used to represent the totality of the event in consciousness. and the derivation by means of

the prefixs- is impossible. Such verbs as: rtooopunu. P"1/podarit'I'present, donate'. nax8aJltmu, r-t"

/poxvalif/'praise', nOZllA(Jerru.r-t" /pogIjadet'1 'look.. talee a look.. have a look' lack the shade

ofmeaning 'for a while., for some time' which is characteristic ofatelic (indeterminate) verbs.

There are a number ofcases when the above general statement does not hold true.

For example. in order to express a perfective event neither oflhe above prefixes are added,

and a variety ofother prefixes may be used instead. Such cases may be explained in three ways.

Some verbs seem to be following an old pattern and employ particular prefixes wifh
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punctualising effect. For example., many verbs ofperception. mental activity or emotions are

used with the prefixes u- or o(b-): yeu8emlbprf fuvidet'/'scc', Y071bl8lllnbCJt"'" lustydit'sjal

'become ashamed' (the prefixpo- is also possible with this verb'), 06paDoaanu,'II''' lobradovat'f

'please'•ocMenenu.""losmelet"'getbold'. The preferential use ofadifferent prefix to punctualise

an event in consciousness may be connected to the special meaning oflhose verbs which unites

them into semantic subclasses such as 'Vttbs of perception' etc.

Secondly, the perfectivisation with the prefix s- may be prevented by the existence of

another verb with the same prefix which has a distinctly different meaning, C[ l,lumanu....

tatat'I'read' - C4.wnamb""" !stitat'/'count' and 'opine., consider'. [0 such cases the prefix

with a spatial meaning was reinterpreted in the derivational sense long before the prefix $- stane<!

to be used in the aspcctUal sense. (n order to cepress a punctual event in these cascs a different

prefix is used which ecpresses the semantic function oCtile pTdix $- and is devoid or its spatial

or temporal reference: n~umambpo1.

Thirdly, there are instances when an event punctual in consciousness may be represented

by any other prefix idiosyncratically because of the traditional usage, e.g. nwm.1mfI Ipit'/

8blru.uTlbpfIvypit'!'drink', tllJCQITllb"""!PisaJ.'!- Ha1t.LICQI1U,l"'1!napisat'!'write'. [n such cases

the prefixes 'Y- and 110.. may be treated as granunatica1 synomyms or aspecrual variants of the

prefix s- with the meaning 'determinate event punctualised in consciousness'. These prefixed

verbs fit in into the derivational aspectual paradigm as well as the regular formations with the

prefix $- (Table 5.1.)

The tint column ofthe verbs in the table is an imperfective which is unrrwked for either
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determinate or indeterminate aspect, the second column contains perfectives which are used

to represent telic events, and the third column contains perfectives which are used to represent

an indeterminate event. The use ofdifferent prefixes with determinate events (second column),

consequently, must be attributed to a certain amount of variation which any language system

has. Suchvariation, nevertheless, does not violate thegenen1 structureofthe aspectuaI subsystems.

Imperfective Determinate Pence· Indeterminate Perfce· Translation
tive tive

Auano'" CJleJIan.prf nOAeJlan.,.t" 'do, make'

npocKn>" CnpOCKTlo ..... aoopoclrt1>I'd 'ask'

rpen.... corpen...... aorpen.prf 'heat'

PUThioop copsaThprf nopsaTbprf 'tear'

IIHCaTh- HanHcaThprf nOOHCaThpof 'write'

"IHTa""-- npo"lHTaTh,.r nO"lHTI.Th,.r 'read'

mm." ."""",,'" nomrn.,.r 'drink'

PlIJI.OBaTba, 06p3,lI,oBaTbl'd DOPllJl.OJaTbl'd 'please'

Table 5.1. Aspectual derivation of the Directional.

5.4 Summary ofthe prefixes.

The Russian pre6xesappearto have two major functions: providing spatial andIortemporai

specification which turns an imperfective event into perfective as a consequence of that

specification, except for those imperfective verbs which represent a habitual variety ofrepetitive
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events. The second function is to specify the kind ofthe Directional aspect, either the Determinate

or the Indeterminate, for those verbs which are not semantically marked for that aspect in the

lexicon. The latter process is normally performed by the prefix $- to mark the Detenninate

and by the prefixpo- to mark the Indeterminate. The prefixs- may have a number offunctional

synonyms. the so-called 'empty' prefixes which have a limited distnbution and perform the

same function with specific semantic classes ofverbs or individual verbs. apparently, due to

various historical reasons.

Some vms which do not have the Directional in their semantic potential can only be

used with one of the prefixes (po--), or may be prefixed with $- in its spatial meaning.

The verbs ofmotion which inher"ently are semantically marked for the Directional, only

have the spatial and temporal meanings with the prefixes $- and po-.

The perfectivisingroleofthe prefixes, therefore. comprises different derivational processes

creating aspectUal distinctions of the pre-Perspective level.
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Chapter Six.

Aspecrual subsystems of Russian.

In this chapter the subsystems oflexical aspectS ofRussian are presented wroth find

their manifestation in the contrastive categories of the perfective and the Imperfective. The

chapter is structured in the following way. The problem ofmarkedness is addressed in the first

section. It is followed by suggestions concerning a stratified system oflexical aspects wroth

comprise a cognitive space ofbinary oppositions in different dimensions as potemial meanings.

These meanings may be a property of the verb as a unit oflanguage (tongue), or may be present

in the semantics ofverb forms in discourse as actllal meanings, or may remain in the semantic

potential without aetualisation (6.2). This is followed by a brief analysis ofvarious means of

expressing the aspectUal meanings and their interaction in Russian (6.3).

6.1 Russian aspects and markedness.

It is widely believed that the verbal system ofRussian comprises the opposition ofewo

aspects - perfective and imperfective. The category is treated as locioo-grammatical since most

verbs in any of their paradigmatic forms belong to either aspect.

The essence of the aspectUal contrast, however, is difficult to describe in tenns of a

simple binary opposition as it appears that the semantic and functional potential ofthe aspects

largely do not coincide. The Academy Grammar ofRussian 1960, for instance, states that

the category ofaspect denotes that the action expressed by the verb is presented
a) in its duration, in the course of its perfonnance, and thus in its duration or
repetitiveness, e.g. .xwnh liirJ 'to live', nemb/pet'l 'to sing', pa60mamb
Irabotat'/'to work', xoaumb/xodit'l 'to go', 4wnamb/eitat'!'to read'; b)
as limited, concentrated in some limit of accomplishment, be it the moment of



the appearance, beginning ofthe action or the moment of its completion, its
result, e.g...xUlenu.!zapet.'! 'to start singing'. KOft'l.wnl> lkonCit'! 'to finish',
no6e:Ja:unl> !pobe:tat'!'to start nmning', nporteJnl>!propet'!'to sing to the
end', nptIumu Iprijtil 'to come', y.JHQ1J1l> luznat'! 'to find out', yumu Iujtil
'to leave'.

The verbs denoting durative or repetitive actions., are called imperfective
veros; the verbs denoting an action at some moment ofits completion, an action
in its limit, in its result, are ca1led perfective verbs (Istrina 1960:424, translation
is mine - VV).

From the above definition one can conclude that the semantic range afme imperfective

is totally different from the perfective. Besides, as lstrina adds in a note, "the meaning of

completion, n:suJtativity may combine with an image ofas previous duration which can be seen

from such verbs as HaKYnwJ1l> (IOU.JZI!nakupit' (knigy'to buy (a lot ofbooks), o6oWnu (OOfqlyC:

&.wa.) !obojti (vokrug doma)l'to walk (around the house)', noeynJl171.l> !poguljat'! 'to take

a walk, rtC.01CUnl>!pospat'!'to sleep (for a while)', npocuaeml> (sao KO'l.l» !prosidet' (vsju

noe)/'to stay up (all night)'. These verbs denote a durative., continuous action but it is presented

in its completion, in its limit (and not in its progress) and thus refers to perfective verbs" (Istrina

1960:424).

1be contnst between the two Russian aspects may consequently be descnbed in tenns

ofprivative oppositions when "one term is defined positively, in tenns ofits essential and inherent

meaning, and the other is defined negatively, as not inherently possessing the meaning of the

'marked' member, although it mayneverthelesstnquentlyexpress othermeanings, and sometimes

may even carry the meaning which is inherent in the 'marked' member" (Forsyth 1970:6). This

approach was first outlined by Jakobson:

1be asymmetry ofa correlative grammatical form can be characterized as the
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antinomy bdwet:n tbe signalisation of A and tbe non-signalisation of A.
Two signs may mer to the same obj«tive rulity, but the meaning ofone
of the signs singles out a certain mark (A) of this given reality, whereas the
meaning of the other sign makes no mention of this mark (Jakobson 1984
[1932]:12).

The above explication impGes that markedness can be observed on the semantic level

as well as in morphology, i.e. the signalisation ofsome semantic entity may be correlated with

a certain type ofmorphemes, or with the absence of such morphemes. In order to determine

the marked status ofeither of the two Russian grammatical aspects, let us briefly review the

semantic and the morphologicaJ markedness of the verbs in this language.

6. I. I Semantic markedness.

In general terms, one can see two basicallydifferent approaches to the semantic treatment

of Russian aspects. One of them is to summarize the distinction between the two in one

comprehensive contrast, either negative or positive. The other approach attempts to contrast

the two aspects by a fllURber of related semantic features which may be predominant or optional

for either of the aspects.

A typicaJ example ofthe first approach is that ofForsyth who states that "a perfective

verb expresses the aaion as a total event summed up with refermce to a single specific juncture"

(Forsyth 1970:8) while the imperfective is tTCated as the aspect which may denote anything

else.

The second approach is exemplified by the work ofBondarlc.o who treats aspectual

contrasts in terms of..semantic potentials" consisting ofthe features Totality, Process(ness),
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Ternporal Localisation, Duration, Sudden Occurrence. Simuftaneity and Sequencing (Bondarko

1971:12-15). All these features may have five values., not just a plus for the presence or a minus

for the absence: I} the featur.e has a constant. invariant expression with a cettain aspect; 2)

the feanue maybe~ optionaIJy; 3) the feature maybe.,.,.......s W>der speCaI condrtions

(arising from the lexical or syntactical context); 4) the non-expression of the feature may be

restricted by special conditions; and 5) the expression of the feature;s impossible (Bondarko

197t:(2). The semantic potential oftheaspcctUal contrast appears in the fonn ofa matrix where

all of the above~mentionedfeatures are presented in different vaJues for each of the aspects

(Bondarko 1971:16).

A somewhat different approach is demonstrated by Comrie (1976). After discussing

the category ofmarlc:edness. he states that in many cases the criteria ofmarkedness (semantic.

morphological. statistical) conflict and "in general, mOfJIhological criteria are the least telling.

since the mOfJIhoiogy often reflects systematic correspondences ofan earlier period in the history

ofa language" (Comrie 1976:lll). For Slavonic languages Comrie postulates the marlc:edness

of the perfective:

The Perfective is the marked member ofthe PerfectivtlImperfective opposition.
but it cannot always be replaced by the Imperfective, i.e. the Perfective always
has the perfective meaning, whereas the Imperfective mayor may not have
imperfective meaning (Comrie 1976: 112).

In the present paper we shall presume the existence of the single contrast that underlies

the aspectual contrast between perfective and imperfective verbs (the Perspective. see 3.2) while

the actual verbaJ forms are treated in the complexity oftheir semantics as comprising several
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subaspects, or as demonstrating the cumulation of lelCicaJ aspects indicated by different

morphological means.

6.1.2 Morphological markedness.

TIle morphological markedness in Russian verbs is subjea. to quite contrary treatments.

It is a commonly known fact that inherently, in the lexicon, Russian verbs are either perfective

or imperfective with the exception ofa limited number ofbi-aspectual verbs (Istrina 1960:425;

Skott 1979). But this binary opposition is blurred by numerous irregularities. and '<although

the majority ofRussian verbs can be grouped in a.spectuaI pain. a considerable number cannot"

(Forsyth 1970:32). Thereareimperfectives which lackperfectivepairs, i.e. BopombCAJborot'sjal

<struggle'. OhtiUlA8ermJvygljadet'I<!ook, seem', nexamb /lei-afl 'lie', or perfectives that

lack an imperfectivecountc:rpan: ynU3Hy1JU> luliznut'l 'slip away'. XIIblftymb Ixlynut'l<come

rushing' (Forsyth 1970:32). There are also multiple relationships (trios, quadriplets and whole

families), such as

(113) a. Blnan."'/vjazat'1 'tie, bind'

CB.IlJaTh'" Isvjazat'l 'tie, bind together'

CBJl3WaTh.... Isvjazyvat'l<tie. bind together'

b. pa~ lrastil<grow'

BwpaCTH"c Ivyrastil <grow up'

BblpaCTan...... /vyrastat·1 'grow up' (Forsyth 1970:46)

c. 6poCHThpo1' /brosit'/<throw'

6pocan.-'/brosat·l<throw, be throwing'
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6pacwan.... /brasyvat'rthrow (repetitively)'

d. CKa3an.JI'f /skazat'/ 'say'

cKa:JWlIan.... /skazyvat'/·say (habitually)'

roaopHTh "'/govarit·/·say. speak'

roup HUn. "'/govanvat·/·say. speak (habitually)'

e. KpH"l.n.... lkrieat·/·shout'

KpHKH}'1'b pdlkriknut'/'shout (once)'

KpHXHBan. ... llcriki.vat·/·shout (repetitively)'

nOKpH"lan. "rt/pobitat'/ 'shout (for a while)'

nOKpHKKUTb"'/pokrikivat'/'shout (keep on shouting)'

Examples in (113) demonstrate that the number and variety ofmorphological means

which are used to create the aspectuaI contrasts in Russian, is fairly big. It may be prefixation,

suffixation,andacombinationofthetwo. Besidescreatingaperfectiveorirnpe:lfectivecounterpart

ofthe verb. these processes also considerably change the semantics of the base form adding

the meanings and distinctions discussed in Chapter Three. The question then arises whether

the different morphological means are used for different purposes (changing the aspect on the

way) and whether it is poSSIble at all to speak about morphological markedness of the perfective

and imperfective aspects in Russian.

Here we also confront a lot ofcontrov~_For example. Jakobson states that

The dust:s oCtbe verb are formed by means oftwo "aspect correlations" and
two "'voice correlations".
The general .spect corrdation is "perfective" (marked) - "imperfective"
(unmarked) (Jakobson 1984[1932):3).

Contrary to the previous statement, Jakobsen provides numerous examples when the
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perfective verb stems lack some formative element present in imperfective sterns: "all these

differences in theformofthetwo correlative verbs display an iconic congruencewith the opposition

oftheir grammatical meanings. The perfective signalizes a limited extent of the narrated event,

and correspondingly, a lesser rumber ofphoncrnc:s chanlcterises the p£ stem suffix" (1akobson

1984 [1966):28). In otherwords, whatappears to be marked semantically(perfcctive) isunmarked.

morphologically in the stem, whereas a semantically unmarked. member of the opposition

(imperfective) is morphologically marked by stem-building suffixes. But even this statement

does not appear to be always true. It is not true in the case of the punctualising suffix-nu-

which turns imperfectives into perfectives:

(114) a. KYPHTb lkurit'/·smoke·

b. KallLlUlTb lkaSljat'/·cough·

c. Aepran. "'/djorgat'/'pull'

KYpHYTbl"f lkurnut'/ 'have a smoke'

KatnJUlHY"T'bpd 1k~ljanut'/'cough (once)'

AepH)'Tbprf /djornut'/'gi~a pull'

In these cases the perfective is marlc:ed both semantically, as indicated above, and

morphologically by the nasal suffix.

When it comes to prefixation which presumably marks the perfective, we are confronted

with the secondary imperfec:tivc:s thaJ. are marlced by the suffix /-va-f or its aIIomorphs whereas

I The Academy Granunar ofRussian distingui5bes the unproductive suJflX ...- from modem productive suft1xes
-u..- (-1>1.-) and from the productive suftt'«lS -OBa- (-e..-), -110"· which are used fO derive verbs from llQW\S

(Tstrina 1960:432,543). Taking into ICCOWIt the semanlics tnd the function of these suftt\(e5 we $hall rteat them
all asallomorphs oflhe impafectiveliterative suffi..\( -WJ- in order to preserve the integrity ofthc present anaysis.
This simplifICation may bejustilied by thc fad that we are It1aDpling to provide a sync/tron<: desaiplionofthe
Russian 1I'CIbal system wbc:J"eas !he morphological variatiom of the imperfect.ivising suffIX should seek their
apIanation intbe hisl:cwy of the language..
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the prefixed perfective might be treated as unmarlced. In the pairs ofunprefixed imperfectives

and prefixed perfectives (II Sa and 116a below), it is the latter which is morphologjcally nwkod.

However, taking into account the lexical meaning ofthe prefix on the verbaJ fonn., the prefixed

verbs make better pairs (115b, 116b), and in this case it is the perfective that remains unmarked

while the imperfective is marked by the suffix:

(115) a. KaWJIJITb"'lkaSljat'/ 'cough' - nOKa.IlL/LIl1'bl'"f /pokaSljat'/ 'cough (for a while)'

b. DOKlLII1JlJlTI>""' /powtjat'/'cough (for a while) -

nOfCatnnll..n..... /pokdlivat'/·cough (now and again)'

(116) a. ItYPHTh.... lkurit·/·smoke· - nOKYPtfl1>IId' /pokurit'/·smoke., have a smoke'

b. nOKYpHTbJ-f /pokurit'/'smoke, have a smoke' -

nOKYPHBu'h-'/pokurivat'/'have a smoke now and again', 'be smoking'

Somegroupsofverbs, gxh asverbsof'tndetennina1:emovement, producea homophonous

aspectual pair when prefixed:

(117) a. 6eran.""" Ibegat'/'run' c6eraTb'"' 'run and return'

b. JleTaTb'" !letat'/'fly'

c. xO,l,KT'h"'/xodit'! 'go'

CIleTaThI'"f'flyand return' CJleTa:n.- 'fly off'

CXO,ltKT1>1'"f 'go and come back' CXOJUlTb" 'go off';

There is also an impoltant question ofsomewhat idiosyncratic behaviour of the aspect

changing suffixes and prefixes. It appears that the punctualising (semelfactive) suffix -nu- can

not be added to many verbs even in colloquial language:
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(118) a. '1HTaTh /at.e/·read'

b. CIUTh /spat'l'sleep'

c. CHAeTb Isidet'l 'sit'

The so-called iterative imperfectivising suffix-~ and its allomorphs also demonstrate

some kind ofselective behaviour. they can be added to a limited number of unprefixed verbs

both perfective and imperfective (119a) while in other" cases they can only appear with the verbal

stem in the combination with a prefix (ll9b and c):

(119) a. JleTb,..r/det'l

JlaTb,..r/dat'l

KH,D,aTh-llcidat'l

CH,lJ;en.irnp Isidet'l

b. CTOJfTb"'" Istojat'l

npOCTOJfTb,..r Iprostajat'l

HaCTO.llTb,..r/nastojat'l

c. 'IKTaTh"/citat'1

noqKTaTh,rf" lpoeitat'l

rrpo'lHTan.,..r Icitat'l

Aenn."/devat'l·put. stash'

Au.n.-'/davat'/·gjve·

KKJUds.Th..... lkidyvat'/·throw·

CIDKHBaThilllp Isiiyvat'I'sit'

·C11lJlsaTh 'stand'

npoCTaKlBn."/prostaivat'/·stand around'. 'be idle'

uaCTI.lfun."/nasuivat'l·insist',

?·1tIfThlUTh /cityvat'/'read'

rrO"lKTblBan.imp Icityvat'/'read (for while)'

np01tKTbIBaTbimp Icityvat'l 'read (through)'

The fact that prelixation does not necessarily lead to perfectivisation (see examples

l17) and that it is involved in intricate interrelation with ptrfectivising and imperfectivising

suffixes (119) must lead to the conclusion that we can not speak about the perfective and

imperfective as being morphologically marked or unmarked: the number ofexceptions and
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counterexamples to the claims ofthe markedness of either aspect is too big to be dismissed.

At the same time we insist on the idea that both prefixation and suffixation represent aspectual

differences of the pre-ehronogenetic level, i.e. lexical aspects. Their possible hierarchy and

structure is presented in the following section..

6.2 Lexical aspects as a multi-dimensional structure.

The claim that the meaning of tile imperfective implies either a durative or an iterative

event (6.1) suggests that these two meanings are the basis for the notion ofimperfectivity which

serves as an umbrella category uniting the two according to the cognitive feature they have

in common.. This feature was said to be the notion oCthe subject of the event inside the event

(see 3.2). An imperfective verb, consequently, has the meanings ofdurativity and iterativity

in the lexicon as its semantic potential, and when the verb is used in discourse, generally one

of the meanings gets actualised. Imperfective Russian verbs, consequently, should nonnally

be translated into English as implicating these two meanings. e.g. nueatnb 'be writing, write'.

1be context oCthe sentence will either aetualise one of them (120a.,b), or will allow for both

interpretations (120c):

(120) a. $I nH~ pOMaKW
I wr11e.1 SG.PRES. novd.ACC.PL
'I write novels'

b. H rnuuy..... UHCbMO

( wr1le.ISG.PRES Idter.ACC.SG.
'I am writing a letter'
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C.SlIIHmr
[ write.ISO.PRES

'I write/am writing'; 'I am a writer'

Similarly, a perfective verb incorporates the ideas ofa punctual event, i.e. Semelfactive

aspect.. and an event which is punctualised in consciousness. i.e. non-semelfactive yet wrapped

up in consciousness to a single entity, compare a semelfaetive verb KpUKHymbrxf Ikriknut'/

'shout (once)' and non·semeIfactive perfective 1lCIKpU'«lI11b prf /pokrieat'/ 'shout (for a while)'.

We might therefore postulate the existence ofa hierarchy ofaspectual distinctions in

Russian with the Inherent aspect being at the foundation ofit and every other level being another

dimension which may be realised and aetualised in the verb or may remain unspecified. The

system comprises scverallevels and a binary contrast at each of them. The semantics of the

verbs may be analysed as progressing from the verbs which are unmarked for perfectivity or

irnperfectivity, Le. biaspectua1 verbs of the type CYOumb /Sl.ldit'/ 'judge, tty', XeHUI1lb /ienit'/

'marry' as having only the Inherent lexical aspect. i.e. their ability to identify an event ofa certain

nature, the type ofthe event. When put into the context ofthe unerance, these verbs may acquire

either a perfective (12Ia) or imperfective (12Ib) reading:

(121) 8. 3aBTPa CKMncoua cy.lllIT
Tomorrow Simpson.ACC. judge.3PL.PRES.

'They will try Simpson tomorrow', 'Tomorrow is Simpson's trial'

b. CHMllCOHa CY,IUlT )')ICe ltDa mAa
Simpson.Acc. judgc.3PLPRES. already lWO year.SO.OEN

'They have been trying Simpson for two years'
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The following Diagram 3 illustrates the stnJeture of lexica! aspects and the different

levels. It reflects the main differences between different typesoflexicaJ aspect. Level One represents

lnherent aspect. The Inherent was described in Chapter Three (3.2.1) as the lexica! identifier

of the event. It is the type of aspect which notional words have in cornman., for example 10

shoot, Q shol, shooting have the same lexical aspect which identifies a definite type ofevents.

It is thus impoSSIble for a verb not to have any Inherent aspect in the lexicon except for auxiliaries.

Level I: the Inherent

Level 2: the Kinetic

Level 3: tbe Dirtttional

Inherent

Stalive Non-Stalive

Detenninate Indeterminate

Level 4: the GeKhehensart

Level 5: the Penpec:tive

Semelfactive Indiscriminate

Perfective

Diagram 3.

Iterative:

Imperfective

The second level of the lexical aspects is created by the opposition between the

representations ofstatic and non-static (kinetic) events and corresponds to the cognitive image

of the presence or absence of movemem or change. Verbs representing static events can not

form anyaspectual distinctions other than those ofimperfectivity and continuous., indiscriminate

0CQ.ltRflCC. Ifthe verb is marked for the Stative in the lexicon, it can not form aspectUa1 distinctions
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by means of the prefixes. or be involved in the suffixational derivation. This is the case ofa

very limited number ofverbs, such as /cnow, exist. be. be/otlg. Other verbs might have a static

reading in a partiaJIar COIU:e:a, and in this case they behave morphologically in the same way

as the verbs inhertntly marked as stative in the lexicon. Otherwise, the same verbs have a kinetic

reading and may be modified by means ofprefixes and suffixes. Cf. the example with the verb

Slant/in 5.3 where the verb in the sentence Thebes stood on the banlcsojthe Nile can be added

neither suffixes nor prefixes whereas the verb in the sentence I stood on the ballles OIJ the Nile

can be modified in the following ways: nocmoJUf'f IposlojaV 'sz:ocxI for a while., was standing',

nocmc:wean-lpostaivalI'used to stand (for some time)', npocmauean"/prostaiva1l'used

to stand for a long time'.

The third Ievd ofaspectuaI semantics comprises the opposition between determinate

and indeterminate verbs., Le. the lexical disrinctiondescribod as the Directional in 3.2. In Russian

and non-Southern Slavic languages the morphological contrast between determinate and

indeterminate vms involves only a small group of the verbs of motion. These verbs must be

presumed to be semanticallymarked fordle Directional in the lexicon. The overwhelming majority

have the determinate and indeterminate meanings as potential which may be revealed in the

context ofan utterance.. A raunber ofverbs may have the contrast when one adds the prefixes

s- and po- which mark the verb as either detenninate or indeterminate., as in otenlbfl'1 and

nonert1bpf 'sing'. Not surprisingly, these prefixes do not have the same effect with the verbs

ofmotion which are already semantically marked for the Directional in the lexicon: the prefix

s- preserves its spatia.I meaning with both determinate and indeterminate verbs of motion. e.g.
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cnememt>\lI'f /slttet'/'fall air - cnema17lt> .... /sletat·/·be falling air. and the prefixpo- acts

as a marker of the inchoative with determinate verbs of motion and punetualises the event in

consciousness with indetemUna1e verbs ofmotion. e.g. nmemema.prf /poletet'/ 'set into Oying,

start Oying' - nanemaml>l'"f /poletat'/·f1.y for a while'. for more details see 6.3.4.

Yet another group ofverbs may not have a contrast between the determinate and the

indeterminate reading if there is no morphological contrast created by the two prefixes., e.g.

U4jmtUnl>-'&tit·/·joke· - IlOlLYrrwml> pi" /poJutit'/'tell a joke' - ·cwymwnl>. Such verbs

may be said to lack the notion of the Directional aspects in their semantic potential.

1belast two IevdsofAktionsart semanticscon-espond to the cognitive features ofManner

ofthe Occurrence and the position of the subject of the event. The lattercategory is represented

by the distinction between Perfective aspect and Imperfective aspect. The Perfective and the

lmpc:rfective are not necessarily present in the verbs as units oflexicon. Examples on page 207

indicate that some verbs receive the perfective or imperfective interpretation only in the context

ofan utterance. [t means that such verbs only have the [nherent lexical aspect but they can

potentially be either perfective or imperfective.

The Perfective is most closely associaled with the possible cognitive representation

ofthe punctual event at the fourth level, i.e. with the cognitive feature of the Manner of the

Occ:urrenc:e. The lexical aspects ofthe founh level serve to represent an event as punctual in

perception, i.e. the Semelfactive, or as punctual in consciousness. Any event represented by

a perfective verb may consequently be either. Forexample, the perfective verb 6pocuml>Alrosit'/

·throw. abandon' may have a punctual. or semeLfaetive reading with concrete objects, as in
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6pocunu. Ka.weK.. lbrosit' kamen'/ 'throw a stone', and a non-semelfactive reading. i.e.

representing a punetual event in consciousness, as in 6pocwn.. KYPum.. lbrosit' kurit'/ 'quit

smoking'. This last event could have been spread through a significant time period and is not

nccessariI.y begun and finished within the time span ofone perceptive aet. The verb 6pocwn..

in the lexicon. consequently, is not marked for the lexical aspect arising at the founh level, but

it can acquire one in the context ofan utterance.

Similarly, Imperfective aspect serves as the umbreUa category comprising the notions

ofcontinuity and iterativity. An imperfective verb can be marked faT the two notions in the

lexicon, as, for example, unprefixed verbs with the suffix -yva- are marked for iterativity

(aca3..uJcun.. /sbzyvat'/'say'. xa:xueanu. Infyvat'l 'go', Hawueam.. /ndyvat'/·carry').

normally in the habitual sense.. An impc:Ifc:aive verb may also be unmarIced for the Iocical aspects

representing the mannerofoccurrence, and the two lexical aspects ofthis level. becomecontextUally

dependent categories. For example, 4.wnam.. /Cita.t'/ 'read' may represent either a continuous

event (122a), or an iterative event in perception (122b) in response to the question What are

you doing, or it may represent an iterative event in consciousness. i.e. a habitual event (122c)

in response to the question What do you do itl the evetlitlgs:

(122) a. j{ "I.KTaIO""" XHHI1'
I rad.ISG.PRES. book.SO.ACC

'I am reading a book'

b. 51 nO'lHTWBalO'" KHHry
(rcadlSG.PRES. book.SG.ACC
'I read the book (now and again)'
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c. Sf qHTaJO'" KHHI1f

I rcad..ISO.PRES. book.PLACC

'r ..ad books (hab;tualIy)'

The use ofthe imperfective verb nearlyalways implies eithercontinuity. uninterruptedness

or repetitiveness and habituality except when verbs are used to represent the Inherent. These

two meanings linger in the semantic potential of any imperfective verb. and are nonnally

disambiguated by the linguistic or situational context.

We may postulate that the morphological potential ofRussian verbs. i.e. their ability

to combine with certain prefixes and suffixes is entirely determined by the interaction of the

lexical aspects. and is a result of various markedness values for certain levels ofaspects. In

other words, verbs may be inherently marked in the lexicon for aspects ofevery leve~ or they

may be marked for only one level, with the possaoi!ity ofacquiring one ofthe aspects ofa lower

level as an actual meaning in discourse.

6.3 Analysis of the aspectual subsystems of Russian.

Now we are in a position to analyse the aspectuaJ distinctions of Russian and the

morphoklgical means fortheirexpression. The desaiption ofthe different levels. though correlated

with the stages of the event·image development, will begin with the discussion, first, of the

Inherent followed by the Perspective. the Geschenensarten, the Directional and the Kinetic.

1bedescription will follow the same pattern: first the existenceofa verbal subclass morphologically

and/or semantically marked for the respectiveaspectu.allevel will be established. This is followed

by a discussion of the mocphology used to express the same aspectual distinctions with verbs
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not inherently marked forthe aspea of that level. In otbc:rwords, the description begins with

the most representative class ofverbs which have the lexical aspect as their aetuaJ meaning

in the lexicon, and proceeds to the description ofverbs which are not marked for that aspect

in the lexicon but may render the same aspeetual distinctions in discourse. or by means of

derivational morphology.

6.3.1 Inherent Aspect.

1lle most representative class of verbs to marlc the Inherent are the biaspecrual verbs

such as KaJHWllb lkaznit'/'cxewte'. These verbs only denote a certain type ofevent and do

not have any other aspectual infonnation in the lexicon. In discourse, however, these verbs

may act as either perfectives or imperfectives, Le. they have the notion of the Perspective in

their semantic potentiaL

Besides a very limited number of biaspectual verbs there are no special finite fonos

to represent merely the occurrence of some event. What corresponds to the English simple

forms are the finite verbal fonns ofeither perfective or imperfective aspect semantically marked

in the lexicon. However. when these verbs are used to convey the notion of the Inherent, the

distinction between the two Russian aspects is blurred and lurks onJy as a potentiality of

interpretation. To illustrate this point, the verbs in Forsyth's (1970:5) examples below are

supplied with variants ofme other aspc:ct. Even though the verbs in brackets have the opposite

aspect, they make perfect sense and can substitute the original fonns without changing the meaning

of the sentences:
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(123) a.. Kro DOK)'DaJI""" (JC}'1IHJII"'l) 3'1lI 6HJleThl1 - jI

Who buy.SO.PAST lbc:selicket.PLACC.·!
'Who bought these tickets - I did'

b. Obin~(nOJlY"l~ MOe IIHChMO? - Her, He noJIY'l~ (nOJlY'lHJII"'l)
YQlLPL receive.PLPAST my Icntt.SGACC. No not rec:eive.SG.PAST

'Did you get my letter? No, I haven't got it (didn't get it)'

c. 8w 6Y1J.eTe nOK)'Dan.....(~3'I)' IIlllJtII)'? ,
You.PL be..2PLPRES. buy.lNF. (buy.lPLPRES.) this halACC.'
Will you buy (are you going to buy) this hat?

d. nO)KanyHC'T'a, yxo,llHTeimp (yH:J:un'e"') -
Please 1O.IMPER2PL
'Please, go away'

As noted by Forsyth (1970:5), "in none of these sentences is theTe any question of

repetition. nOTis lher"e anyrl:ference to thedunuion ofthe action in time", i.e. none ofthe meanings

typically associated with the semantics ofthe imperl'ective verbs. The function ofthe imperfective

verbs here, according to Forsyth, is "simply to name the type ofaction. to identify it lexically,

along with the grammatical meaning ofthe fonn concerned - past tense, funn tense, impc:rative

etc. - but without refer-ence to perfectivity" (Forsyth 1910:6) and this is equally well done by

perfective verbs.

The disappearance ofthe contrast between perfective and imperfective verbs in certain

cases is noted and explained by many authors. Bonda.'"ko (1991 :16-71), for example, speaks

ofthe generalised-factual meaning ofthe imperfective aspect comparable to the concrete-factuaJ.

meaning of the perfective in the foUowing instances:
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(124) a. BaM 06 YroM AOICJla.llJ.[B~

You.PLDAT. .bouJ: this.PREP. ~PLPAST

'Has it been reponed to you?'

b. BaM 06 3TOM AOJlOJKHJIHfO'f?
You.PLDAT. about this.PREP. reporLPLPAST
'Has it been reponed to you (Did they report it to you)?'

In such cases "the speaker is simply interested in expressing the bare fact that such and

such event did takeplace, withoutany furtherimpl.ications. and in partiwlar without any implication

ofprogressive or habitual meaning" (Comrie 1976: 113) which can be illustrated by the waiter's

question Bw y:xe..lalCa.Jl:,LSWlU"""? Ivy uie zaIcazyvaliI'Have you alceady ordered?' (Comrie

1976: 113). The question does not imply either progressive or habitual meaning and just enquires

for the occurrence of the event.

6.3.1.1 Counterexamples.

The synonymity of the two verbs in rendering the 'factual' meaning, i.e. stating the

OCaJrrence ofthe event. is evident most frequently in interrogations when the very occurrence

ofsome event is requested whereas any othel" aspectual infonnation is irrelevant. Bondarko

insists that the two aspects are competing in the usages as in (124) above because the perfective

has the feature Totality (Limitedness) whereas the imperfective lacks this feature which makes

it possible in those contexts. This would not explain why the perfective and imperfective verbs

do not so easily interchange when a reference is made to the present moment. Bondarko's above
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examples in such case would imply quite different meanings:

(125) a. BaM 06 noM Jl;OKJIlUl,.hlBalO"J"""P?
You.PLDAT.•boutthis.PREP. repon.PLPRES.
'Is it (being) reported to you?'

b. BaM 015 3TOM ,lI;oJlo:IKaT"""?
You-PI...DAT. .oou.: this.PREP. rcport.PI...NON-PAST

'Will it be reported to you (Will they report it to you)?'

Anothercase whereverbs ofdifferent aspect can not be used interchangeably is in narration

regardless ofthe timeofreference. Here the substitution ofthe imperfective verb by the perfective

will lead to aconsiderable semantic reshaping ofthe whole narrated event or events. For example,

the substitution of the perfective verbs in (126) by imperfeaive verbs would necessarily imply

the typical meanings of the imperfective, i.e. the phrase should be translated either as a string

ofcontinuous or repetitive events, Le. I war waldng up, washing myself, dressing etc.. or I

used (0 wake up. wash, dress etc.

(126) SlICT'IJI", YMWJICJl, OAe.n:CJI H [Iomen Ha pa6o"I)'
[w-.kc up.SG.PAST wash.SG.PAST dress.SG.PAST and pSG.PAST to worl:.ACC.

'I woke up, washed, dressed and went to work'

Our explanation ofme counterexamples is based on the following assumption. In the

absence ofa special fonn for rendering the meaning of tile Inherent (similar to the simple tense

furms ofEnglish) this function is perfonned by either Russian morphological aspect. However,

the temporal reference ofthe non-past restricts their usage: since imperfective non.past forms

strongly imply the present time-sphere and perl"ective non-past forms necessarily denote a future,
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this semantic contrast precludes the substitution ofone aspect by the other when an explicit

reference is specifically made to present time. [f the present time sphere is not implied, i.e.

ifthe event is referred to the non-pasl which includes the future., the contrast between the perfective

and impc:rfectivevabsagainbocomc:sncubafised(see 121cand 127) as the contrast pmentlfuture

might often be not at issue. In such cases imperfective verbs in the present and the so-called

fiJtw-c (periphrastic fonn) may used interchangeably stating (naming) the event, i.e. conveying

the semantics of the Inherent:

(127) a. }l{eHlI(HHa. Bill 6epeTe..... lIJIaTbe?
woman.NOM. roo.PL. lakc.2PL.PRES. dress.ACC

'Madam, are you laking (=buying) the dress'

b. }l{eHIItHHa., Bbi 6YAeTe 6pan. -lIJIan.e?
woman.NOM. you.PL. be.2PLNON-PAST w.e..INF. drc:ss.ACC

'Madam, will you buy/are you buying the dress'

The non-aaualisation ofthe of the aspectual semantics other than that of the Inherent

as well as the time reference (either future or present) is notable in the indiscriminate usage

ofperfective (a) and impetfectivc: (b) verbs ofmation to refer to the future event in (128HI29):

(l28) a. 3alTpa H nocJIY,.r I MOCKBY
TornotTOW I go. ISO.NON-PAST 10 Moscow.ACC
'Tomorrow I am going/will go to Moscow'

b.3uTpa Jt eJIY..... 8 MecKIY
Tomorrow ( go. ISO.PRES. (oMOSCO\v.ACC

'Tomorrow [go to Moscow'
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(129) a. MUlls OpKJIeTKT Irl 10 ITOplDtJC
M.asba fiy.3SG.NON.PAST in Tuesday.ACC.

'Masha is Oying/will fly (in) on Tuesday'

b. Mawa OpltlrCT8.eT..... BO BTOPHHK

Mash. ny.3SG.PRES. in Tuesday.Ace.

'Masha flies (in) on Tuesday'

It might also be argued that despite the obvious synonymity the use of the imperfective

(i.e. present refer-ence) implies more imminency than the use of the perfective (which generally

has a future time reference), which can be illustrated by the announcements at railway stations:

{130} a. [lOe3A K3 POMaWKoBo oPK6YAeT Irl Ha neplwiJ: uyn,

Train-NOM fromRomashlcovo uri\'C..3SG.NON-PASToo first tr8Ck.ACC.

'The train from Romashkovo will arrive at Platform One'

b. [l0e3J1 K3 POManocoBO DPH611,(JaeT'" Ha OepBbtH nyn.

Train-NOM In:Jm RomashJcovo anive.3SG.PRES_ on rim lnICk.ACC.

'The train from Romashkovo is arriving at Platform One'

The first announcement is made as soon as the platfonn at which the train will arrive

becomes known, often well before it is due. The second announcement is heard as the train

may actually be observed approaching the station.

These slight distinctions connected to the pans ofthe non-past time sphere, nevertheless,

do not undermineour claim that they demonstrate the lnherentaspect expressed byeither perfective

or imperfective verbs.

The expression ofthe Inherent in reference to the present time is restricted due to the
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strong interference regarding the different time reference expressed by non-past perfective and

imperfective verbs. With future or past reference, however, there are hardly any restrictions

on the use ofeither to denote the Inherent meaning.

The impossibilityofthe substitutionofa perfective verb by an imperfective one in narration

(126), on the other hand, may be caused by the fact that nanation introduces a situational context

witfin whichotheraspeaual distinctionsplaya role, i.e. narntion providesa necessary bacIcground

ofsequencing which highlights the distinction between the perfective and imperfective. The

narration thus does not concentrate on just naming the events., it has a representation of the

event in the variety ofits aspectual representations.

We may conclude that it is apparently the common semantic property, the same Inherent

aspect shared by the two gnunmarical aspeas., the Perfective and the Imperfective., that allows

them to perform the function ofnaming an event. swing its occutY'mOe. In fact, the two aspects

are semantica1Jy equal and are not opposed in this usage. It is a separate question that the two

different forms. due to a variety ofother usages. may carry subconscious realisation of those

other usages, i.e. the potential interpretation as perfective versus imperfective with reference

to immediate present and in narration.

6.3.2 The Perspective.

The Perspective is used as a generic name for the aspects arising out of the cognitive

images ofthe subject of the event placed either outside the event or being situated inside the

event. The linguistic correspondence to the first image is the Perfective., and the correspondence
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to the second image is the lmperfective. Very often this semantic opposition is treated as the

only g»mmarlcaI aspcauaI opposition in Russian. In this th<$s rt ~ p<esurned to be the IUghest

level ofverbal aspc:auaI distinctions since the lnhc:rent provides laicol rather than grammaJicaJ

oppositions. The levd of the Perspective reflects a more abstract cognitive image which

incorporates the cognitive images that emerged at the previous stages of the event·image

developmcnL This incorporation results in the ClCtreme semantic complexity ofthe Perspective

in Russian. Ifa researcher attributes all the complexity 10 the Perfective and the Imperfective.

the resulting analysis is very likely to become cumbersome and inconsistent for a number of

reasons. The lexical aspects of the previous stages make up subsystems oftheir own and are

not necessarily present in every verb which falls under the category ofperfective or imperfective.

Some of the earlier aspectual distinctions, such as determinate or indeterminate, in fact. can

be applied to both the aspects of the Perspective level with some verbs but not others. Rather

than anernpting to desaibe the whole ofthe semantics which a perfective or imperfective verb

CQlI relay. we shall limit ourselves to the properties ofme Perspective proper. i.e. the cognitive

image ofthe external or intemal subject and the consequences for the verbal paradigms when

these images are transposed on Universe Time.

6.3.2.1 The Perspective and time reference.

The aspectUa1 distinctions arising at the cognitive level ofthe Perspective are the first

distinctions which can serve the purpose oftemporaJ reference. It is common knowledge that

languages may have no tenses yet in this case they are bound to have distinctions similar to
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the perfective limperfective contrast (Binnick 1991 :44; Comrie 1985:63). The separation of

the subject of the evttlt from the event provides the pOSSl"bility ofa semantic expansion of the

perfective (I) as anon-present ifthe event with an interioisubject is perceived as present, and

(2) expansion into the notions oftemporal relativity, or anteriority, in whietl case the exterior

subject signals the anterior event whereas the interior subject is interpreted as the later stage

ofaffitirs. This actually entails that cognitively the imperfective and perfective aspeclS create

the first temporal contrast which ought to be the opposition "present V$. non-present", and

that the emergence ofthe 'relative' time reference Pre.cedes the cognitive notions of Universe

Time. Tenseless languages reveal this propertyofthe Perspective to the full extent. Forexample.,

in modem Chinese

Ie suffixe de I'accompli -Ie marque Ia fennerure d'un processus (...) et indique
I'antenorite par rapport i un repere doMe, antenorit': qui est relative. II peut
ainsi exprimer l'antCriorite d'W'Ie action par rappon i une autre action (passee
au future), \a premiere etam:~ comme une circonstance de \a seconde (Djic
\986,26).

The universality ofthe cognitive properties ofthe Perspective is also manifest in Russian

where perfective verbs only have reference to the non-present and are used in narrations where

every preceding verb is viewed as anterior [0 the following ones. The imperfective, on the other

hand, allows for a representation ofthe continuous event due to the image of the subject being

inside the event, either in the present or non-present time spheres.

As the perfective and the lmperfeetive are lexical aspects in Russian, i.e. they emerge

at the stage preceding the notions of Event Time and Universe Time, they facilitate and

precondition the development of the latter notions. However, the peculiar properties of the
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Perspective lead to dramatic developments in the system oftenses. We shall take a closer look

at the reasons ofwhy the system ofRussian tenses is what it is. But tim about the way this

system is usually described in Russian grammars.

Russian imperfective verbs may have reference to the past, present and future while

perfective verbs can only refer- to the future and the past. Traditionally, Russian is believed

to have five tenses, a simple one with perfective verbs and a periphrastic form with imperfective

verbs, as illustrated in Table 6.1.

Future

C,ll,CJta·1O !sdela-jut

6yJIY JleJI:aTh lbudu delat'!

Table 6. 1 Time reference of the perfective and imperfective verbs (temporal paradigm of

the of the verb /{CVTIITh 'do').

The existence ofthe lexical perfectivitylimperfectivity contrast creates a considerable

asymmetry wher"eby the transposition ofthe perfective or imperfective verb to Universe Time

creates very differ-ent images., especially in the non-past sphere: the perfective verb may not

have the presenHime reference in the non-past whereas the impelfec:tive verb primarily implies

continuity and, consequently, present time. The solution to remedy this considernble discrepancy

was provided by the creation of the analytic Prospective aspect by means of the non-past of

the verb 'to be' wher-eby this perfective fonn has future reference. and the infinitive of the
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lmperfec:tive verb carries the image ofunintemaptedness, e.g. 6yiJry aenam.. Ibudu ddat"'I

will be doing' .

Taking into account the morphological identity ofmarking the present imperfective

8e.naIo and the future perfective caenwo it is logical to treat these fonns as non-past. and the

future imperfective form tiyiJry 8enamb as an analytical aspectual construction representing

Prospective aspecl (Hewson - penona1 communication) which emerges at the Chronogenetic

level similar to English where the prospective emerges at the Chronogenetic level alongside

the Retrospective and the Progressive (see Chapter One). Once this fonn is treated as aspectUa1

rather than as a tense form, the system oftwo tenses., Past and Non-Past, may be presented

as follows:

Table 6.2 The system ofRussian tenses.

This kind ofrepresentation presents the system of tenses in Russian as a symmetrical

structure and can find confirmation in the poSSIbility of interchangeable usage of the perfective

and imperfective non-past for rendering the Inherent (see examples 123c,d. 124, 127): this

possibility <:an only be accounted for by the filet that the cognitive space ofUniverse Time has

only two fields. and me future is rendered in Russian by means ofeither Perfective (It" Prospective
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aspect. The non-past segment of Universe Tune necessarily includes the future. and it is only

with a direct and spec;ific reference to the present moment that lmpenec:tive and perfective vttbs

can not be used interchangeably (see example 118).

6.3.2.2 The Perspective and quasi-nominals.

Another setofphenomenawhich istheresult oftheaspectu.al distinctions ofthe Perspc:dive

ieveI: are the non-finite fonns ofRussian vttbs. The separation oCme subject ofthe evene from

the event precludes the fonnation ofehe present perfective aceive participle as it would imply

the idea of the subject inside the e....ent (Table 6.3).

Past Participle Aceive Present Participle Active

gena-.w-ldi Isdela-vt-ijl

,D,CJIa-lw-Kii Idela-vi-ij1 AeJla-fOw,-Hii Idela-juJC..ijl

Table 6.3. The system ofaetive participles in Russian.

The passive participles show a similar constraint (Table 6.4): only the past perfective

and the present imperfective participles are possible.

Past Participle Passive

C,D,eJla-UU-blH Isdela-lUl-yj!

Present Participle Passive

JJ,eJlae-M.-blH Idela-j-em-yjl

Table 6.4. The system of passive participles in Russian.
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The presence of the Perspective as a lexical property ofwords has created a situation

which requires some modification of the Guil1aumean~ ofquasi·nominals. [n Chaptet"

One it was stated that the emergence of Event lime provides for the possibility of three

representations: one interior representation (the subject inside the event) as in singing, and

two exterior representations sung and (/O) sing which in tum are distinguished by the linear

representation ofthe subject: preceding the event in the case of(Io)sing and foUowing the event

in the case ofsung. This feature of interiority or exteriority of the subject is incorporated into

the lexical semantics of the Russian verbs as units of the lexicon; thus the infinitive of the

imperfective verb has the same property as the present and past participles (the subject inside

the event) whereas the perfective infinitive has the same propeny as the participles ofthe perfective

verb (the subject outsidetheevent). This means that the contrasts between Russian quasi·nominals

have a different nature compared to English or French quasi-nominals. This differtnt nature

mayaccouR[ fOT the tense contrast between the imperfective participles: 8eIlaawuQ IdelavJijl

'doing in the past, having done' and aenalOu.lLui/delajuJeijl'doing (now)' and the existence

of a separate set of passive paniciples c8enaHHwu/sdelannyjl '(having been) done' and

8enaeMwQ Idelajemyjl 'being done'. One may argue that the systems ofFrench and English

have a more universal and abstract charaetet'which allows forboth passiveandactive interpretation

of the Retrospective participle: has ealen, is ealen. Russian verbs with a significant semantic

load of various aspcctual distinctions lack this level of abstraction. This required a more

complicated system ofquasi~nominaJs. The fundamental difference between English and Russian

quasi-nominals is also confirmed by the rnarWnaiity ofRussian paniciples: they are almost entirely
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confinod to official styleand written language wbc:reas vemaaJ1arRussian would normally replace

them with phrases containing finite forms.

The problem ofthe representationofboth Event Tune by quasi-oominals and ofUniverse

Tune by finite fonns in Russian is intriguing and needs further investigation in the Guillaumean

paradigm. However, this problem ties outside the scope of the present thesis which focuses

on the subsystems of lexical aspects and the cognitive images underlying them.

6.3.2.3 Semantic potential of the Perspective.

Both the aspects ofthe Pet"Spective level have semantic undenones which can not be

subsumed by one universal contrast as they ar-e caused by the fact that the Perspective summarily

reflects thedistinctions wtH:hariseat the preceding 1eveI. ofthe event image development, namely.

distinctions in the Manner ofOcwrrence. The semantic potential ofan imperfective verb implies

either an uninterrupted, indiscriminate, continuous occurrence. or an iterative, habitual,

frequentative occurrence. The semantic potential of the perfective vern. on the other hand,

implies either a SemeIfaetive event (event begun and completed in perception) or a Non

Semelfactive event (event completed in consciousness). If these meanings are attributed to

the properties ofthe Perfective and Imperfective. the resulting analysis will have to admit that

the two aspects are opposed ina variety ofways which would entail a number of privative or

equipollent oppositions wTthout systemic relations between them. For example, the Imperfective

may be said to have the semantic feature "Continuous", or "Durative" which is absent in the

perfective. The latter. in its tum, may be said to posses the semantic feature ''Totality'' which
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the Imperfective lacks. This kind ofdesaiptive analysis fails [0 underscore the simple 5yS[tm

which stands behind Ute aspectu.aI categories. Thus [he semantic properties of perfective and

imperfective verbs other tlWl the position ofUte 9.lbjcet of the event: should be related to anolhc:r

Ievd ofaspectuaI distinctions where they comprise a subsysr.em of their own. The following

section will consider this subsystem.

6.3.4 The Geschehensanen.

TIle u:rm Geschehensarten was introduced in Chapter Three as a generic tenn for the

aspectual distinctions corresponding to the cognitive features of the Manner ofOccurrence.

Earlier in the thesis (see 3.2.4) it was ugued that the operations of generalisation and

particularisation produce three cognitive images in which the occurrence of the event can be

perceived: punctual, repetitive and uninterrupted The linguistic lexica.! aspects corresponding

to these images were said [0 be the Semelfactive, the Iterative and the Indiscriminate. The

participation oOong-term memory and imagination might lead to the developmentofthe cognitive

images so that a series of homogeneous evenu over several perceptive acts may be perceived

as a single repetitive event resulting in the notions of the Habitual or frequentative. whereas

the beginning, duration and completion ofan evenl perceived through several perceptive acts

may be realised in memory as a punctual event in consciousness producing the notion of Non

Semelfaetive.

Russian verbs have a number ofsubclasses which demonstrate morphologically marked

Gc:schehensarten. Alongside with verbs unambiguously referred to one of the Geschehensarten,
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then is a large rJJmberofverbs which have the meanings ofthis level in their semantic potential

and have one of the three poSSlDle interprewions as discourse categories. The analysis of the

Geschehensarten will proceed with the most representative groups ofverbs foUowed by the

review of those verbs which have Geschehensart semantics as a potentiality.

6.3.4.1 The Semelfaetive.

The Semelfactive verbs are nonnally marked by the suffix -H.y-l-nu-f. There exists &

large number" ofverbs in which the semelfactive fonn shows considerable phonetic reshaping

such as vowel change., consonant deletion or alteration no longer active in Russian. These verbs

are opposed to the suffixless imperfectiveverbs which haveexactlythe same basic lexical meaning,

i.e. the Inherent aspect identifying the same type ofevent but differing in aspectual value., cL

(131) a. COBan.'" f$Ovat'l'put, poke, stash'

b. KH,ll;an.""'" lkidat'/'throw'

c. nneBaTb""" fplevat'l 'spit'

d. B3JU>1X&n.-"/vzdyxat'f'sigh'

CYHYfhpd lsunut'f 'put once'

KHJfYTbpoffkinut'f 'throw once'

runoHYfbpr( Ipljunut'/'spit once'

I13J(OXHYThprf Ivzdoxnut'/'give a sigh'

Apparently, this derivational type reflects & very old pattern of forming &Spectual

distinctions. There is., however, & limited number of verbs with the suffix -Im- which are

imperf«:tive and in most cases denote a transition to or being in a new stale, for example:
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(132) L ruyn./gnut'/'bend'

b. nt6HYTb /gibnut'/'perish'

c. Mep3HYJ1> /mjorznut'/'freeze, feel chilly'

d. TOHYfh/tonut'/'sink, drown'

e. MCPIWY'flo /merknut'/'dim'

f. aixuyn./paxnut'/'smeU'

This group ofimperfectives with the suffix -/tu- includes almost exclusively intransitive

verbs which could be traced to iteratives as representations ofa single act of the corresponding

iterative verb teeategorised in regard to Geschehensart, e.g. moHym", /tonut'/'sink, dl"own

(mtr.tnsitive)' from manum", /tapit'/'sink (transitive)' as a single act ofsomething orsornebody's

drowning, or .wepKHym",/merknut'/'dim' from .wep~", /mertsat'/'shimmer, glimmer' as

asingle act ofglimmering which ends in dimming. putting out. This is a historical analysis, howeveT.

In modem Russian these verbs exist as independent lexical entities, and are not exactly the

aspectual semdfaetive countCfllart5 to the iterative verbs. For that reason this group of

impeffectives with the suffix -11U- is treated as a case ofsystemic irregularity and is excluded

from thc subclass of the Semelfactive verbs.

The important constraint on the derivation of the semelfaetives with -nu- is that they

can only be derived from verbs which represent perceptually repetitive events, for example:

(133) a. AYThiolp/dut'/'blow'

b. '1Hxan.""",cixat'/'sneezc'

c. lCalWIJITb"""/ka!ljat'/'cough'
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d. AepralO-'/djorgat'/'pull at' AepuyrDprf /djomut'/'pull once'

e. np&lI"aTb-'/prygat'/'oop up and down' npwmyn.'"/prygnut'/'hop ona; leap'

The suffix ...,m- is much more freqUent in colloquial language than it is in the dictionaries

and standartlliterary Russian.. Colloquial Russian derives serndfactives even from those verbs

which are not inherently marked for iterativity and do not represent repetitive events in perception

but can be presumed to comprise a number of identical acts in consciousness, i.e. repetitive

in habitual sense. For example. the verb eocn.wnam",pof /vospitat'/'educate. bring up, raise'

denotes an event which may consist ofa number- ofacts all ofwhich are aimed at rearing a child.

The possibility of this cognitive image can account for the following example:

(134) HiUlO c6eraTb k poAJlTeJlJUd MIf.ThKY BOCUHTIlYThpof
N~run.INF. top..-ents..DAT. Milya.ACC.rnrfrWe.lNF.
"1 have to drop by at my parents' to give Mitya parental guidance"

1ne phrase was uttered by a college lecturer to her equally educated mends to inform

them she would be off to exen a single act ofparental influence on her son who was staying

with his grandparents. The verb 8OCfUUnHYml>, not found in any dictionary, is anatural fonnation

and the above example is by no means abnormal though it is rather informal.

The colloquial language also employs the suffix -aHy- /-8Ou-l for the purpose of

punctualisation which is emotionally ancI sryIisticaUy marked. This suffix, unlike the suffix -nu-,

can be added to verbs ofany Geschehensan, both perf~tive and imperfective, cf.:
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(135) a.. AaBaTb"""/davat'I'give' JlaBanyrb Idavanut'/'give'

b. CKIl3aTbprl" Iskazat'I'say' CKIl311K}'Tb Iskazanut'/'say'

c. 'Iecan."'/f:esat'l 'comb' '1ecatfYTl> lasanut'l 'comb'

The adding ofthe suffix -anu. nonnally creates a comic effect which can be attributed

to the cognitive discrepancy between the nature of the event represented by the unprefixed

verb and the meaning ofpunctuality: the suffix gives a punctual meaning to the verbs that have

a regular form to represent a single act, such as the verb awnr."" for (135a), or the verbs that

arc already inherently punctual (135b), or those verbs which can hardly be interpreted as punctual

(1350).

The second group ofverbs with the Semelfactive Geschchensart are simple unprefixed

perfective verbs which are morphologically marlc.ed by the infinitive inflexion ·wnr. (·m.} and

have an imperfective pair marked by the infinitive inflexion -am. (-JUn.,:

(136) a.6pocHTh"t' /brosit'l

b. J1:KDIHTbprl" /liEt'1

c. lIPOCTHTb,.r Iprostit'l

d. nyCTHThP'f Ipustit'l

c. PO,ll,HTb,.r Iradit'l

f. XUTHTbI"f Ixvatit'l

g. RBHTh,.r Ijavit'l

6pocan."""/brosat'/'throw'

JIlIIDlln."""lli.sat'I'deprivc'

npo~Iln."""/pro~t'/·forgjve'

nycKaTb..... !puskat'!·let'

po-nn.""'/roidat'!·give birth'

xlI:ran."""'Ixvau.t'I'grab', 'be enough'

RBJUrrh-' Ijavljat'! 'appear, present'

Though synchronically one can oot say which of the two in the pair is derived. it is

noteworthy that the imperfectives have an inherently Iterative aspect. We may consequently
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conclude that the SemeIfactive is primarily rda1ed to the lterarive, the relationship one can ocpc:c:t

from a binary opposition which is a result of tile operations presented by the birwy tensor (see

3.4.1).

6.3.4.2 The Iterative.

The verbs most representative of Uerative aspect are unprefixed verbs with the suffix

-U6Q- (-woo.-} /-iva- (-yva-y which have an unprefixed imperfective counterpart without this

suffix, such as the verbs in (137). These verbs cany all the implications of the repetitive Manner

ofOccurrence.. i.e. they may be interpreted as either iterative. habitual or frequentative:

(137) a. cH,fJ,en.... /sidet'/·sit' CHJKKBan.irnp 'sit (habitually)'

b. BOA.H1'birnp /vodit'/ 'Iead' BfUKKBan,irnp /vativat'/ 'lead (repeatedly),

c. KpH1(an,-'/krieat' 'shout' KpKKKBaTL.... 'shout (now and again)'

As was the case with the punctualising suffix .mI-, the iterative suffix -iva-(-yva-) with

unprefilCed verbs is much more frequent in colloquial speech. especially in rural areas. The

foUowing verbs may notbe registered in the diaionaries but they are natural and regular formations,

although they are somewhat marked as emotional and informal. peculiar to the vernacular.

(138) a. ne>KaThirnp /leiat'/'lie'

b. JleTllTbionp lIelat'/'f!y'

c. CJlLlwan."'/slybt·/·hear·

d. roBOPKTh-'/govorit'/'talJc'

nEbKHBan. /ljoiivat'/ 'lie (occasionally)'

neThiBan. /ljotyvat'/'f1y (occasionally)'

CJtWXHBan. /slyxivat,/·heat (regularly)'

roBapKBaTb /govarivat'/'talk (usually)'
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Thesame suffix withprefixed VCfbsaiso wuaIly carries the Iterative (the socaIled perfective

iterarives): nOll.I.UTlW6WT1b IpoCityvat'/'read regularly'; nacanwoonu./posapyvat'l 'snore

now and again'. Howevef". many prefixed veri>s with this suffix have Iterativity as a potential

and contextUally dependent meaning. i.e. they have the Geschehensart in their semantic potential

and are only marked for the imperfective in the lexicon, e.g. .lCl6pacweamf> Izabrasyvat'/'throw

beyond (repeatedly)" score (a goal)'. This group also includes the majority of verbs with the

suffixes -OWl-, -eva-, -vova- and -va-. These suffixes produce an imperfectivising effect and

open the possibility of"IlIterpreting the verb as havingeither lterative or lndisaiminate (continuous)

ledcal aspect: apeanoaamf> larestovat"l 'arrest'" npeJetf1f106anu. Iprezentovat"I •present'

de. The verb atTeSt used to be bi-aspectuaI and has undergone a normal evolution into becoming

perfective after the imperfective counterpart apecmoeweanu./arestovyvat'l appeared to denoce

the activity or arresting in its continuity andlor repetition.

The eocompassing category of the Perspective level often dominates the Geschehensart

distinctions and it is often difficult to determine whether the verb bas Iterative or lndiscriminate

aspect in the lexicon. I could suggest. a test for determining iterativity as the inherent property

ofthe vern: an ilerabve verb would normally resist being used in the conteXt ofB momMaMeHIJI.

KoeOa, for example:

(139) a. B "OT MOMeHT, Kor,o.a A: 3a6pacbfBan;",p wa.M6y...

In thut moment when I lhrow.SG.PAST puck. ACe.

'When I was scoring the goal'
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b.·8 TOT MOMeHT, KOf.n.a. no'lHTW.8~ KHHty.•.
In thIIt moment when I read.SG.PAST book..ACC.

c. B TOT MOMelIT, KOnta J[ qKTaJl'" KHHJ'Y .••
In that moment wben I read.SG.PAST book.ACC
'When I was reading the book'

The verbs in (139a) and (l39c) may denote an evolving continuous event at a certain

moment which makes them natural in the suggested context. The verb in (139b) is marked

for repetitiveness in the lexicon, and a series of identical occurrences can not happen within

just one moment which makes the verb inappropriate in this context. The test, however, may

not be applicable to the verbs which represent events whose natural occurrence requires a

considenbleperiodoftime, such as .)W.(OOQIltl> /zimovat'/'spendwinter,H()O.I.ooamto1rto&Na1'/

'spend the night'. For such verbs the test context might be modified to include the minimum

time period necessary for one uninterruted occurrence, i.e. that winter, that (very) nighl.

6.3.4.3 The Indiscriminate.

llte lndiscriminateGeschehensart corresponding to the cognitive feature ofuninterrupted

occurrence does not appear to have special morphological marking. This lexical aspect can

only be found in imperfective verbs with reference to one perceptive act, or to one uninterrupted

period oftime. [f the represented evmt is spread through several perceptive aas or throughout

several segments oftime, the verb may be interpreted as having herative lexical aspect in its

habitual or frequentative variety, cf.:
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(140) a. R)KKJf"v • 31"OK uapTMpe TPH MeC.llu,a (8 AeTCT1le)
I live.SG.PAST in thU flaLPREP. thn:c month.SG.GEN. (in childboodPREP.)
'I lived in this flat for three months (last year, when young)'

b. R :lKHJl I noB QaP"lllpe ltaxJl,oe ACTO (Ha ltaHHK)'Jlax)
I live-5O.PAST in this..PREP. OatPRE!'. e:-.-ery.ACC. SlJn'II:DCf".ACC. (on VKation...PLPREP.)
'I lived/used to live in this flat every summer (on my vacations)'

The verb.xun '(lived' represents an uninterrupted occurrence when a single period

of time is specified, such as last year, for three months, when I wasyoung. However, when

the context contains an indication ofseveral time sequences, e.g.. OIl every vocation, every

summer, whenever I visited the town etc., or a multitude ofintcrvaJs, the verb ma.y be interpreted

as expressing the Iterative (habitual). Similarly, the verb 6oneKi"'P Ibolejul 'am sick' in (14Ia)

implies the Indiscriminate while in ( 141 b) the modified temporal context gives the verb a habitual

reading:

(141) a. R lSoJlelO rpKonOM
I be·sick..5O.NON·PAST in1luenza.INSTR.
'I am down with a flue'

b. R 6oJleIO rpHnDOM peAKO (KUCA)'IO 3HMY)
I bc-sict.SG.NON-PAST influenza.INSTR. seldom (every winter.ACC.)
'I seldom have flue' ('I have flue every winter')

Verbs which are unmarked for the Punetual or Iterative even in their habitual usage

cany an implication that the event OCQJpied all the duration ofevery interval of time expressed

in the context. In (I4Ob) the event ofUYing continued uninterrupted throughout each summer

of the vacation period, and (14Ib) presupposes a singular uninterrupted occurrence throughout

each winter. In other words., morphologically unmarked verbs capable of expressing the
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lndiscriminate imply the idea of cootinuity even. when they refer to several occurrences of the

same event. Under no conditions can they be used to denote a purdy iterative event. i.e. an

intermittent event in perception.

The possibility of the habitual or frequentative interpretation makes us conclude that

the Russian verbs unmarked for Gescbeb.ensarten have the meanings of the Iterative and the

lndiscriminate as potentiality ofcontextual interpretation. while the Indiscriminate is always

a discourse category incapable ofbeing a property of the verbs as units of tongue.

6.3.4.4 Summary ofGeschehensanen.

The expression of the Geschehensanen reveals a number of morphologically marked

verbs for the ~rnelfact.ive(suffix~.) and the Iterative (suffix .;m--I-J'M7) with the Indiscriminate

being morphologically ururwiced. The majority ofthe verbs that do not have explicit marking

ofGeschehensarten must be presumed to have them as a potentiality of interpretation. Such

verbs can be used in discourse and can be analysed as capable ofcovering the meaning of more

than one Geschehensart.

6.3.5 The Directional.

The Directional corresponds to that stage in the event·image development at which

the notions of the determinate and indeterminate movement appear. Determinate movement

proceeds in a definite direction and implies an end·point. or the point ofsaturation (completion,

termination) as an entailment. lndetenninate movement is unstructured, unorderly movement
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and implies the idea of random repetition.

The Directional has a mocpbological expression in Russian imperfective verbs ofmotion

(see the list of them in 3.2.3.1) The same lexical aspect is expressed by some prefixed vms

with the prefixes s- and~. In this case the prefixes lack the spatial or temporal reference

described in 5.3.

6.3.5.1 The Directional and the verbs of motion.

The verbs which are inherently marked for the Directional and have a morphological

pair with the contrasting aspect display significant peculiarities in their morphological behaviour

evident in both suffixation and prefixation.

The iterative suffix -illO{-yva-) can only be added to indeterminate verbs. for example:

(142) a. XOJt,HTb Ixodit'l 'go'

b. KaTltTb /katit'l 'roll'

c. 1I00.:HT1. Inosit'l'carty'

XUKKBaTb Ixaiivat'l 'go habitually'

Kanaan./katyvat'l 'roll repeatedly'

H3wHaan./wivat'I'carry habitually'

Determinate verbs are unable to convey the idea of repetitiveness, so it may be said

that the Iterative lexical aspect can not combine with the meaning expressed by the Determinate.

The second peculiarity involves prefixation. Prefixed determinate verbs all become

perfective while indeterminate verbs may have doublets: a prefixed imperfective form with the

same spatial modification as the detenninate prefixed verb and a prefixed perfective verb with

a different meaning. This is illustrated on the example of the prefixed fonn5 of the determinate
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verbs uOmu lidtil'go' and Jleme,ru.lletet'/'Oy' and the corresponding indeterminate verbs

.maumt./xodjt'/'go' and nernamt.llelat'/8y'(Table 6.5).

Perfective Determinate Imperfective Indeterminate perfective Indeterminate

,..,.. >&De=> '""0""'" >U.,.", '""0""'" >&D~

'drop by' 'Oyin' 'drop by' 'Oyin' 'swtgomg' 'startOying'

DOiTH'stan DOJIC'J'CTt.'swt DOXO,llJl1'l> DOJlCTaT1:l
going' flying' 'walkawbile' 'Oyawhile'

COATH'go off, CJleTeTIo'fly CXOJUlTh 'go CJlCTllTh'Oy CXOJUITh 'go CJleT8n. 'Oy
step from' off, from' 00<1,..".' 00<1""",,' off, step from' off, fiun'

JloATH'reach' <ODe=> JlOX()JlIIT!> Jlo.ICTllTh
'eotnC up' , 'Oyupto' , 'COfDC up' , 'OyuplO' ,

"""':80 }'lIeTeT1>'Oy yxOJl]l'l"t. 'go y.enn.'Oy
a"", aWlly' a"",' away'

0T0&'ru 'go OT.ICTC11>'Oy arxOJtB'1'1o 'go onenn.'Oy
aside' as'" aside' aside'

Table 6.5. Prefixed determinate and indetenninate verbs.

One can see from the table that the prefixes do, u- and oj perform a purely spatial

modification. Three prefixes::o-, ~ and po- produce a peculiar effect. The prefix :0- adds an

incboaJive meaning to indeterntinate verbs while with determinate verbs it only has a spatial

reference. The prefix po- adds inchoative meaning to determinate verbs and is aetualised with

temporal reference in indeterminate verbs. The prefix s- has the spatial meaning with both groups

yet wlth indetenninate verbs it also creates an unusual meaning ofa single completed action

which may be expressed as 'move and return'.
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The idiosyncntic behaWlur ofthe Iatt..- throe prefi= can be explained by 1heU spocific

semantics and functjoos discussed in. 5.2.3 and 5.J These prefixes may be used with both spatial

and temporal reference. In the cascofthe latter the prefix ZQ- was interpreted as 'behind (the

beginning ofthe event)', or inchoative. This meaning remains with indetennmate verbs. while

for the determinate verbs the same meaning is conveyed by the prefix.po-. The wwsuaI meaning

'move and return' oCme prefix s- may be explained in two ways: either it is a different prefix

rdated to the homophonous preposition s 'with', or it may be the punctualising effect of the

implication ofrepetitiveness contained in the indeterminate verb: a single perceptive act ofa

repeated phenomenon would imply a return to the starting point.

6.3.5.2 The Directional with other verbs.

Besides the verbs ofmotion that can Conn aspectuaI pairs in the lexicon a large number

of Russian verbs may be presumed to have the semantics ofthe Directional in their semantic

potential. The presence ofthese potential meanings is revealed by the derivational possibility

for unprefixed verbs to create perfective pairs with the prefixes po- and s- (or its equivalent

with no spatial or temporal reference, see 5.3). In these cases the unpre6xed verb is semantically

unmarlced for either the Determinate or Indeterminate but contains the possibility ofbang

interpreted in either meaning. The prefixes aetualise one ofthc Directional meanings and in

this case the verb with the prefix $- beoomes nearly identical in aspectuaI semantics to the verbs

inherently marked for the Determinate, such as the English make. The verb with the prefix

~ becomes an aspeaual equivalent to the verbs inherently marked for the lndetcnninate. such
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as the English do. Compare the reUowing examples where the Russian verb do can have both

a telic and atelic reading(143) whereas the prefixed forms show some kind efselectivity. With

the prefix s- the verb acquires a distinct detenninate meaning with the result that the English

transJation requires us to specify a definite quantity oflhe event (the mistakes, the homework)

(0 render the same idea ofthe inner terminal point (144), With the prefixpo- the verbs acquire

a distinct indeterminate meaning. This leads to the impoSSIbility ofrepresenting the first event:

one can not say ·no8enanu. owu6rcu Ipodelat' o~ibki/ just as one can not say do mistakes

in English: making a mistake is perceived as a detenninate event which has an implication of

the end·point whietl can not be presented by an indeterminate verb as lacking that internal point

oftermination. The verb nodenamb sounds as odd in this context as the English I was ma/dng

mistakes in response to the question What didyou do yesterday?

(143) a. J(CJla-rh'" oWH6KH Idclat' o~ibkil'makemistakes'

b. ACJIUTLimp ypOKH Idelat' uroki/'do homework'

(144) a. CllCJlaTbprf oWH6KH Isdelat' o!ibkil 'make the mistakes'

b. cJlCJrU'I"bprf ypOKH Isdelat' urokil 'do (finish) the homework'

(145) a. ·1l0RCJUIThpof oWH6KH

b, UOJlCJIUThprf ypOKH lpodelat' uroki/'do homework (for some time)'

The possibility ofcreating aspectUa1 perfective pairs opposed in their Directional meaning

does not seem to be the property ofall Russian verbs. Some verbs can not be provided with
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the prefixes marking the Directional (146). Many verbs can be marked with this prefix but

it retains its distinct spatial reference (147). Yet in other instances the prefixed vern has a totally

different Inherent lexical aspect. which can hardly be reWed to the unprefixed fonn in synchronic

terms (148). For such cases we presume that these verbs do not have the meanings of the

Directional Aktionsart in their semantic potential, consequently. the meanings ofthe Determinate

and Indeterminate can not be aetualised in discourse.

(146) L ryJlKrb""guljat'/'walk'

b. pOJl,HThprf /rodiC/'give binh'

(147) L py6HTh-"/rubit'/'chop'

b. TPJtC'fH""P Itrjastil'shake'

(148) a. n.CTIf /pastil·herd·

b. MhtTbCJt Imyt'sja/'wash'

cpy6HTh,..r /srubit'I'chop down'

CTPJtC'J'M"'" /strjastil'shake oft'

cn.CTIfpo1'/spastil 'save'

The derivational panems ofthe verbs similar to those in (146). (148) require a separate

investigation since such. verbs may comprise several subclasses:

- ..Determinate only" verbs which have a temporal reference and the inchoative meaning

with the prefixpo-, e.g. nOllJ06wn.,..r lpoljubit'/'begin loving';

- "Indeterminate only" verbs which may have the meaning 'for some time' with that

prefix, e.g. noeynJUlll>,..r /poguljat'I'walk for a while';

- verbs unmarked for the Directional which merdy denote a completed perfective event
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with the prefixpo-, e.g. nopo(hmtbpof" /parodiC/'give birth' ,and

• verbs marlc:ed for both kinds of the Directional differ in some of their aIJo5emic usages;

forexample, the verb <U.IO"JU'J1b..../Cistit·/·dear. clean' may have an interpretation ofan atdic

event going on for some time as in 1UNucmunu.pr1' O(ez /poOstit' snegI'(clean) shovel the

snow(for a while)', or it may have an interpretation ofa tdie event bound to came to its end-point

and unableto havethe meaning 'for a while", as in noa«DTtUr1'1b Jl"f lCapf11OlUCU/poCistit' karto~

'(clean) peel potatoes'.

In order to establish the kind ofDirectional with verbs other than verbs of motion the

foUowing procedure may be suggested. In the preceding section it was noted that determinate

verbs ofmotion get inchoalive meaning with the prefix~, and indeterminate verbs ofmotion

become inchoalive with the prefix =0-. The inchoative meanings of these prefixes may serve

as an indicatorofthe Determinate or the Indeterminate carried by the partiaJ!ar verb. For example,

the w:rb m06wm.·1ove, be in love' has the incboative meaning with the pre6xfJt': nonlO6unuo.

Some verbs such as verbs ofrootarion 6enerm.Jbdet·/ 'bdtum white/pale', .JeIJEttemto /zelenet'/

'beltum green' may have two inchoativcs, e.g. mpasa..Ja.JeJleHena /traw zazelenelal 'the

grass became green' and R no.JenEtten (om.JllOa7lu) Ija pozelene! (at z1ostiV'[ turned green

(with anger)'. OthersimiJarverbs. i.e. KpO£JU!r71bllcrasnet,/·beltumred· haveonlyoneincboative:

flOKJJ'CUHenu,. We can consequently conclude that the verb .JeneHefflto has both directional

meanings as a semantic potentiality whereas the verb ICpc10iemb is semantically marked for

the Determinale.
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6.3.6 The Kinetic.

TheKineticAktionsartwasdescribedinChapterThreeasthelevelofaspectualdistinctions

corresponding to the cognitive image ofeither stasis or non-static (kinetic) events, the stage

at which the notion ofmovement is realised as spatiaVtemporai change ofsome entity on the

background ofunchanging, constant entity. The property ofdenoting stasis was said to be more

charaderistic of nouns and adjectives but verbs might also have the Stative lexical aspect, even

though the number of these verbs may be very small.

Russian has no special morphologicaJ markings for verbs denoting static events. This

subclass of verbs may be detennined by the derivational potential, or the ability of the verbs

to be spatially or temporally modified. Once the Stative represents an event wh.ich does not

change., the spatial or temporal modificationofsuch an event is impoSSIble. Any spatial or temporal

modification would entail reference to a different static entity, consequently, a different event

altogether. One" can not place a static unit in a new spatial context just as one can not modify

the co-ordinatcs ofa geographical point: LOlldOlI, 0",. can not refer to the capital of the United

Kingdom. TItis means that the addition ofspatial prefixes would aeate an image ofa new event

rather than modifY the environment of the static event. Russian simple verbs which display

exact.ly these qualities are the verbs Jfarm.. !znat'! '!cnow', 6wmb Ibyt'!'be', UMemb timet'!

'have', qjlL4L'CJ1K.109lV7lb !su§tcstvovat'!'exist'. AU these verbs are imperfective These verbs

acquire a new meaning when prefixed. i.e. prefiltation creates a new lexical entry, a verb with

a different Il1h~rent aspect (149).
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(149) a Ulan Imat'I'know' DpH3Han Ipriznal'I'admit'

DO:JRaTb lpoznat'l 'learn' :JIl3HU1>C. luznatsjal 'become cocky'

y:ntaTb Iwnat'I'find out'

b. ObIT& byt'I'be' :Jaol>ITb/zabyt'I'forget'

npH15htT1> Ipribyt'l 'arrive' y61tIT1o lubyt'l 'depart, decrease'

c61>f1'h 'seU, deli~'

C. HMCTb fimet'I'have' UKMCTb l~et'/'acquire'

DOHMen. lpoimet'l 'use. dispose'

Theonly prefix which could be added to someofthese verbs without changing the Inherent

is the prefix pro- with its temporal reference, i.e. stressing a complete period oftime throughout

all ofwhich the occurrence of the static event went on (1 SO):

(ISO) a.15WTb Ibyt'l 'be' np06l>lTh/probyt'I'be, stay the whole time'

b. npocyl1.tCCTBOBaTb IprosuJtestvovat'1 'exist' (the whole of the time indicated')

The description and identification of the inherently stative verbs might seem to be an

easy undertaking. The overwhelming majority of the verbs might consequently be said to be

marked for the Non-Starlve and to denote kinetic events. However, the ability ofsome verbs

to have the Kinetic type oflexicaJ aspect as a potentiality contnbutes to a number of phenomena

similarto theones described above. Just like in the caseofthe other levels ofaspectual distinctions.

some verbs may not be inherently marked for only one aspect of the Kinetic level and may
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allow for both interpretations. The aspectuaJ meanings of the Kinetic type of aspect can be

aetualised in diSCOlJflt, and the verbs in their static reading should behave derivationally similar

to the purely stalive verbs such as be, have etc.:

(lSI) a. TOM Jle",a.Jr- Ba,IUIBUC

Voh.II.n.:..NOM 1ie-5O.PAST co :sofLPREP.

'The volume was (lying) on the sofa'

b. -TOM none}Kujd" H. AKBaue

(IS2) a. TOM Jle>KilJ(..... ua ,ll.HBaHc
Tom [k.SO.PAST on sofa.PREP.
Tom was lying on the sofa'

b. TOM llOne>Kuprf fla )l.KB8.HC

Tom li.:.SG.PAST on sofa-PREP.
'Tom lay on the sofa (for a while)'

These e.xamples indicate that the verb ne::xxvnlo neiat'/'lie' has both the meanings of

the Kinetic Iyp.: ofaspect in its semantic potential. In (1 SI) the verb denotes a static event

(lSla) and can not be modified by the prefix(151b), while in (152) the verb denotes a non-static

event and can be used with the prefixpo- in its temporal reference (l52b).

6.4 Summary of Russian lexical aspects of the pre-chronogenetic level.

This sketchy analysis of the system ofielCical verbal aspects of Russian suggests some

general conclusions. The lexical aspects ofeach level except the perspective constitute a limited

subsystem of \'erbs which are marked in tongue either morphologically or semantically, for
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example, detenninate vttbs of motion marked for the Determinate. They can be considered

the most representative of the corresponding lexical class. For other verbs there cast three

possibilities: (1) semantic markedness for one of the aspects revealed through derivational

paradigms. for ocample the Determinate aspect of the verb love; (2) semantic markedness for

a certain type ofaspect as a potentiality ofaetualisation ofboth the kinds ofaspect in discourse,

as is the case with the verb lie which is potentially marked for the Kinetic and can be actualised

as both Stative (I44a) and Non-Stative (14Sa); or (3) verbs can be semantically unmarked for

the lexical aspectsofa certain level when there does not exist any morphologjcal contrast revealing

the meanings of the that level, for example, the majority of Russian verbs may be said to be

unmarked for the Kinetic.

There appears to be an interesting interre1ationship between the morphological and/or

semantic markedness ofthe verb for a certain type ofAktionsart and the possibility ofcombining

with Aktionsarten of the other levels. Verbs which are semantically marked for the Stative,

for example, can onlybe interpreted. as indeterminate, indiscriminateand imperfective. Non-Stative

verbs., or verbs not marked. for the Kinetic may acquire any of the aspects of the higher levels

ofaspectual distinctions. Similarly, verbs ofmotion marked for the Directional can only be

indisaiminateand imperfective while the verbs that lack morphological nwicing forthe Directional

and are not opposed to the verbs ofthe other aspect oflhis level may have any of the aspects

of the following levels.
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Conclusions.

The present thesis was based on the theories ofGustave Guillaume and his followers,

and the theory ofaspect most comprehensively presented in Hewson & Bubenik 1997. An

attempt was made in this thesis to hypothesize the existence ofa certain pre<hronogenetic

level. at which various a.spectUal meanings arise. The cognitive approach to aspectual distinctions

based on Guillaumean principles makes poSSIble the elaboration ofa finite list of lexical aspectual

meanings and the search for their origin in the cognitive activity ofthe human mind. The multi

dimensional space ofaspectuaJ semantics was shown to begin with the mental separation of

the perceiving subject and the perceived reality. The realisation of the event occurring outside

the thinking individual leads to the establishment of the cognitive image ofOccurrence and

the corresponding Inherent lexical aspect. The basic image of the event then undergoes a

succession ofbinary operations involving the contrast ofparticularisation and generalisation.

The mechanism ofthe binary radical tensor makes possible the analysis of the cognitive image

of the event and establish aspeetual distinctions: Stative and Non-Stative; Determinate and

Indetenninate; Indiscriminate. Seme1tactive and Iterative; Perfective and Imperfective. These

stages ofthe cognitive image ofthe event do not include the dimension of time which appears

at the first level ofchronogenesis described by Guillaume.

Examples from Russian, English and Turkic languages illustrate the point that languages

may differ in representing pre-chronogenetic aspectual distinctions: some of them have regular

morphological means for representing cenain types oflexical aspect. This is the case ofRussian

where the morphological opposition perfective vs. Imperfective dominates the verbal system,

and there is a rich derivational inventory ofmorphological means - suffixes and prefixes - which



are used to create aspectuaI distinctions of the othet" levels. In English and Tumc some of

the lexical aspects may have variable expression. most often periphrastic, and these aspects,

consequently, have the status ofconceptual categories in the sense ofMeshcharnnov (1945).

A consistent application ofGuiUaume's device (binary radical tensor) has been most

fruitful in this study in establishing the nature of binary contnsts. The application of such

investigative theoretical concepts in this thesis made poSSlole the proposal ofa finite set of

aspc:c:tUaI distinctions arising at the perceptive level, and ofprobable cognitive expansions when

memocy and imagination are involved. The Directional lexical aspect, for example, may produce

a generalisation on the basis ofmemorial images and give rise to the notion oftelicity. The

Iterative lexical aspect, on the other hand, expands into the notion of Habituality when memory

participates in the cognitive image development.

The results ofme present research outline a way for the description ofaspectuaI semantic

potential of individual Russian verbs and for the classification of verbs inlo subclasses with

the same set of aspectual distinctions.

One of the conclusions ofthe present thesis is that languages may have a morphological

Of" syntactic representation ofaspectual distinctions which arise at both pre-chronogenetic and

chronogenetic level yielding verbal forms with cum.dation ofboth lexical and grammatical aspects.

Univef"sals ofhwnan consciousness necessarily influence linguistic stnJcture. However,

any cognitive image is only a potentiality ofrepresentation, and individual languages may choose

among the variety ofpossibilities to represent the same cognitive image. The great advantage

ofGuillawnean linguistics is that it is looking for universals not in the surface structures, often
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arbitrary and unpredictable, but in the underlying mental images and structure of human

consciousness. 1beauthor expresses thehope that this essay might be seen as a small contribution

to the Guillaumean scholarly paradigm.
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